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Dictation of the divine Eternal Father to the emissary
Alpha and Omega:
Yes little son; let us continue with the divine subject
which my searching children love so much; I am referring
to the only origin of the numbers; the numbers are the
Alpha and Omega of every living creation; the mental
calculation would not exist without numbers; the number
which the human creature knows is just a microscopic
form of calculation; it is a microscopic beginning of
life in the number; being the number a living creature
too; so living that a spirit’s destiny depends on it;
every number has got a numerical individuality; it has
got a numerical spiritual hierarchy; every number is
inseparable from the spirit and matter; the number is
always in the own eternity; which expresses itself in
infinite forms of creation; every number evolves; and it
constitutes itself in a great living virtue, in the Kingdom
of Heavens; every number has got innocence; it has got
free will; it has got space; it has got time; and it has got
philosophy; every number makes a divine living covenant
with each spirit that is going to trial a new form of life
on the planets; these divine covenants are constituted
according to the evolution of the spirits; each one is
provided according to their previous works; every number
is a mental calculation; which puts on display all the
living virtues that gravitate around every spirit; every
number is an interpretation of a microscopic spiritual
hierarchy; which tries to search for its own center of
6

creative affinity by means of calculation; since all the
spirits do not have the same evolution, the interpretation
of the numbers are infinite; and colossal worlds are born
in the infinite space from these mental interpretations;
whose philosophy of life is calculation; this divine
Revelation was already announced to the world many
centuries ago; the divine parable says: Each one makes
his own heaven; in other words: each one makes his
future destiny, according to the calculation they had in
life; every calculation also has the divine living morality,
emanated from the Ten Commandments; every feeling is
a calculation that feels; it is living; within a Universe, also
living; created by a living God; the inert form of things
is a temporary dimension; it is a microscopic phase of
the future improvement of those things; the exterior
is inert; it is so, while in the interior a colossal activity
bustles; and microscopic transformations which escape
the power of penetration of the human spirit; whose
numeric calculation cannot penetrate other microscopic
calculations; for the human dimension is a philosophy
which only lives the numerical present; without
overtaking the numerical unknown; for it still ignores the
numerical science of its own creation; it cannot improve
itself in other dimensions, while the creature has not
uncovered his/her own one; for he/she would fall into
errors and supposed theories; building doubtful trues.Since the time you were created spirits in the suns Alpha
and Omega, you were born with a numerical calculation;
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it is a calculation of solar fire; you are a detachment
of microscopic fire which thinks; and soon you shall
return to the fire where you were born; you return to
the point of origin; you return to the suns Alpha and
Omega; the solar fire in which you were created, is an
entire living calculation; nothing has any limits there;
the suns go from sun to sun; from line to line; and their
beginning has no beginning; it is the creative power of
the Most Holy Trinity; they are the eternal luminaries of
the Macrocosm of Father Jehovah; behold a point where
you came out of; a place that if you saw it with the eyes
of flesh, you would not believe it; and all of you would
burst into tears; for your spirit would recognize its solar
elements; mathematics are not expressed just like that;
for they have got free will as you have it; the numbers are
born with the spirit; and participate in every philosophy
which the spirit improves; for there is no philosophy
without a number nor a number without philosophy;
the number participates in all the human thinking; even
in your judgment; and every number follows the spirit
through many existences; for it has got free will; every
number is at the same time a numerical thinking; and
its composition is 318 thinking lines; every number has
got its galaxies and universes with their numeral suns in
space; every number is as expansive as the own spirit; it
has got a development which alternates between matter
and spirit; and they participate in all the creations of
the Thinking Expansive Universe; every number has
8

access to every kingdom of the Father; every number is a
calculating virtue, which implicates the participation of
all the other virtues; for wherever the spirit and its mind
is thinking, the 318 virtues are there waiting for their
opportunity; they are 318 and the free will chooses.Every power comes out of the Father and it is shared by
living covenants; and the numbers are among the infinity
of them; its fame is immense in the Kingdom; for they
are the Alpha and Omega of every creation; the number
is magnetic and geometric; and they are classified
according to the galaxy they belong to; your number
are of a trinity of the flesh; they were created by three
magnetic lines of the suns Alpha and Omega; and one
can say that there are no limits in them in the Kingdom of
Heavens.-

ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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Scroll in spanish written by the emissary Alpha and Omega.
Size of the Scroll: 1 m x 70 cm.
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ORIGIN OF THE NUMBERS; EVERY NUMBER IS
BORN IN AN EGALITARIAN LAW, WITH THE BIRTH
OF THE PLANET; EVERY BIRTH OF A PLANET AND A
NUMBER IS MICROSCOPIC AND GEOMETRIC; THE
EVERYTHING IS BORN BY COMMON BEGINNING,
AS MATTER AND SPIRIT; THE PLANET-NUMBER
HAD IN ITS BEGINNING, THE GEOMETRY OF
THE RIGHT ANGLE OF 90º; IT GOT EXPANDED
FROM THE INVISIBLE TOWARDS THE VISIBLE,
AND IT CONSTITUTED ITSELF INTO AN OMEGA
CIRCLE; AND DURING ITS DEVELOPMENT FROM
MINOR TO MORE, IT CREATED CONCEPTS OF THE
EVERYTHING ABOVE EVERYTHING; THE NUMBER
IN ITS DEVELOPMENT BECAME IMBALANCED, FOR
THE HUMAN CREATURE DID NOT CREATE THE
EGALITARIAN PSYCHOLOGY; TO A DISPERSE WORK,
DISPERSE NUMBERS; THE PLANET EARTH SHALL
11

BE UNIFIED WHEN THE MOLECULAR COMMUNISM
EMERGES; WHEN THE NUMBER-SENSATIONS OF
THE THINKING INDIVIDUALITY, REACH EACH OTHER
IN A GEOMETRIC DEVELOPMENT; WHEN THEY
CONSTITUTE THEMSELVES IN OMEGA THINKING
IDEAS.The numbers are born along with the elements; for
every human body is a product of the covenants of
the elements; the numbers progress when the creature progresses; for without the presence of thinking individualities, the numbers would not exist;
but the numbers do not express themselves only
through thinking creatures; for no one is unique;
the ecstatic number exists in the elements, to give
place to the ecstatic expression; the calculating
expression which is seen but does not express
itself; before the present man stepped on the Earth,
the ecstatic number was already there; the covenant between the numbers with the elements was
preparing the material dwelling for man; so it is
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that no man can say that he as a man is older than
the elements; the elements and the ecstatic numbers march parallel in their respective evolutions;
each molecule which the elements are composed
of, has got its own law and its own development;
whose point of departure is not in the present; for
the elements and the everything above everything
of the planet were not born gigantic; the birth of
the present molecules of the Earth was the cohesion of heat; the heat of the first times got solidified and formed matter; this heat is called Alpha
heat or heat of the beginning; this heat was getting
expanded from greater to minor; which means that
the first calories of the Earth were infinitely more
elevated than the present calorie; in the variety of
this calorie is the variety of the creatures that have
existed; existed and still exist; the calorific number; in fact, each sensation is a number in development; progress which is based on the perfection of
the own sensations, is a numeral progress; and if
progress included mental dispersion, such kind of
13

progress creates dispersing numbers; and if progress included mental equality, such progress creates egalitarian numbers; in order to get to what
is egalitarian mental numeral, it was necessary to
traverse through imbalanced space, time and philosophy; for the first generations of the Earth were
characterized by not having a planetary philosophy;
and just as they created an imbalanced world, their
numeral concepts were too; if the thinking individuality has not got a common planetary philosophy
in its own thinking, its evolution shall undergo a
tremendous backwardness; for what is molecular
had already experienced what is gigantic, in other
dimensions; the macro irradiates its knowledge to
the micro; and the numbers of irradiation when
they are dispersed by the individual concept with
mental dispersion, the numbers start creating an
imbalanced destiny, through the sensations of
the individual; the everything above everything
advances in the beings, according to the degree
with which the being struggled against his/her own
14

imbalance; for the molecules of their flesh which
form their physical body, have got the same proportion of magnetic speed, as the elements which
give them their development.EQUATION OF THE ORIGIN OF NUMBERS.- The
numbers which the present evolution of the Earth
knows = a point which was born from the loving
colloquium of the suns Alpha and Omega = a
numeral cherub in a trial of numeral life = a hierarchy of calculation in thinking beings, who live it
in a covenant which searches a form of improvement = multitudes of sensations and vibrations,
within a body of flesh = a numeral virtue which
made a covenant with the human spirit, so that
both would know a form of life that they did not
know = a numeral cherub which came out of universes of numeral cherubs = thinking calculations
in an unknown trial of life = numeral universes
which request development on a planet Earth of
the microcosm = future numeral ideas in thinking
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creatures = future numeral planets, which being
born from ideas or Omega mental waves, shall
germinate from the invisible to the visible = future
planets on which the idea of the number shall
sprout = numeral psychologies in the beings who
requested God to know the sensation of the numbers = future numerical calculations in the science
elected by the evolution of the creatures = infinite
numerical destinies, according to the numerical
concept which the creature had = infinite thinking
sciences which shall get expanded through
uncountable planets = future numeral covenants
in infinite places of reincarnation = infinite
numeral promises made in the Kingdom of the
Light = infinite numeral trinities, which made
covenants with the spirits of the flesh = future
mathematics with which many things shall be
done = a future numeric hierarchy, which shall
get expanded through the Universe without ever
stopping = a numeral everything above everything, with a search for eternal perfection =
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molecules of flesh, whose geometry shall be done
with numeral psychology = numbers which are
conceived by themselves, by means of the numeral
free will = future numbers in future inheritances
= future universe makers, in the corresponding
hierarchy, subordinated to the divine Father Jehovah = future bodies of flesh, which came out of
the own numerical thinking = a solar line with
infinite numeric reincarnations = infinite new
births on planets in which the numeral calculation
shall be born again = infinite numeral improvements, in search of God = future numeral verbs
with a divine hierarchy of numeral justice = future
planetary numbers which shall form the future
numeral galaxies as eternity goes by = future
numeral universes in eternal expansion = a
numeral microbe, which was born as a spirit in the
suns Alpha and Omega = infinite numerical
requests in infinite geometries of flesh = a molecular-numerical development, with a destiny of continuing to understand matter and the spirit =
17

infinite numeral attributes and qualities, which
came out of infinite thinkings, of infinite bodies =
future numeral heavens, which came out of the
evolutional time of the spirit, when this was a
microbe = future numeral powers with future
understanding between spirit and elements =
future covenants between what it was and what it
shall be = future numeral encounters, which had
already met eternities before = future numeral
complements in encounters of numeral progress
= future numeral paradises with infinite hierarchies of paradises = future thinking numbers,
which shall make covenants with matter and the
spirits = future numeral cosmic laws with no limit
of expansion = infinite numeral verbs, which shall
collaborate, so that other creatures get to know
forms of life that they do not know = infinite
numeral opportunities on planets of trials = multitudes of numbers in numeral life trials = incarnation between number and spirit in matter of trials
= infinite divine numeral judgments in which each
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molecule comes from a Universe, which has neither
a beginning nor an end = numeral free wills which
by their own will decided to make covenants with
the human spirits = new and unknown mathematical principles, which came out of the science of the
human free will = a multitude of numeral free wills
within the spirit’s own free will = future multitudes of numbers which shall have a numeral philosophy, according to the concept that the spirit
had about philosophy = multitudes of new numeral
cherubs, which came out of covenants between
matter and spirit = future numbers which shall
make covenants with future creatures on future
planets = future numeral laws which could have
or not have a divine numeral judgment = multitudes of numbers which in their numeral psychologies shall have as a characteristic the human
licentiousness = multitudes of numbers with mental numeral dispersion, inherited from the human
beings = future numeral tragedies, due to the mental division of the human beings = future trials of
19

numeral reincarnations on future planets of trials
= future numeral Gospels with proper laws of the
number = multitudes of families of calculation in
numeral mental development = new numeral laws
with new numeral characteristics = new numeral
discoveries in eternal succession by numeral expansive law = numeral Scriptures which write the
requests of their numeral inheritances, in numeral
heavens = future multitudes of living numbers,
which darken the suns of the macro = Jehovah’s
armies composed by numbers which have got their
own numeral bodies = armies of numeral hierarchies which do not have either a beginning or an
end = future numeral Revelations in very remote
planets = multitudes of future solar numeral parents, lovingly subordinated to God = multitudes
of mineral evolutions, with numeral free will =
numeral cosmic germs, which get initiated on dustplanets = multitudes of salts of the numeral life
= multitudes of salts which had been so, and which
become such again, with a different carnal
20

geometry = living universes of the numbers, awaiting infinite covenants in order to be able to know
new forms of life = multitudes of evolutional numbers which make divine covenants with evolutional
virtues too = multitudes of agreements or divine
covenants, written in the Macrocosm, called Kingdom of Heavens = infinite celestial numeral courts,
which lovingly serve God = future numeral paradises in which the numeral violation shall not be
known, nor any violation of any kind = future
numeral trunks, which shall give way to future
numeral humanities = multitudes of numeral geometric verbs = multitudes of numeral seraphs =
a hierarchy lovingly superior to that of the numeral
cherubs = future numeral laws, which shall never
stop getting expanded = eternal succession of
planet to planet and sun to sun, in divine numeral
commandments = future celestial numeral times
= one celestial-numeral second, which is equivalent to one earthly century = a celestial numeral
instant = a numeric subordination between the
21

Earth and the Kingdom of Heavens = numeral
calculations in which what is up above is the same
as what is down below = that no one is unique in
the numeral or mathematical calculations = a
divine numeral beginning which was initiated in
the suns Alpha and Omega = a place in a galaxy
called Trino = infinite yellow suns with a numeral
psychology, which give light to multitudes of planets earths = an expansion, whose geometry came
out of the own thinking creatures = a microscopic
geometry of future planets = scenes in what is
invisible, which prepare what is going to happen
in what is visible = an eternal evolutional numeral
line = infinite requests of reincarnation with
numeral psychology = a determined living hierarchy with a numeral reach = a numeral trinity, in
which three numbers are equivalent to one God
only = infinite numeral galaxies in an infinite
ascent of trinities, lovingly subordinated to the
unique God = numeral kingdoms which shall not
stop ascending in the hierarchies of the heavens =
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an unfinishable chain of numbers which shall make
covenants with other unfinishable chain of lives,
for a mutual and common improvement = infinite
covenants in numeral measurements, according to
the numeral science which each spirit has = infinite improvements of numeral free wills in a covenant with the numeral spirit and its numeral
virtues = infinite reincarnations in the remote suns
of the macro and the micro = infinite points of
departure of unknown lives to the spirit = numeral
destinies with various sensations through virtues
= mandates which come out of other intelligences
with greater wisdom than the human spirit = powers of the light, which serve the unique God =
multitudes of numbers with a higher numeral hierarchy, attained by means of infinite reincarnations
= it is the same law which shall be fulfilled by
those which are starting microscopically = to do
again what others had done = universes of numbers in search of new numeral destinies = future
transformations of matter and the spirit = new and
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unknown universes, by the action of one’s own will
= eternal successions of inheritances, of what is
numeral through the molecular everything = multitudes of new creatures which were born from the
numeral magnetic expansion of each one = microscopic imitations of what the Eternal had already
done = numeral universes which, as time passes
by, shall be transformed into other numeral dimensions and geometries = infinite numeral improvements, in which the improvement unavoidably
brings the creation of new universes = infinite
geometric-numeral plans in the Macrocosm called
Kingdom of Heavens = a divine numeral order of
distribution of celestial bodies in infinite spaces of
the Thinking Expansive Universe = the formation
of living universes still unknown to infinite other
creatures = galactic orders which shall never cease
in the expansion of the own universe = microscopic units with which the cohesion of infinite
kinds of matter in a planet is possible = the end
of erroneous beliefs in a planet of trials, in which
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matter did not speak = the fall of a life system with
science and everything numeral = the beginning
of a new era, in which one shall see the fulfillment
of every written equation and taught by means of
the Revelation = a future epoch of living Paradise
with an understanding between matter and spirit
= the decline of a planet of trials, which only represented an instant in eternity = one of the infinite
planetary histories, which there have been, there
is and there shall be = a common complement,
which for an instant, was distracted by an unknown
licentiousness = the numeral explanation of where
one came from and why one was on Earth = a new
world order, in which no human creature of the
trials of life participates = presence of beings which
were the same of those who created the Earth,
since this was a microbe or dust = a new numeral
psychology, in which spirit and matter talk to each
telepathically = infinite remembrances in beings
who had requested the forgetfulness of them, as
an unknown sensation or experience = a total
25

numeral triumph of the numeral philosophy over
strange creatures, who never wanted to know a
planetary philosophy, in order to be able to unify
humanity = the end of a microscopic life system,
which did not want to believe that matter had life
= the fall of beings who had a complex towards
gold, who tried to make a life system out of their
complex, which degenerated the creature = the fall
of the great beast, announced in the divine Gospel
of God = the birth of a new world, whose creatures
shall have a new concept of the number = angelical
beings, with different sensations from the human
beings of the trials of life = the human beings of
the trials of life = the opening of heavens and a
new concept of life = contacts with beings from
other worlds = a new paradise planet, just as it
was in its beginning = multitudes who travel in
silvery vessels towards the remote suns = a number which shall form an army of living numbers at
the same time, which every human eye shall see =
massive suicides of beings who in the trials of life
26

did not want to link the Universe with their existences = the repetition of a drama, which had
already been repeated on previous planets = end
of the trials of the human life, just as it was
announced with centuries of anticipation = new
concepts of life, in which matter has got life in its
laws of matter = the greatest Revolution of all
times, known and unknown = the greatest numeral
Revolution of all times = disappearance of the
mathematics of materialism = living numbers
which contribute to give life again = resurrection
of every aged flesh = a new numeral thinking,
which allows one to penetrate into the invisible,
into the dimension of the spirits = a new numeral
psychology that explains the laws by which the
past, present and future existed = a planet which
coming out of its planetary trials of life, constitutes
itself in a normal planet in respect to the Universe
= a divine fulfillment of infinite life requests,
which in their sensations, included the numeral
sensation = the repetition of what had been
27

requested before = the repetition of being born
again on new unknown planets = the numeral eternity of everything that exists, existed and shall exist
= new requests of new humanities, just as it had
been happening since immemorial times = new
covenants with new numbers, in order to know a
new life = new numeral beginnings, which shall
give place to new forms of light = new struggles
to triumph over backward sensations in the spiritual evolution = new individual inspirations, in
order to understand the new matter = new forgetfulness of places of origin, being on new planets of
trials = to live again what one failed to achieve,
including the failure in understanding what is
numeral = future repetitions of dramas, for not
fulfilling the law of God = future encounters with
the wrong sensations of the past = new disappointments with the participation of the numbers, which
were not understood in the past existence = new
opportunities of knowing again, in the level of sensations, in what one had failed before = a new
28

reincarnation of new numbers in a new individuality = future new knowledge with a new molecular
numbering = new advances for the spirit with
numeral surprises and a new science = its total
numeral concept, which shall be given by the
respective body of flesh, in numeral attribute and
quality = new numeral realities linked to the everything above everything, which were requested to
God = a relative situation of understanding
between spirit and number = new creations with
new numeral concepts, which shall give place to
new divine planetary judgments = to carry out new
improvements according to the evolutional line
traced by oneself = to choose again according to
how one thought in the respective trials of life =
future materializations of what one wanted on
planets of the past = the molecular creation of the
own evolutional hierarchy, attained by the spirit’s
own acts in each of its reincarnations = multitudes
of numbers, which shall be interested in making
numerical covenants with the spirit, in order to
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achieve more expansion of the numeral universes
= new covenants with beings which come from
universes with their own laws = the birth of new
numeral sciences, in ascendance towards new levels of the light = the successive and eternal achievement of becoming a solar parent, lovingly
subordinated to the unique God = a numeration
disposed to create celestial bodies, with covenants
with other thinking beings = the birth of other
planets earths, which shall know the numeral psychology again = new celestial-numerals, in which
the numeral past is taught as a numeral dust =
new concepts of the numeral humility, in which
the most microscopic one is the great one in the
Kingdom of Heavens = new numeral hierarchies
in battle against the numeral darkness = future
numeral philosophical struggles which shall not
have any limits = a divine judgment on Earth, in
which the number shall speak in its laws of number
= the participation of the number in all the complaints in which the 318 virtues initiate against the
30

spirit who violated the law of God = new numeral
Gospels for those who have to be born again on
future planets earths = new calculations in covenant with new sensations and spirits = a new
numeral kingdom in which the Earth of the men
of the mortal past was = future existences, in
which the number was the same one which was
known in the past = numeral opportunity given
by the living numbers, to certain spirits = return
of multitudes of numbers to their places of origin
= to meet their numeral parents, who they had
momentarily left = new numeral prophesies in the
Kingdom of Heavens, in respect to future reincarnations of the living numbers = new requests of
covenants before the divine Father Jehovah = new
elections of planets of trials in order to continue
the numeral improvement in covenant with other
virtues = the birth of a new numeral science with
a new numeral evolutional advance = continuation
of improvement of a numeral microcosm = new
revolutions in which the numbers participate along
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with the other virtues of the spirit = new numerical concepts of the Universe = new numerical
capacity to understand what is unknown = to interpret again what had been interpreted in past existences = a numeral addition in the own sensations
= new scenes and numeral situations, in which the
own dialog requested a numeral psychology = a
numerical complement of the old concepts that the
spirit had of the numbers = a journey which started
by the microbe-number = a totality of efforts, in
which the own spirit, gave itself the numerical
attribute and quality = a numerical state of happiness, through the character, also numerical = sensations whose intensity is numerical and relative
to the own spirit’s work = to live again planetary
sensations with a numerical knowledge in micro
and in macro = to think again of a numerical amplitude, according to the degree of understanding of
the numbers, which had been requested to God =
to struggle again against the inherited limitations
of the previous works = to undertake what one
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wanted to undertake before, with a different
numeral psychology = to encounter intimate
obstacles of the spirit again, product of an imperfect past, and of a numeral science also imperfect
= a new birth with new numeral interpretations,
and a new concept of God = continuation of falls
corresponding to other existences, with new
numeral calculations, so to not to fall again = to
live again in numerical sensations, with an uncertainty with a numerical limit = new passions with
sensations of limits in numeric sensorial calculation = to know new forms of life again, with
numeral newness in everything = to make covenants with the elements of the universe again,
which have a greater science than the own spirit
= to recognize again a new form of God, regarding
the same God of the other existences = one more
advance, so to lovingly order matter and the living
numbers = to penetrate in new geometric dimensions and new concepts of numbers = to be born
again in an expansive law, which had to be done
33

before = a new return of planetary sensations, in
which the existence made present, is related to the
previous ones = to know a new forgetfulness of
the place of origin again, as a trial of voluntary
advance = to generated ideas again, with many
geometries and new magnetisms of microscopic
expansion = new detachments of demoniac magnetisms in the spirit, with new Revelation in numbers of the light = new comprehension of the
Eternal, the outlet of the magnetism of the spirit’s
free will = the achievement of a new hierarchy in
the multitudes of the thinking beings of the universe = continuing varying in attribute and quality,
the own galaxies, created by the own spirit = formation of new heavens, which is empty around the
new planet, which the thinking generated as a
microbe, by means of a wave called idea.ALPHA AND OMEGA.Nº 3430.-
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ORIGIN OF THE NUMBERS... CONTINUATION.Every number follows an evolutional line; in order
to attain it, the living number made a covenant
with the thinking spirit; the evolution of every
creature is a numeral evolution, in its entirety; it
depends on each spirit to improve within themselves, their evolutional numeral thinking; destiny
is also numeral; for it is a product of a spirit who
made a covenant with the numeral universes, in
a limit of corresponding hierarchy; the number
with no evolutional progress corresponds to the
first ages of humanity; it is the primitive number
of the creatures which had not taken a great step
towards the science of the numbers; between a
primitive number and another evolved one, there
is a time with living scenes of the spirit, in which
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each scene lived, contained a numeral geometry;
each scene lived is a microscopic geometric expansion, with a numeral and geometric contribution
of the elements; without the elements, it is not
possible to give a geometric form to the scenes
which each one produces in life; which means
that one has to live numeral sensations, without
knowing what they are; in order to arrive to the
evolutional number with a numeral-philosophical
reasoning; the development in the comprehension
of the number is the own development; the own
understanding lives first the experience of ignoring the number; the intuitive number emerges in
the human mind to be replaced by the illustrated
number; the number and the concept which one
had of it, is exclusive of each spirit; for the number
marks the limit of evolution of each human creature; and throughout life, the number intervenes
in each sensation which the mind generates; its
variation within what is intuitive undergoes ups
and downs, with no classification; in the illustrated
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spirit, the number has got the geometry of the geometrical reasoning; the number illustrated by the
spirit, investigates and calculates its possible origin
in the uncountable galaxies; the number and the
spirit are inseparable in any search of perfection;
the number balances every search of the thinking being; it is the fulcrum of what a universe in
order could be; the influence of the number in the
geometry of the ideas which are generated daily,
is simply infinite; for from the microscopic idea
which is a magnetic wave, a colossal planet is born,
which when growing from the invisible towards the
visible, it develops and expands all the characteristics contained in the idea; the magnetism of the
idea starts its development passing through micro
and ending in macro; in macro what was an idea
transformed into a planet, gets older and perishes;
the planet Earth is in its starting phase of aging
planet; the beginning of the Earth was the microbe;
this microbe contained and still contains fire; this
explains why no wise man on Earth succeeded in
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demonstrating the origin of the Earth; the wise
men on Earth could not escape from the imbalance
they felt between the material and the spiritual;
they were not able to envisage the two eternities
within one; they even fell short, in the eternity of
matter; and they did not consider the eternity of the
spirit; in order to be able to give an exact origin of
the Earth, one has to have the balanced concepts of
matter and spirit; certainty which is also a sensation of calculation of mental assuredness, in saying
something remote, demands a parallelism between
one psychology and another; not having been able
to find the origin of the Earth, in spite of so many
centuries passed by, accuses a numeral imbalance,
in the human evolution; the origin of everything
is in the microscopic origin of the Earth; everything was born microscopic and humble, in order
to be big in size; the everything above everything,
encloses the law of the molecular communism, the
common philosophy which there is in the law of
origin, encloses the future understanding between
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matter and spirit; in the common philosophy of
origin, no one is less; neither matter nor spirit; each
one in its respective law, have to understand each
other in a given instant, in the respective human
evolution.-

The celestial drawing shows the triceptation of the
right angle of 90º; the Earth was born from this
angle and everything that exists in her; everything
that is known has got a numeral geometry; the new
triceptation of the right angle of 90º, initiates a
knowledge on Earth, which has no end; and by not
having an end, it invades everything provoking the
greatest of the revolutions in the human knowledge; the greatest of the revolutions is that which
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can teach the origin of everything with no exception; and demonstrates that matter has got its own
life; the triceptation of the angle of 90º had been
announced since many centuries before, in the
Gospel of God; and from the Knowledge taught by
God, a Communism is born as men never dreamed
of; for this Communism shall create a common law
between matter and spirit; what had never happened; from the triceptation of the right angle of
90º a philosophy of understanding between the
thinking spirit and the elements is born; the maximum simplicity of creation has got as a law the
mutual understanding between the human intellect
and the form of expression of the elements; if it
was not so, the human fruit would be a fantasy;
for everything would be like a dream, whose departure would be the eternal death; the molecular
communism is in the own nature; no one can be
indifferent to the everything, which in a living covenant, contributes life to be possible; it is just
enough to take out one sole element of those which
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sustain life, and life runs the risk of perishing; the
human life has got a geometry, which is inseparable
of the geometry of the elements; since one is born
until one dies, the elements rule the development
of the creatures; and the greatest of revolutions,
breaks the knowledge which the masses had by
means of their own sensations in contact with the
elements; life wakes up before the molecular communism which was in the own nature; and the
triceptation of the right angle of 90º, creates two
worlds in a sole one; the world whose development
was known already and it is known; a world in
which matter did not talk to men; for they were
fulfilling a planetary life of trials, which they did
not know; and a world in which matter, fulfilling
the molecular communism since the creation of
the planet, shall talk to those who it did not talk
to, for they were fulfilling the development of time,
of the trials of life; with this world of communication between men and the elements, the human
life which up to the moment was a trial, stops being
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so; this living world is being ruled by the Alpha
and Omega; Alpha is angle and Omega is circle;
the triceptation of the right angle of 90º, marks the
beginning of the fall of a strange life system, whose
creators had the complex of the possession of gold;
they did not have a planetary philosophy; they only
had licentiousness; they did not have the mental
capacity to unify the planet Earth; because of the
strange complex of possessing gold, and as individuals they did not know how to overcome their
complex of possession, is that the first world
underwent the yoke of division for many centuries;
that division still continues and shall still continue
for the masses who accept it because they fell
asleep in not defending their rights; the spirits
sleep in respect to the immense power which sleeps
in them; the revolutions that there have been
accuse the masses of the past that they were asleep;
for what the masses of the past left as an inheritance to those of the present, all the burden, all the
weight of the injustices accumulated for centuries;
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what the masses of the past did not do, the masses
of the present are trying to do it; the triceptation
of the right angle of 90º generates a Doctrine which
shall judge all the generations; for in the explanation of the origin of everything, is also the origin
of all the individualities which composed the
masses of all the times; the triceptation of the right
angle of 90º, was announced in the Gospel of God;
and the way how the Colossal knowledge is
received, which explains the origin of everything,
is the living Telepathy; something new for the
human science; what had already happened before,
is repeated; the mystery of how the Holy Scriptures
of God had been received is repeated; the new
world witnesses again what the ancient people witnessed; the triceptation of the right angle of 90º,
initiates the demonstration that matter has got its
own life; and the isolated cases which were called
miracles, pass to be common law, planetary law;
the isolated cases were a trial for all humanity;
those who believed shall be awarded for not
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putting limits to the Creator of the Universe; those
who did not believe, shall not become what they
were; they shall get materialized in the own geometry of their negative thinking; the new law which
is coming to the world, brings new mathematics,
which are the mathematics with which the elements were calculated; they are the mathematics
of the creators of planets; the other mathematics
were the mathematics which came out of the evolution of the beings in trials of life; it was the mathematics of the men who could not speak to the
elements; nor could they create human beings; it
was the mathematics which did not produce eternal things; it was the mathematics that could not
stop the process of ageing, nor men’s death; it was
the mathematics in trial of numeral psychology;
these mathematics are coming to their end; for the
end of the mortals is approaching; when the mortals disappear, their work which were a product of
their mathematics disappear with them; the disappearance of the mortals is a metamorphosis of the
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own nature; just as man has the strength of perfection, nature has also got it; one is enclosed in the
other; the individual communism irradiates
towards nature, and this does it towards the individual; the beginning of all the universes lies in
this law; what is expansive oscillates between the
microscopic and the macroscopic; the individual
becomes expansive, as he gets to know matter,
which he cannot remove the influence that it exerts
over him; this influence represents the magnetic
communism between the creature and the elements; each sensation of the individual is developed in communion with matter; the individual is
not independent from it; nor is matter, in respect
to the individual; the magnetic communism was
expressing itself since the instant in which the first
man on Earth was born; the philosophical communism was expressed when the individuality was
in a total development in order to understand it;
the philosophical communism slept, while the
magnetic communism initiated its irradiation; and
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in the development of this beginning, intuition
was born in the individual; the triceptation of the
right angle of 90º demonstrates that communism
existed, way before man was born; and in the trials
of life, the thinking individuality of man must have
sensed that communism was in the own nature;
and he made use of it from the right instant he
was born; nature makes discrimination with no
one; it is common to anyone; nature was born with
a principle of agreement in respect to the spirit’s
sensations; nature is common in its expansive
development; its beginning along with the thinking creatures was microscopic and geometrical;
when the Earth was still a microbe in expansion,
nature was too; what is common was a microbe
which started to grow from the invisible to the
visible; the molecules of the Earth, have got a history of development, which make them communist by birth; what is common in their plan of
molecular development made the reality of the
Earth possible; what is dispersed was not in them,
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the basis of nothing; the molecular cohesion gave
as a result a common fruit; the species developed
in different geometries, following a common standard of development; the succession of the fruits
throughout the centuries, demonstrates that every
materialized geometry, shows a mandate of common reality; the fruits of nature follow a line of
development and growth, which in their togetherness show a universe of common origin; the material development of things shows that everything
comes from a geometrical standard, previous to
the explanatory causes of the present; they are the
magnetisms of life already gone; and in the present
we witness the development of their inheritances;
by the characteristics of the present fruit, one
knows the tree which it comes from; the geometrical beginning of each fruit and of each species, has
got in its past, a hereditary line, whose extreme is
united to the remote galaxies; for the own Earth
is a cosmic product united magnetically to the
other celestial bodies of the infinity; the line of
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development of the celestial bodies also fulfill a
plan of common geometrical development; the
planets taken as a whole by their sizes, represent
a macrocosm in the corresponding hierarchy; and
the fruits and species which are in them, represent
a microcosm; the hierarchic scale from major to
minor has been fulfilling an expansive parallelism
with a diversity of geometries; in their developments, the spaces they occupy had another beginning of microbe, in which the fruits and species
pass to be another macrocosm, within the microcosm; the scale of the big and small has got no
limits; for from the present which the eyes see, the
expansion is introduced in the form of an invisible
magnetism to other presents which the human
eyes do not see; each fruit and each species represent each one, an own science; the human science
does not understand everything; there are spaces
and times which the human mind has not traversed
yet; and what has not been traversed, is not known;
this defect in the human experience in respect to
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the study of what surrounds one, was born from
the own human imbalance; for the thinking human
creature in his/her multitudes of intelligences, did
not imitate the common law of nature, and they
marginalized themselves from the cosmic standard
of common law; for according to the determinations of the intelligences, it is the psychology that
reigns; the existent imbalance between men’s mental power and the knowledge which is not known
yet, had its origin in its beginning; the imbalance
is very old; and it got expanded without stopping
for since the beginning, the desire of possession
and the tendency of leaning on the use of force
were born; humanity itself legalized the mental
limits, which have been inheriting through the
centuries; the first psychology of the first of generations, did not want to establish a common relationship with the elements, which they could not live
without; the first generation of beings marginalized
themselves from the common law, from their
search to conclude into a common improvement;
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the weakness inherited from the beginning was to
be overconfident within the limits of the individuality; it was being enclosed within oneself; and it
was an enclosure without knowing oneself; the
transmitted mental attitude, included a strange
indifference towards what is cosmic; the human
creature became mundane, due to a mental comfort; the small improvements of multitudes of
beings, done halfway, was not useful for the unification of the planet in the least time possible; quite
the contrary, it expanded the division in the human
relationship, and it was legalized; the fault of the
first individuals who belonged to the first generation is infinite; from their strange complex of possession and force, they aborted a planet whose
inheritance was injustice and violation; the drama
which was expanded and was constituted into a
humanity, came out of the mental imbalance; the
first beings demonstrated weakness of science, for
the future happiness of the planet; their tremendous errors were to impose intuitive psychologies,
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with no responsibility in the illustration; the mystery of life was too big for them; the imbalance
was in the human creature, and not in the elements; they have not varied their common law;
man contradicts himself in all his advance, through
the centuries; imbalance which is the human
drama, burst without being stopped by any human
power; the mental well-being preferred to accept
it due to an irresponsible comfort; violation which
is an imbalanced number, was legalized in the way
of thinking of the successive generations; the forgetfulness that there could have been something
better from the past, covered it and disguised it
with the reality of always; what is false cannot
resist the evolutional changes, which are supported by the natural law of the planet; for what
is false came out of microscopic imbalanced individualities; what is false has not got a cosmic basis,
which is infinity itself; and the longer what is false
lasted, its fall or exposure is more spectacular; for
it deceived a greater number of minds; the
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triceptation of the right angle of 90º, explains with
no limits, the entire human fall in their planetary
consequences; and it demonstrates that humanity
should have had a better science than the one they
have; the division of the planet led by the so-called
capitalism, dispersed infinite intelligences, for they
did not have enough gold; the science which
humanity set off with, did not have all the support
of the masses; and by not having it, the attribute
and quality of the human science, were not of first
order; when in a determined invention millions of
intelligences participate, such invention achieves
a better perfection, than if just a few intelligences
participated; the science the so-called capitalism
set off with, does not represent the supreme in
science; quite the opposite, it is a primitive science,
and every science shall be so if in its development,
it does not take the masses into account; the triceptation of the right angle of 90º, shall teach the
world all the unknown that the human intellect
could never explain; the past keeps the germs of
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all the human errors; the first generation created
the future fall in every human creature; it was the
sleep of the masses, in respect to their rights; the
exclusivity of a few created what would become a
failure with the time being; the pitiful capitalist
experiment had its own weakness in complexes
that the individuality did not know how to overcome; those who were influenced by the possession
of things turned out to be vulgar dealers, with no
planetary philosophy; during their ephemeral
reign, the number as such, did not evolve as it
should have evolved; for the masses did not participate in their evolution; the so-called capitalism
did not attain for itself the rest of the future, for it
represented a degenerated life system; it was
strange to the natural laws; for it did not take into
account what is common of such laws; the living
degeneration of the so-called capitalism, in the
trials of life, only represents a microscopic accident
in the egalitarian and expansive laws of nature; the
sad experience of the capitalist traders, shall be
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remembered by the generations of the future, as a
primitive world which defeated itself; as a microscopic germ which deviated itself from the common law of nature; for everything which gets
deviated from the natural source, remains in the
rear, on the way that gets expanded towards the
future; presently, we are witnessing the agony of
the so-called capitalism; those who deviated themselves from the planetary philosophy are defeated
by the philosophical power of the masses; the very
old complex of possessing and accumulating is
defeated by the philosophy of the everything above
everything; it is defeated by the same thing which
was not understood by the first generation; it is
defeated by the own nature which gets expanded
in common law; the way taken by the so-called
capitalism was a sleep in which the human evolution was momentarily delayed; the unequal psychology of those who did not want to imitate nature
in its common teachings, loses interest before new
thinking masses; the spirit-matter relationship
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finds again the thread which distorted beings had
falsified and disguised with a doubtful legality; the
triceptation of the right angle of 90º is the beginning of a new dawn in human history; it is the
Alpha beginning with an Omega comprehension;
it is the reconciliation in understanding between
matter and thinking spirits.ALPHA AND OMEGA.Roll 3431.-
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Scroll in spanish written by the emissary Alpha and Omega.
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ORIGIN OF THE NUMBERS... CONTINUATION.If all the Universe is numeral, the equation of the
origin of the numbers, has got no limit; for the own
infinity is numeral; the expansive geometry of the
Thinking Expansive Universe is hereditary in an
infinite degree; the planets before becoming planets, are first microscopic ideas, which in their composition have got the germ of a future nature; the
most microscopic details have got the seed of what
is numeral in a degree of microcosm; the space
which makes the idea germinate, is another
numeral magnetism; the mental idea which is a
magnetic wave, achieves its growth or expansion
by means of condensation of tightening of gases;
the molecule which contains what is numeral in
itself, is born from a calorie which solidifies itself;
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the calculation of this calorie in its development is
pressed by the own Universe; it is the force of the
sprout which corresponds to the own vibration of
the instant; what takes place in a mental idea,
called Omega wave, has been happening since eternities with no limits; in the process of the birth of
a planet, no human creature participates; this is
why no human being has got any story to tell, in
respect to the origin of the planets; for none of
them witnessed the birth of any planet; and almost
nobody ever thought that the planet which he
inhabits, was a microbe in immemorial times; if
no man found the solution of the origin of their
own planet, the theory of the microbe shall succeed
in what is left of the human history; for even the
speculations have got their time calculated, in the
numeral equilibrium of the Universe; what man
least imagined, is what triumphs over his ignorance; for in order to discern about the origin of
the planets and of every body of colossal size, one
is required to have a science greater than the
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human science; it is required to have the explanation of intelligences who saw the facts, or who
participated in the events of the birth of a planet;
the fact that there was never a transmission of how
the Earth was born, among the human beings, indicates that the human beings are being trialed before
enigmas whose causes are not found easily; the
elements were already made; not even the first
beings of the first generation knew how the elements of nature were created; only the triceptation
of the right angle of 90º teaches it and demonstrates it; for by explaining the origin of everything,
the explanation of them also includes the explanation of the origin of the Earth; Which was first?
The microbe or the colossal planet? Or first the
colossal and then the microbe? First was the
microbe-planet, and when it was a planet in development, the infinite kinds of microbes were born;
the essence of matter known on the planet Earth
was not of one variety; what is living in matter gave
place to infinite transformations; which still
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continues and shall continue until the time of this
process is fulfilled; the greatest of Revolutions is
born from one law which breaks the sleep of the
masses, in respect to the attitude which until then,
they had in relation to the coexistence with matter;
the previous conceptions had their time; the new
one which shall also come, will have its time of
development too; the time of development of
everything is a geometric numeral calculation in
the expansion of time; time is a number of repetition with oscillations of time; the entire nature
intervenes in common law, so that time transforms
them and evolves them with a numeral equilibrium
in their characteristics of sprouting; all the elements make the regularity of the material time
possible; they allow time to get expanded and oscillate, within their limit of geometrical development;
the daily action and the time’s night is like an enormous fan which by contracting itself, it gets contracted into a magnetic line; there is the withdrawal
of time in nature; there is the register of time,
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which is like a magnetic scroll that in a given
instant was extended and in another instant was
rolled up; the calculation and mathematics which
were used for the development of time, is the same
which was used for the birth, growth and development of everything; the use of time which every
human creature consume in their projects, is the
same time or standard of time that nature uses;
the time known on Earth is like a magnetic source
of sliding geometry; and the little time which the
thinking creatures make use of is a replica of it; it
is the common time with a diversity of uses; in the
numeral calculation of the creation of time, participated three times in one time: The time which
was in the place, in which time was being created;
time as such, which is being developed, and the
time which time would use for its development
and improvement, in covenant with elements on
some planet of the Universe; these three times
within a planetary time constitute the Trinity of
times; it is the triceptation of times; everything has
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got triceptation; what is known and the unknown;
even the microbe has got triceptation; and the
smallest thing that the human creature can have,
which are his own mental ideas, have also got triceptation of ideas; the ideas generated daily by a
human being are so microscopic that these only let
themselves be felt; but they do not let themselves
be seen; and the own feeling and not seeing them
have also got their triceptation; the numeral molecular communism in all the creation leaves no one
without their inheritance in respect to their rights;
the number has also got a triceptation of number;
and its explanation leads one to the numeral universes; the triceptation of each thing has no limits;
which is translated in what is up above is the same
as down below; the relativity of the universes
makes what surrounds a planet be different in its
composition to what is existent on the planet; but,
as the space traveler gets further away into infinity,
he finds another planet or planets, which have
similar or identical characteristics than what his
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own planet has; certainly, the difference found by
men in the characteristics of the planets which
surround the Earth, is an entire trial to the mental
capability in respect to the concepts, which the
human creatures had of infinity; beyond the calculated limit, there are infinite surprises awaiting;
the fact that the Earth is somewhat isolated from
other inhabited planets, denotes the intervention
of a psychology of trials for the human creature;
the isolation of the planet is also a numeral calculation; the purpose is mathematical; and while one
arrives into what was planned since the time one
was a microbe, the creatures and the planets
develop and evolve; before the arrival of the cosmic
reality there was some work to be done; the demand
of the numeral trial was the maturity and a certain
type of experience, in certain type of life; the thinking reality could not exclude what is cosmic; what
is individual lived a molecular influence of the elements, and these were united to the expansion of
what is cosmic; the triceptation of the numbers
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explains the future of the human events; and the
explanation is molecular; it explains the everything
above everything that was lived; the future is within
the everything, as the past and the present is too;
the triceptation of the angle of 90º teaches how the
molecule was born and how it geometrized itself,
becoming expansive; the past, present and future
are also dispersed molecules of such a microscopic
diameter, that neither a human eye nor any instrument can see them; one can only perceive its sensation in the spirit; the human life in its everything
of matter and spirit is tricepted and localized in the
corresponding place, in the hierarchies of the lives
of the Thinking Expansive Universe; the human
life received a magnetic concept of calculation,
whose numeral attribute and quality united it to
the elements in common law, through the sensations of the spirit; the numeral feeling incarnated
in its state of mind, got developed in contact with
many magnetisms, made into one; it was, is and
shall be through the pores of flesh where these
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magnetisms entered the body of flesh; the magnetism of the elements was of a penetrating psychology; and inside the body it became assimilable,
through sensation; the magnetism of the elements
participate in all the sensations which the bodies
of flesh of nature experience; sensation is a product
of common law; in each pore of flesh, the magnetic
influence of the elements makes use of a microscopic time and a space, also microscopic; the
speed with which the magnetic influence of the
elements irradiate on each pore of flesh is
300.000.000 kilometers, in one trillionth of a second, in that instant some type of sensation is produced in the spirit; this speed and space are
synchronized with the magnetism of the mind
through millions of veins of the human brain; the
crash of this speed and space with the magnetism
of the mind produces the philosophy of thinking;
these three concepts; Velocity, space and philosophy or thinking, is called living Trino; what takes
place inside the molecule of flesh, in their
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phenomena of speed, space and philosophy is irradiated towards the outside of the body of flesh;
this irradiation is translated through the tasks that
the spirit executes in the present that he/she lives;
and one part of that irradiation forms the mental
idea, which the generations of the future shall call
Omega Wave; the formation of the mental idea has
got a geometrical beginning; it is initiated like an
Alpha line, and it ends like an Omega circle; the
geometrical beginning of the idea, is the same geometrical beginning that the Earth had in her microscopic birth; the beginning of up above which came
out of the macro is repeated down below on the
planet in the micro; which means that all that is
geometric which the human body has, also the
colossal universes of the macro have; the concept
that what is up above is the same as down below
is molecular with an infinite expansion; and it
teaches that everything had a beginning of a
microbe; for matter as well as for the spirit; the
point of departure for both was the egalitarian law;
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communism is universal since the beginning of
everything; the present communism is born from
a microscopic concept; for it is born from the experiences of the own human individuality; and this
is microscopic before the endless Universe; the
present stage of the concept one has of communism, which came out of thinking individualities,
shall remain recorded in the human history as a
primitive communism; it is the law of evolution in
which everything matures; the renewal of things
is so inevitable as inevitable is the expansion of the
own Universe, instant by instant; the evolution of
the human beings are like little galaxies, which at
their beginning are dispersed to get unified later
on; it is the development of the free wills of the
thinking beings who trial the way of justice to be
taken; the beginning which gives place to the sensation of equality in the spirit, is an irradiating
beginning with a transformable law into planets;
everything that one thought becomes worlds; eternity is a geometric transfer from one vibration that
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thinks to another vibration that gets expanded; no
one stops in what they are doing; the own nature
takes care in expanding it; he who thinks that he
controls everything, notices with surprise that he
was being controlled, since he was initiated as a
microbe; the control exerted by the own nature,
tells no one; such knowledge arrives by surprise
into the planets whose creatures are trialing a form
of life; the numbers which participate in every
creation, make a common cause with those who
interpret them by means of the mental calculations; what is common lies in the well-being which
one feels, when one thinks in calculation; and
when one is thinking with malaise, is because, in
that instant, the spirit is going through a trial of
imbalance in an imbalanced numerical sensation;
every malaise is a thinking number in imbalance,
in respect to the well-being; the numbers contribute to one of the infinite existing geometries in
the Universe; for there are universes in which the
numbers are represented by other concepts of
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calculation; it is the hierarchy of the numbers,
which when rising to the numeral concept, the
numeral evolution rises too; the point of departure
of what is common, is a natural departure or beginning; the imbalance that the thinking creature
shall accuse in their future, is born from the wrong
use that the spirit makes of his free will; the imbalance is emotional and it is translated in giving
backward and imperfect concepts, to which a more
advanced and more perfect concept shall be given,
as time passes by; in the evolution of the human
spirit, the principle of equality with which one had
been born by cosmic law, was relegated to oblivion;
the culprit of this forgetfulness was a strange
unbalancing complex of possessing more than necessary; this strange and unknown complex, tried
in vain to stop the equality that one brought by
birth, in the cosmic place; this complex which is
the greatest of the scourges of humanity, only
delayed momentarily the initial and expansive
force of the cosmic equality; in the trials of life,
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infinite and diverse individualities were found,
which having been born in the same place, they
came from different parts of the Universe; and the
trials of life consisted in creating among all an
egalitarian psychology, in order to evolve parallel
to the egalitarian laws of nature; the human experience demonstrates that it was not achieved; and
the pay is the long-suffering with hereditary expansion; in the expansive maturity, the thinking creature gets bored of what is artificial; they get bored
of what was imposed on them, contradicting the
laws of nature; the spiritual perfection cannot be
fooled for too long; the artificial consciousness
which goes against the egalitarian expansion, of
the everything above everything of the Universe,
starts to lapse before the new ideals which the new
generations bring to life; if the human experience
was subject to changes, each human creature
should have been a futuristic philosopher; the mental projection had all the support of the Thinking
Expansive Universe; if nature does not stop,
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neither should have the human thinking stopped;
but, the strange complex of possession made the
mental advance of the great masses stop; the complex of becoming rich, entertained them and kept
them with a weak illusion; for this illusion did not
rest in the common laws of nature; it did not have
a cosmic basis; and by not having it, it did not have
a destiny; it was just a momentary phenomenon;
the fall of what is momentary is being witnessed
by the world already; what they dared not to take
into account of nature’s laws, in their life system,
is getting weak; what is common, which has always
been natural, arises triumphantly over the ashes
of what remains of inequality; those who generated
ideas with an influence of inequality, those ideas
got impregnated with an unequal geometry, which
when sprouting from idea to planet, shall give place
to the birth of a world with unequal laws; it is the
repetition of a drama which having taken place in
a microscopic point called planet, happens again
in another one; what was thought in a given instant,
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becomes once more a microscopic reality in the
first instant, and later on it becomes a colossal
galaxy or a swarm of planets, with unequal laws,
opposing the expansive reality of the natures of
such planets; that is how evil is extended to other
regions of the Universe; the thinking creature is a
radiant and numeral source, who from his/her
microscopic mental geometries produces seeds
which shall become planets; these seeds are the
ideas which coming out of the little sun called
mind, come out with an initial impulse; when the
idea increases in its growth from invisible to visible, the initial impulse also grows; and this gives
place for the gigantic planet to have rotation and
translation; and the other secondary movements
that a planet has, were brought by the original idea;
and they come out of the own vibrations, which
the body and mind of the one who was generating
the idea underwent; this shows that what is microscopic has a colossal destiny; the idea which is
generated daily has got weight, noise, gravity,
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equatorial line, polar axle, etc., etc.; it has got what
the great one had; it has got the planetary inheritance; the number that worked in what is small or
microscopic, has likewise got a destiny in what is
big or in what is colossal; each one’s inheritance
includes what is material and what is spiritual; and
the inheritance is transmitted from planet to
planet; and in each inheritance that is received, a
new numeral inheritance is received within the
inheritance; what is numeral is inherited by one’s
own work and by the influence of one’s parents’
work; the first one is an inheritance created by
oneself; the second one is a transmitted inheritance; the covenant of the two inheritances gives
as a result a third and only inheritance; it is the
geometric characteristic which accompanies every
spirit; the thinking creature has the opportunity to
improve his inheritance, by means of good deeds;
for every work is also geometric in its composition
of magnetism; the number acts in the mind in calculations which are conscious and unconscious;
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which means with calculated reason, and with
intuitive reason; what is numeral accompanies the
spirit’s thinking all lifelong; the free will calculates
the rhythm of the speed of thinking; and the ideas
are expressed in a living numeral rhythm; the wellbeing felt by a sane spirit is the addition of 318
sensations called virtues; but according to the
human work which was distorted, unequal, imbalanced and with an influence of division, not all the
virtues got improved; the world created by the traders of the Earth, only improved certain virtues and
halfway; and one could not expect anything great
from them, for they did not deepen in comprehension, the nature which they had to live; the world
of the traders created an imbalanced improvement;
they did not know how to take advantage of the
wise lessons of mother nature; the imbalance even
lessened their lives; an imbalance in virtues was
born in them, and in vitamin weakness; the expansive receptive apparatus which were their bodies,
became a bad transmitter; instead of transmitting
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magnetic waves or perfect ideas, they transmitted
what is wrong and imperfect; with that they carried
for themselves future heavens and future planets,
even more backwards than the own Earth on which
they were; imperfections do nothing but belittle
the future happiness and improvements that the
spirit could have; the triceptation of the right angle
of 90º, explains the value of the falls in the planetary improvements; and every fall is a numeral
regression in the spirit’s evolution; and while this
regression is greater, the spirit gets closer to its
state of microbe; it gets further away from the macrocosm; it makes his/her possibilities of returning
to the gigantic worlds of the light more remote; to
the beautiful worlds of the physical or solar light;
the imbalance attained through imperfect life systems, like the traders’ life systems are, is an imbalance in which the spirit undoes what was traversed;
while the entire Universe advances, the spirit
imbalanced in its perfection, stops; for the advance
of every life must be geometric and in equality in
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mutual knowledge between spirit and matter; the
true perfection does not make exceptions; nature
does not deceive itself, for it affects its evolutional
destiny; in the triceptation of the right angle of 90º,
it is explained how nature advances in respect to
the work of the thinking creatures, which live in
covenant with her; if the work ends up wrong,
nature also expresses herself wrongly; her elements
get angry and the climates get worse; this relationship between the thinking creature and nature can
already be valued by the world; the elements and
the climates do not behave as they behaved in the
past; the distortion of humanity has been increasing, and parallel to that, the bad climates do too;
an undeniable example of mute justice; the end of
a bad planet is catastrophic, when the morality of
its inhabitants is also catastrophic; what is wrong
breaks the covenant of progress between matter
and spirit; for there is a geometrical relationship
between the events that must take place and the
work of the past; the justice that must reign on a
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planet, must fit in the geometry of the future
worlds; the natural and expansive renewal of creation is not an isolated case; in the expansion and
location of future planets there is a rigorous union
based on justice, which the creatures of the planet
or planets practice; the transformation on the own
planet depends on it; the psychological changes
from one epoch to another are not casual; from
invisible dimensions in which those who were spirits with body of flesh on Earth swarm, laws in
which men have nothing to do are given; humanity
does not control the elements, nor the beings who
are daily born, from the point of view of their way
of thinking; then, the human beings cannot avoid
that other intelligences do it their way; what men
have not been able to control, in the human experience which others live, others can do it; and when
doing it, they may or may not let themselves be
seen; for humanity knows by experience that things
are not made alone; things have to be done; such
is reality; the triceptation of the right angle of 90º,
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shows that the infinity should not be judged with
the human psychology; for the human psychology
is limited and full of errors; to judge what is infinite
one requires an infinite science as well; since man
does not have it, that is why he does not have the
key to infinity; and by not having a validated reason, he has to abide by the knowledge that a greater
logic of what is unknown has; and the knowledge
that demonstrates that it has no limits, such knowledge shall be the masses’ preference; and a new
Science shall emerge which shall cover everything;
and it shall not be a science of men; for by explaining what men could not explain through centuries,
this science shall demonstrate that it does not
belong to men’s knowledge; the triceptation of the
right angle of 90º, shall be a science which shall
not be replaced by any other; and it shall be called
the Science Alpha and Omega; or the Science of
the Beginning and End; the true Revolution is that
which gives account of the origin of everything, of
all the mysteries, and which leaves nothing to
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chance; one cannot deny that one who explains
everything, has got all the merit that a human mind
can imagine; humanity has written a lot about
themselves; and a little or nothing has been done
for the unification of the planet; the men of the
trials of life are sleeping; they pretend a very slow
happiness and let time go by; entire generations
waited in vain; death surprised them in the wait;
the slowness in recognizing their rights, made of
the planet Earth, a backward planet in respect to
the time of life that the Earth has; and among the
most backward are those who live having a complex in the security of the arms; the painful experience of centuries of distrust shows that such
complex is the most dangerous; the arms manufacturers manipulate the primitivism that this complex encloses; the world education does not give
it the attention it deserves, and perpetuates the
drama of distrust; the mere fact of the presence of
the slowness to defend peace, encloses danger;
every slow creature in defending the planetary
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security, is dangerous; there is a strange imbalance
in his interior, which would give the impression
that he does not belong to the planet; the indifferent beings to the collective happiness are the greatest plague of the human evolution; such individuals
only think of their personal profit, and not of the
collective happiness; they are destructors of happiness, for they delay them with their indifference;
the oldest of primitivism is the distrust in the
human coexistence; and the retrograde arms manufacturers exploit such primitivism; and to make the
drama worse, in thousands of barracks disseminated on the planet, the so-called militarism,
another scourge enemy of happiness, makes the
minds of the beings aware by teaching them the
existence of a hypothetical enemy; which in the
majority of cases does not exist; this consciousness
which has centuries of practice, is the germ of distrust existing in the world; this consciousness is
the nurture which the wars have; they the strange
consciousness-raising people, prepare the beings’
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state of mind, so that they hate each other and
confront one another; it has always been like that;
the sleep of the masses accepted this; history in a
near future shall accuse the great harm that the
sleep of the masses caused to the planet; the great
backwardness provoked to the planet; the sleep of
the generations of the past, provoked a load which
at any instant the generation in turn in the respective present has to carry on; the distrust of the past
is the scourge-inheritance that the present peoples
carry on their shoulders; and the retrogrades who
in all times do not wait long to come, legalized
distrust, saying that it is part of life; they give no
formula in order to cut evil from its roots; the legalization of distrust has got many centuries of existence; and it still continues and shall continue until
the millions of individualities of sleeping people
acquire the sufficient will power in order to detach
themselves from the plague of distrust, which they
received as an inheritance; but the human creature
enclosed himself in something so sinister that the
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human creature shall not be the one who saves the
human creature; for the power of destruction which
man has gotten into, crushed every hope of solution; man tasted a fruit which caused him indigestion at the end; what for centuries was thought of
as being correct, ends up in a drama in the last
generation of the mortals; those who did not create
the planet demonstrated through their work that
they did not deserve to have the power to create
planets; for they would have destroyed them; just
as they try to destroy themselves in their microscopic human work; a Celestial Science shall
emerge which shall revolutionize all the human
building; for the first time in human history, one
shall be before a Knowledge which knows no limit;
and in its teachings matter and spirit participate;
in many eastern knowledge, since centuries before,
a new limitless wisdom was being announced,
which would provoke a Revolution never seen on
Earth; and China shall be the country in which the
unlimited power of a knowledge never dreamed of
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by any human creature, shall settle; providing that
China had learnt that regarding what is evolutionary, first is the Knowledge which transforms the
minds; and not the use of force which perpetuates
distrust and which perpetuates a little less the division of a planet; the painful human experience of
many centuries has already demonstrated it; the
so-called militarism and those who improved their
armament, constituted a sad and unsuccessful
experiment; for those who participated in their
practice forgot to take what is cosmic into consideration, which always accompanied them throughout life; a science is born from this forgetfulness,
which shall be an eternal remembrance; the unexplained part of the human phenomenon originates
the beginning of a new world; what had not been
taken into account finally triumphs as the reality
with a limitless present; for the other presents had
been forgotten; the Earth enters a cosmic period
in which the beings see all their dreams and wishes
come true; since the cosmic psychology has no
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limits, it crushes those who have it; an epoch is
coming in which what is impossible becomes a
reality; and it does not come out of any human
science; it comes out of the Science that creates
planets, elements, oceans, which was impossible
to do for men; from that impossibility a new reality
is born; which is equivalent to saying that a new
world is born, in the old world; a new thinking
psychology gets extended throughout the Earth;
those who thought in the old way start diminishing, and end up disappearing; just as those of the
new present shall think, thus should those of the
past have thought; the difference between the two
worlds lies in that those of the past, thought including the destruction of the beings, and even of the
own planet; and those of the present, shall not
think that way; contrary to the destructors of the
past, who had legalized the force in their customs,
those of the new present shall be eager to be creators of planets and elements; their thinking shall
not undergo the lowness that those of the past
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underwent; nor shall they waste time in thinking
how to be safe from men; their thinking shall be
aware of what is happening in the Cosmos; for as
soon as they are born, they shall be trained for the
journeys to remote galaxies; the triceptation of the
right angle of 90º shall teach the world of trials all
the unanswered why’s which the human beings
knew, on their way through this planet; those
why’s which were not understood were molecular,
numeral, philosophical trials which are the geometry of the future destinies; those who succeeded
with their effort in this or that cause, attained a
future destiny with illustration; he who did not
care, attained nothing; for every destiny is geometrical, philosophical, and numeral; by generating
ideas we are knitting the future geometry of our
own destiny; for what is done in a present. shall
be what one lives in the future presents; the sensation or virtue is expansive in invisible dimensions;
the spirit only feels the changes through its character; what is numeral also acts in what is invisible,
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where the transformations are born from, which
are seen in what is visible; the number is in the
everything above everything; it is as penetrable in
the essence of the spirit and matter, as humidity,
water and air are; the number shall revolutionize
the world, giving a new science to the world, and
creating a new world; this new world shall not use
the imbalanced number, which were used by those
who live in the life system so-called capitalism; this
new world shall be based on the balanced number,
whose future does not end up in tragedy; for it does
not imbalance the mind; it is a number which
awakes what is good in the interior of the individuality, and forgets what is evil; for every mental calculation is a numeral philosophy, which during the
trials of life, made itself be felt with a magnetism
of forgetfulness, in respect to the microscopic idea
of the own birth; what is coming is a magnetism of
remembrance of what one was before.ALPHA AND OMEGA.Nº 3432.86

THE DIVINE NUMBER 318 IN THE DIVINE JUSTICE;
THE DIVINE NUMBER 33; THE DIVINE CHERUBS
FORM DIVINE COVENANTS IN ORDER TO FORM
A MICROSCOPIC SPARKLE OF FIRE IN THE SUNS
ALPHA AND OMEGA OF THE GALAXY TRINO.318 = a divine covenant of divine cherubs; creatures of a divine solar beauty; they are divine intelligences, who eternities before went through the
worlds of flesh already; they are of a divine triangular form; they transform themselves at the
mind’s speed; they have a celestial time and space;
which means that they live in the eternity; things
never seen by the human eyes occur there; it is the
knowledge turned into eternal life; death is
unknown there; no one gets old; it is the divine
center of activities; proper of eternity; creatures
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who penetrate other dimensions come out there;
among them is the living matter; for matter has
got its own life; it lives its own life trial; the terrestrial world knows nothing about it; for the first
time the human knowledge shall impose on its own
origin; this divine origin had already been given to
the world; they were given to the damned gods of
the damned pharaonic wisdom; they had the divine
mission of giving light to the world; the divine
Father Jehovah put them on the planet Earth,
before the first galactic seed germinated; for every
first spirit sprouted from the own Earth; spirit and
matter are one same thing; for they come from the
1; they come from one sole and divine cause; the
eternal cause of the Father, Who unifies everything;
He separates nothing in an eternal sense; if the
human knowledge believed or believes that there
is a distinction between matter and spirit, it is in
a profound error; an error proper of their imperfection; this error must not exist; for my Holy Scriptures teach love in one sole flesh; which means that
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the only morality, the only Government, should
have been inspired by them; only the divine Commandments could and can still save the world; from
the weeping and gnashing of teeth which is coming; but, it is written that the divine Father sees
the future of the worlds, even eternities before
these are born to the material life; so it is that I
included the divine Final Judgment along with my
Holy Scriptures; no one in the world has noticed
this divine relationship yet; between being governed and being judged at the same time; the reason for this is that every trial of planetary life,
carries along a momentary forgetfulness of the
laws; of the own eternity; this forgetfulness is
ended with the arrival of a new knowledge; which
tears down every philosophical tree, which was not
planted by the divine Father Jehovah; for every
spirit is taken from a world called solar knowledge;
it has, therefore, a divine number of its own creation; this number is 3; which indicates it that from
three solar magnetic lines, its own thinking germ
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was born; this divine number gives place to a divine
spiritual degree; which in the celestial world is
known as divine spiritual hierarchy; and its divine
power is measured in knowledge; only knowledge
constitutes power; therefore, the philosophy of
force, so common on Earth, is one of the philosophical trees which the divine Father did not
plant; and it shall be pulled out from its roots; the
force of the arms should have never existed on
Earth; it was the damned pharaohs who brought
it to Earth; and they transmitted it to the arrogant
people of Israel; Israel!! When will you understand
that the use of force never pleased the Father?
When will you learn to live in humility? When will
you learn that only the humble enter my divine
dwelling? When will you understand that it is more
likely for a camel to pass through a needle’s eye
than a rich to enter the Kingdom of Heavens?
When will you understand that only the divine
philosophy of the divine Lamb pleases the Father?
Yes divine son; so it is: The people of Israel are in
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a profound error; they are not the first in my terrestrial creation; before them there were other
human creatures; their number is one trillion of
trillion of trillions; this is one trillion elevated to
the 3; elevated to the Most Holy Trinity; which
means that since the Earth was a little sparkle of
fire, there have been infinite microscopic dimensions; who lived the same facts, which took place
in the old world; the same has happened and still
happens to the present terrestrial dimension; it is
written that one has to be born again in order to
see the Kingdom of God; every Most Holy Trinity
is expansive; and it becomes tripled in its own
infinity; creating new dwellings with their suns,
planets, galaxies and universes; therefore, the
human creature is not unique; not even in his own
dimension has he ever been unique; the only one
Who is unique is the Father; for all those who think
of themselves as being unique have come out of
Him; there would not be unique in anything without Him; the divine numbers also have, aside from
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their free will, their own spaces, times and numeral
philosophies; therefore, they also get old; when
they express themselves in matter; they get old in
the own human body; which is also composed of
numbers; and along with the spirit’s departure, the
numbers also travel; for no one is disinherited in
my creation; every number goes back to the same
place where it came out of; they also had a divine
forgetfulness, in their own life trials; in their own
living dimension; for everything vibrates under
infinite sensibilities; no one knows about anyone;
they only get to know each other in my divine
dwelling; there every remembrance comes back of
how much was done at departure time, what happened in life, and what account must each one
render; everyone feels the greatest astonishment;
some congratulate each other; happy with each
one’s advance, when one has led a life with the
most beautiful morality; according to my divine
Commandments; but when one has scandalized
my divine Commandments, what painful scenes,
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which cannot be explained in human language!
One has to die in order to understand them; but
even so, the divine numbers of evolutional philosophy never unite the spirits; this case has never been
given; for no one either acts or thinks as another
acts or thinks; this means that having all the spirits
come out of the number 1; of the Father, they do
not arrive to the same place where they came out
of; for their spiritual advances are not the same;
the numbers get separated; this is they get
expanded, according to how the spirit gets
expanded; for every knowledge that was acquired
on the planets, becomes an expansive brightness
around the body; this brightness is relative, according to each spirit’s emanated ideas, enclosed in the
body of flesh; it is the same brightness that surrounds the silvery vessels; with the difference that
they are older; in such degree that it escapes the
human mental calculation; but, the beginning is
the same; they also came out of the 1, they came
out of the Father; and they return to the Father; it
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is written that what is up above is the same as
down below; for both came out of the Father; this
spiritual brightness, materialized around the body
of flesh, the terrestrial child does not see it yet; for
being the spirit in a life of trials, its ideas are too;
they fulfill their divine work, in another natural
dimension; which means that they live in another
time, another space, and they have got their own
free will; aside from the spirit’s free will; the trajectory that the ideas emanated by the spirit do
through the cosmic space, is unprecedented; and
it escapes the calculation of their own creator; he/
she only feels the impulse and the material execution; he/she remembers nothing; the spirit only
knows how to identify it by the sensation; but he/
she does not know that it came out of him/her; the
Solar First-born Son knew it; it is written that
among a crowd I said: Who has touched me? He
meant the brightness that surrounded his own
body; for Jesus talked to his own ideas; they
announced him every future, for he had no
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forgetfulness of the past; he lived in his Most Holy
Trinity of First-born Son; he was living a present,
which included past and future at the same time;
behold the greatest number of spiritual hierarchy,
which came from the suns Alpha and Omega; its
number is 33; for that means the Most Holy Trinity
in the Trinity; that is an infinite numerical vibration; so infinite that it surpasses the future knowledge, which is still not acquired in future worlds;
which means that the Most Holy Trinity, on its way
through the planets, materializes all the deeds
which still are in a primitive state of idea; these
ideas wander through the spaces; they have got
their own innocence; but they have the influence
of the creature who emanated them; their form is
angular; it resembles a right angle of 90º; and this
idea which is wandering through the spaces, shall
mature by means of the solar magnetism; just as a
humble fruit matures in the terrestrial nature; the
ideas are, therefore, the galactic seeds of the future
worlds; they are living seeds; which are just waiting
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for the divine call of let there be light and the light
is theirs; every number is an idea; and every idea
is a number; but, there is no number which does
not have a form; it has it in an infinite degree;
according to the evolution of the idea, so is the
form of the number; and there is no form which
does not have a number; there is no time without
a form, without space, without light, without a
spirit and without ideas; which means that nothing
would exist without the greatest idea; which came
out of the 1; of the Father; the greater idea was
created in the suns Alpha and Omega; the Solar
First-born Son said so: Where I am from you cannot go; for the greater vibrations burn; they correspond to the brilliant suns; the divine sun Alpha
has got the number 318; in the galaxy Trino; for he
is not the only one; the Most Holy Trinity keeps
producing them, in such quantity that one shall
never be able to calculate it; all the suns have got
hierarchy; and they have got a determined philosophy; it cost all the suns to become great in the
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Kingdom of Heavens; they were microbes on planets which exist in space no more; they were also
creatures of flesh; they were little human monkeys; each pore of flesh has got a solar influence;
each tendency that you have in your characters, is
of a solar origin; you are a product of the cosmic
forces of the Universe; for matter and spirit are
one same thing; which came out of the same point
in space; and manifested in different free wills;
what you do not see but feel is also matter; when
your body is born to life, it has sufficient energies
as to continue living beyond the own life; you do
not consume yourselves completely; vitality is
always left after; a vitality which is greater than
the one you had in life; for your future existence
shall come out of this vitality; this vitality was
created and molded by yourselves; it is your intentions which form this vitality; known in the Holy
Scriptures as the salt of life; when you came into
life, this happened in the sun Alpha: You were and
still are a solar spark power; which requested a
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change in its temperature; this is you requested to
know a life; you requested a planetary experience;
every life is a solar calorie, in an eternal descent;
there is no life in the worlds without temperature;
for all of you are from fire; even the planet you
inhabit; Does your planet still not have fire in its
interior? It is because the descent of temperature
still continues; and it shall continue until all the
interior fire of your dwelling is consumed; this
descent of temperature is for matter as well as for
the spirit; it takes place up above as well as down
below; in the macrocosm and in the microcosm;
during the development of this temperature, the
divine covenants of all the forms of life take place;
and since temperature has not been the same, is
that variety exists in all the creation; there were
gigantic animals in the past, which exist no more
now; this shows you that the calories of the past
did not make any covenants with the present
beings; for all have got free will; matter as well as
the spirit which enlivens every flesh; including
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those who you call animals; they are like you, spirits; who requested to trial the philosophy of such
or such animal; just as you requested the philosophy of little monkeys of flesh; this, which shall fill
you with shame, shows you that in the living creation of Father Jehovah, there are no animals; for
all are His children; you call them animals contemptuously; knowing that no one should be
despised in life; he who has despised an innocent
animal, despises the divine Father; Were you not
taught that your Creator is everywhere? Therefore,
He is in every mind; including the innocences
which you call animals; but, woe betide those who
with no justification have hit my humble children!!
Woe betide those who made the first in the Kingdom undergo suffering, just by mere whim!! Were
you not taught that the humble and the despised
are first in the Kingdom of Heavens? And whoever
more humble than those which you call animals?
Who requested the trial of life of feeling and not
being able to express themselves; these creatures
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who make your lives nicer, come after the Lamb of
God; and you are in third place; the human beings;
among you, the most humble has got the preference, the most exploited; the most despised; the
most abandoned; the most long-suffering; the last
ones are the easy-attitude ones; those who had
everything on Earth; these spirits, the most backward of the flock, requested their awards in
advance; they have already got their rewards; they
wanted to be rewarded on Earth and not in Heaven;
they calculated wrongly; for what is of the Earth is
not eternal; it is ephemeral; everything lasts until
one arrives into the tomb; that is why they are
backward; they shall always march behind the
advanced spirits; this voluntary error is due to each
spirit’s free will; each one chooses her/his own
existence according to the knowledge he/she has
got; according to their science; according to their
salt of life; these spirits get attached to the first
present that comes to them; they look for comfort
and remain in it; the so-called rich of the world
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belong to this category of spirits; known in the
Kingdom of Heavens as mundane spirits; for they
are a product of the comfort that the world offers
them; they are attached to the mortal illusion;
these groups of spirits are the ones that have the
world backwards; for every immorality comes out
of wealth; and it corrupts the rest; that is why it
was written: May the left be aware of what the right
does; it means: May the people be aware of the
immoralities of the rich; in the Kingdom of Heavens, the left represents the most humble and the
right the mundane; the rich; the rich of the world
made alliances with self-interested virtues; they
are selfish, distrustful, exploitative; many wish not
to be so; but, their destinies must be fulfilled; up
to the last sigh; up to the last second of life; up to
the last molecule of flesh-life; the spirit requested
in the Kingdom of Heavens everything that it feels;
it can modify its inclinations; from immoral they
can become moral; but, they must struggle in order
to attain it; for the divine parable says so: Thou
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shalt earn thy bread on the sweat of thy face; it
means that everything requires effort; for that is
how the human spirits requested it; the effort did
not include exploitation; for that request embarrasses the Creator of the Universe; and no spirit
dares to request such petition; for the simple reason that he/she would not like to be exploited;
therefore, exploitation was born in the world; and
not in the Kingdom of Heavens; exploitation makes
the human existence more bitter; man makes his
own yoke; the ambitious beings do not allow
humanity another way out; and the revolutionary
spirits emerge; those who promised to fight against
any form of the demon; demon is everyone who
creates doctrines, which do not take into account
my divine Commandments; the world is full of
demons; for there is everything in the Father’s
Kingdom; everyone is allowed to trial their philosophies; even if it is a silent creature; the only
fact of thinking is philosophy; each one’s expression is also living word; for it came out of the
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Father; and everything that comes out of the Father
is eternal; everything that you have pronounced in
life, is waiting for you in the Kingdom of Heavens;
for as one speaks, the words travel to space along
with your ideas; even your bad words travel; up to
the last letter-expression is waiting for you; being
all the creation living, the word is too; everything
that is said in life, is weighed in the solar scales;
And how big the number of spirits who do not
enter the Kingdom of Heavens is, because of their
bad words that they spoke in life!! Your Creator is
everywhere; thus was it taught; He is also in every
mouth; the law of every divine justice starts from
the mouth; for there is no idea that does not need
it; one offends through the mouth; one scandalizes
through the mouth; one casts the first stone
through the mouth; one punishes the spirit through
the mouth; for an insult hurts more than rods; it
hurts more in what is moral; the rods pass; the
offenses stay; there is a perfect calculation in the
divine justice; your own existence is born from that
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calculation; calculation was born from yourselves;
for each one makes his own heaven; according to
how your thought was in regard to the Commandment; every intention is weighed in heaven; every
thinking is a future universe; every invisible idea
becomes materialized; what is gigantic is born from
what is humble and microscopic; for it was written:
One has to be little and humble to become great
in the Kingdom of Heavens; eternity is initiated
starting from the most microscopic thing that your
mind can imagine; And whatever most microscopic
than your ideas? which you feel but not see; and
you cannot deny them; for all use ideas; no one
makes progress without them; even the dumbest
uses them; and nobody can stop thinking; it has
never happened; nor shall it ever happen; the number 318 is the number of the final justice; the sun
Alpha is the 318th in the hierarchy of the solar
first-born sons; you also carry this number; for
everything came out of the sun Alpha of the galaxy
Trino; behold the divine origin of your trinity; the
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number 33 means the Trinity in the Trinity; which
means a philosophical eternity; expansive and eternal; the macrocosm creates the microcosm; and
gives it the same rights that the macro had when
it was micro; what is up above is the same as down
below; the macro up above and the micro down
below; when your planet started, it began by being
a little sparklet; of a calorie which escapes your
calculations; the little sparklet grew and matured
in the eternity of time; the time or antiquity of the
Earth shall never be able to be calculated by the
human mind; for there have been as many centuries as molecules your planet has; apart from the
molecules which were and are not anymore; before
you as creatures, there were others; whose number
you shall not be able to calculate either; there have
been civilizations superior to yours; of such an
immense science that you shall never surpass it;
but, no one remained; for thus their spirits
requested it in the Kingdom of Heavens; all those
who depart from the world, do it because they
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requested it; and the circumstances too; no one
came forcefully; even if it was for paying a debt of
the past; before coming to all the planets, every
spirit requests; and everything is conceded; and
when requesting to know some life, every spirit
promises; they promise to fulfill the law of love;
which is the living morality; the world shall learn
for the first time how one comes to life; for thus
the human spirits requested it; every request has
got its time; the same as on Earth; what is up above
is the same as down below; coming to life is the
most sublime experience in your existences; multitudes of intelligences intervene in it; known as
divine cherubs in the Kingdom of Heavens; the
divine cherubs are a loving product of the solar
creations; they are the same virtues which your
spirit feels; and your own spirit is also called a
divine cherub; the cherubs are living magnetic
forces; they are energy in the form of life; in what
is material and spiritual; they are everywhere; in
any point of the Universe; in what is visible and
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invisible; the divine cherubs are the Alpha and
Omega of the universal creation; they sustain the
gravitation of the Universe; they are its creators by
divine mandate; nothing would exist without them;
neither worlds nor spirits; the origin of the divine
cherubs, goes back to the Father’s divine beginning; the beginning is only explained by the Creator; it belongs to His divine free will; the existence
of every existence is in them; the virtues are an
immense army of cherubs; all of you carry them
since your birth; and they shall be with you through
all eternity; to each thought or idea that is born in
your mind, new cherubs are born; which carry the
influence of your individuality; your philosophy;
your way of thinking; your virtues; good or bad;
the divine Cherub is the supreme Revelation for
the human knowledge; this Revelation is so
immense that the Final Judgment emerges from it;
it is the fall of materialism; of the followers of gold;
it is the fall of a world and its immoralities which
arrived to the end of their times; it is the fall of all
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the philosophical trees, which the divine Eternal
Father did not plant; it is the birth of a new world
with new customs; a world with no yoke at all; a
world of innocences; The world of the children!! It
was written: Let the children come to me, for theirs
is the Kingdom of Heavens; this divine parable as
all the rest shall explain its meaning for the first
time; it means that seas of children, multitudes of
them, from all the nations, shall follow the Firstborn Son; all shall want to see how the Lamb of
God works over nature; how he opens the waters
of the oceans; how he transforms the rivers and
lakes in blood; how he gives orders to the stars of
the heavens; how he darkens the sun; how he produces signals in the heavens; which are seen from
other worlds; they will follow him to see him levitate and fly; to see him move about through the
spaces; for it is written: And he shall come in Glory
and Majesty from above; every glory of every solar
first-born begins with levitation; but, first he sows
Living Word; he sows a Doctrine; which comes to
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replace another; which has already fulfilled its time
requested in the Kingdom of Heavens; there is no
terrestrial thing that is not fulfilled in time; even
the human existence is consumed in time; the children with their innocence are worthier of eternity;
they are cleaner in spirit; they are common in joy;
the same joy which eternally reigns in the Kingdom
of Heavens; the same joy that the Father wanted
for the Earth; but, men did not follow the teaching
of my divine Commandments to the foot of the
letter; they do not mandate my children to get
divided in rich and poor; the divine morality of my
divine Commandments was created for the Universal Communist Government to emerge on
Earth; one sole government and one sole God only;
Is there then a more sublime doctrine than that
which shares the material things in common? all
the others with no exception are the trees which
the divine Father did not plant; and they shall be
pulled out from their roots from the human evolution; these selfish doctrines were requested by
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backward spirits and it was conceded to them; it
was shown to them that every selfishness of property, is judged in the Kingdom of Heavens; that
everything belongs to the living eternity; they
insisted, for they wanted a philosophical experience in a remote world; and they requested to be
trialed in the terrestrial life; the word this is mine,
has been and shall be the worst yoke in the human
coexistence; the new generation of children shall
not be contaminated; they shall not be immoral;
they shall not be traders; they shall not be exploiters; they shall not be scandalous; they shall not
belong to the beast which is already leaving; they
shall not belong to materialism; they shall not be
ungrateful with their Creator; they are not in the
Final Judgment; a new world is initiated with them;
a world of eternal wonders; the world of the geniuschildren; a perfect world within its hierarchy; a
world which, in the eternity of time, shall be leaving the sinister world of exploitation behind; the
world that ate the flesh of their brethren; the world
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of vice; everything changes when it is observed
from a distance; just as you are amazed about the
cavemen; thus you shall be seen; and worse than
them; for having you a divine mandate of humility,
you let yourselves be tempted by the illusion of
life; the illusion was started by money; it was initiated with the adoration of gold in the past of your
world; ambition was born; greed; the demoniac
force of possession; you forgot that the own life
was temporary; every forgetfulness of the teachings
of God, in any world in space, brings along disastrous consequences; everything has got a cause;
even the unexplainable; all the living universe came
out of a divine cause; The Father; and all the beginnings carry His divine inheritance; they carry a
cause; there are infinite causes; for the laws of the
Universe are infinite; the Father’s cause leaves no
one without a cause; for no one is disinherited; not
even the most invisible microbe; the human law
cannot stop the movements of nature; for the cause
did not come out of her; the cause goes back to
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another point in space; the cause is in the Macrocosm; in the Kingdom of Heavens; the cause is
expandable in an infinite degree; this expansion of
the cause, has been taking place before the present
worlds were born; the cause is the solar fire; the
gigantic seedbed of worlds and suns is in other very
remote regions in space; your eyes and your science, are microscopic; they cannot penetrate these
regions; just like you, infinite worlds earths are in
the same condition; and infinite kinds of life; what
takes place on your planet also happens in the
remote and infinite space; what is up above is the
same as down below; only the size changes; everything is gigantic there; they are creatures of such
size that if you saw them, you would go crazy; you
would be filled with terror; your heart would stop;
for you would turn to be a microbe; the dimensions
in the Kingdom of Heavens have no limits; nor
shall they ever have any; in order to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, one needs to be clean minded;
for everyone reads the mind there; and a sinner
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would undergo a tremendous complex of guilt and
inferiority; which would make him end up going
crazy; the rich cannot go there; for the living purities would read the ambition in their minds; the
exploitation; the theft; and this rich spirit would
live in an atrocious isolation; he would undergo
such loneliness that he would request for compassion to return to the worlds of flesh; this situation
was announced by my divine First-born Son; He
said: Where I am from, you cannot go; and he said
no more, so to not to give more complex to humanity; I could tell you many things; you barely understand what is earthly; less will you understand
what is celestial; this expression which was said
many centuries ago, is still valid: for humanity does
not search; he who searches shall find; he who
makes an effort to imagine the Universe and the
Eternity, is great before the Father; the indifferent
being attains nothing; for he is an easy-attitude
one; he is mundane; he lives only for the things
that a world offers him; he does not live for the
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eternal things; for he does not search them; likewise shall he be seen when he leaves the Earth;
these spirits only find consolation in worlds like
the one they have just left; the knowledge and the
inclinations which each one acquired in life, attracts
him to worlds of his own tendency; the divine law
is spiritual and it gets extended to what is material;
for matter is also living; it has always been said and
taught in the Scriptures that there is the living
Universe of a living God; the divine justice is also
living; it is as expansive as the own Universe; it
penetrates everything; it is in all the minds and
consciences; and it sprouts when it must sprout;
matter and spirit are eternally subordinated to it;
the final judgments are one more link in each evolution; it always happens the same; for the inheritance in the development is eternal in a process;
the creatures are born to be eternal; they go to
infinite worlds in order to learn; to know new matter; to trial new philosophies; new laws of the Universe; all the existences are just one link in the
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eternal perfection; every imperfection is born
imperfect first; in a state of innocence; it is born
with a free will; but, no one mandates himself; all
the Universe is being surveilled; creatures of loving
and terrorizing power are observing you; they are
the divine cherubs; they build and destroy universes; they destroy when the times arrive; nature
is controlled by them; they are very beautiful creatures; they carry the seal of the divine little Lamb;
they are creators and control their creations at the
same time; they only obey the divine Father; represented in the solar children; in the first-born
sons; in the solar trinities; it is the universe of the
first causes; the first causes go back to the remote
suns; every antiquity in knowledge shines like a
sun of wisdom; antiquity constitutes a hierarchic
degree; what is up above is the same as down
below; the divine cherubs form divine covenants
according to their way of thinking; the molecules
of the elements are born from their thoughts; the
variety in matter is born from their individuality;
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this Revelation is unique in the human knowledge;
all the human theories, when they search for the
beginning of the world, they never remember what
is spiritual; they always make use of material comparisons; the search by touching, and always being
influenced by their limited concepts; they never
investigate starting from what is microscopic; from
what is humble; they have always had the key of
the origin of the Universe at their reach; they have
had it for centuries and centuries; the key to everything is in the creatures; the divine Word says: One
has to be very little and humble in order to become
great in the Kingdom of Heavens; which means:
That from the microscopic, the colossal is born;
And whatever more microscopic than an idea? The
idea is so microscopic that it can only be felt but
not seen; all of you know by human maxims that
the ideas do not die; but, I say unto you by divine
maxim that the ideas are physically eternal; that
you make your own heavens with them; that eternity is born from your own selves; Were you not
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taught that you are children of an Eternal Father?
And that no one is disinherited? Do you understand now that all the key of the Universe is in the
Holy Scriptures? In the divine living Word of God;
the truth was said just halfway to you; for thus you
requested it in the Kingdom of Heavens; you
requested to be trialed in the life you chose; every
spirit is trialed in life; many criticize the divine
silence of the Father; such spirits think that the
laws of the Universe are subject to whim; to isolated opinions; nothing like that; the eternal laws
of the Universe have been succeeding each other
since eternities before these critics were born;
every criticism is judged in the Kingdom of Heavens; everything that you speak becomes living and
is waiting for you; many spirits are lost for not
moderating the tongue; all your body of flesh irradiates invisible magnetic lines which are in direct
contact with the point where you came out of; this
point is the sun Alpha of the galaxy Trino; the galaxy Trino is the same one that you see in the starry
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nights; and within them are the names of other
galaxies; whose number is infinite; you shall never
arrive to the limits of your galaxy; at least with
your science; every science has a limit; and during
the development of that limit, the final judgments
arrive; it is what shall occur to your planet soon;
it is then when one starts to take life seriously;
conscience receives like a call, which reverberates
in the customs of the creature; every custom is
relative; it does not perpetuate in the spirit; on the
contrary, it gets to bore the spirit; that is why the
peoples struggle for the changes; and above all
when they are abused; every abuse turns back
against their creators; that is what shall occur to
materialism; a doctrine based on the human illusion; not in the eternity of the Father; it is just
enough for a doctrine to forget its Creator, and this
doctrine has acquired debts; materialism chose the
way of the force; and my Commandments do not
teach that; they teach to be humble; the so-called
armed forces on which this doctrine rests, shall be
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one of the first in the weeping and gnashing of
teeth; their spirits shall curse having used armament; each second lived inside a uniform, must be
added; and its totality is a condemnation; for each
second corresponds one celestial little point
against; and for each little point one world less in
the Father’s addition; add up all the seconds gone
by from the right instant in which you wore a uniform, up to the last instant in which you stopped
wearing it; every uniform represents a philosophy;
an idealism; every philosophy and every idealism
is weighed in the Kingdom of Heavens; every uniform which represents force is condemned in the
divine justice; it was written: He who kills by
sword, dies by sword; which means that whoever
improves himself in the force in order to kill, dies
by force; he comes to be the victim in other worlds;
in other existences; and he pays every harm an eye
for an eye; a tooth for a tooth; a little pore for a
little pore; cell for cell; human spirits who requested
to trial philosophy of force, you forgot that above
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everything, is the love towards your Creator; my
divine free will expressed in the Commandments,
says: Thou shalt not kill; Why then do you go
against my divine Word? Why do you look for your
condemnation? I assure you that all those who get
ready to kill my children, do not enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; every demon who destroys, is destroyed
in the darkness; it was written that one cannot
serve two masters; one cannot serve two philosophies; either one serves God without destroying
his brethren, or one serves the demon of force;
there are only creators in the Kingdom of Heavens;
there are no destroyers; the divine force is a creative force; there one thinks and he/she is creating
colossal worlds; all of you who proudly wear uniforms are warned now; from the precise instant in
which the knowledge of the new Revelation arrives
to you; for the points of Warning in Revelation
starts running second by second for you; thus you
requested it in the Kingdom of Heavens; you promised there to overcome your proud ideals in the
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human life; which lead nowhere; you only go into
debt with your Creator; no one who came out of
the Kingdom promised to destroy; less to kill; the
demons who take advantage of you are the damned
arms manufacturers; they get wealthy with the killings; that is why this planet shall never have peace;
as long as these demons live; but, they have got
their days numbered; it was written that every tree
which the Father did not plant, shall be pulled out
from its roots; materialism is constituted by the
United Nations; it is the great beast of many eyes
of many nations; it is the beast announced by the
Holy Scriptures; the beast which governs with fear;
fear to the big one; who all have a debt to; to the
greatest exploiter; Unworthy representatives of the
nations!! Why do you deceive my flock? Why do
you do things behind their backs? Why have you
sold your consciences to the demon? Why do my
humble not govern the world? Do you not know
demons of deceit that it was written that the humble are first? Why do you occupy positions which
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do not correspond to you? You shall curse a thousand times having usurped the rights of the humble; every diplomat who belonged to the beast
called United Nations, is condemned; your score
is a score of public scandal; you must add up all
the seconds that total the time in which you served
the beast; and your celestial little point against you,
gets multiplied by three; for each little point in the
unit of time, three worlds are taken off from you;
no one ordered you to be attention seekers in life;
no one is greater but the Father; my divine Commandments lovingly ordered to be humble in life;
he who exalts himself on Earth, belittles himself
in the Kingdom of Heavens; every self-exalted
being shall envy every humble; for the score of each
humble is multiplied by three on his favor; for each
little point attained in one second of humility, three
paradises correspond to him; for in the paradiseworlds everything is happiness in humility; every
humble has also got points for having lived subdued to an unjust yoke of exploitation; his point is
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also multiplied by three; and the more long-suffering the spirit was, the greater is its award; the
greater the pain of injustice is, the greater is the
award; this represents the meaning of the divine
parable: The humble are first; first in the Heavens,
and first on Earth; men should have never invented
money; with it they violated my humble; money
shall be cursed by the present generation; for
because of money no human mortal can enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; money deluded them and
deviated them from the truth; every influence contrary to good came out of money; every point lost
is because of this demon; the so-called occidental
world is the one which shall cry the most; the oriental world is more long-suffering in the spirit;
they are more spiritualists; they have got less illusion in their customs; there are also violators of
my divine law; but they are the least; the illusion
or science of well-being ravaged the spirits who
govern themselves by gold; gold turns man into a
proud one; despiteful; he stops being the creature
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who was born with no influence; he becomes bad;
and he even arrives into crime for a handful of gold;
the world you are inhabiting is a corrupted world;
a world who the Final Judgment was announced
to, with many centuries of anticipation; and to
which they paid little attention; do not be surprised, therefore, that the divine Judgment arrives
by surprise; like the surprise that a burglar causes;
your Creator did the impossible within your human
laws, for it to be different; but you know well that
my humble son was despised; they made fun of
him; they called him crazy; and they even destroyed
his divine rolls of Telepathic Scriptures; but, get
ready destructive demons of faith; even if you ridicule my emissaries, you shall be judged all the
same; the world shall see you with infinite pity; it
is written that you shall be recognized as the antichrists; thus you demonstrated it, false prophets
of my Word; every truth when it arrives into a
world, causes tears; it is always the same; this has
been repeating in infinite worlds; before your Earth
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was born; and my divine son had already visited
many planetary dwellings; whose number you shall
never be able to know; the Celestial Science is the
Doctrine of the Lamb of God; a Doctrine which has
no limits; it shall be called the Intellectual Marvel
of the Universe; for you shall be judged by this
Doctrine; because of this Doctrine you shall not be
exploited anymore; because of this Doctrine you
shall not know wars anymore; because of this Doctrine the world shall be unified; because of this
Doctrine you shall not have living demons; for the
so-called rich shall disappear; nor shall there be
any poor; there shall not be any more division in
my flock; all of you were trialed; and the end of
your trial has come; what you never imagined has
arrived; what you only read and listened to halfway;
millions of you made others call you christians;
Christians? But you never studied my divine Word;
you are the false prophets of my Word; you are
christians by mouth; I tell all the false prophets:
Add up all the seconds since the same moment in
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which you made others call you christians; for each
point against you, is one world less which is taken
off from you; and your spirit continues creating the
new destiny: Which are the worlds of falseness; to
be called a christian, one hast to study the Doctrine
honestly; this Doctrine is the same for the rest of
the mundane doctrines; which are of the world;
they were created by men; if you did not respect
the human laws, you did not respect the divine
Father; Were you hypocrites not taught that your
God is everywhere? I am in anyone; every false
Christian is not only guilty of his own falseness;
but he is also responsible of the inheritance that
he left to others; this guilt is extended up to the
third generation; Woe betide you false parents of
the world!! every inheritance given to the children
is weighed in the Kingdom of Heavens; you shall
be cursed by your own children; because of you,
these spirits shall not be able to enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; since for imitating you, they are also
false prophets; for you was it written: Blinds
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leading other blinds; the same as the rock of the
human selfishness; when the children calculate
their points made throughout their lives, they shall
see with tears in their eyes that their customs,
which they practiced in life, close them the way to
the Kingdom of Heavens; behold the greatest
gnashing and weeping of humanity; your children
shall despise you; and you parents of error and
falseness shall curse your parents; and those parents their parents; and it could not be otherwise;
Did you not know that one cannot serve two masters? You were pleased in your comfort; not minding being governed by gold; knowing that because
of gold the creatures go astray; my divine Commandments were forgiven due to the influence of
gold in you; you were weak in spirit; it would have
been better for you to have lived in the uttermost
poverty, than violating even one microscopic part
of my divine mandates; for it is more likely for a
poor to enter the Kingdom of Heavens than a rich;
for never in eternity have the violators entered the
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Kingdom; the customs should have been guided
by the morality of my divine Commandments; the
divine laws were given for everyone; for all to fulfill
them; but, I ask humanity: Who created money?
Why did you not take Me into account, before creating it? Did these demons of ambition and power
not know that God is first above everything? Why
did you divide my flock in rich and poor? May each
rich weigh what they have got; and give the needy
what always corresponded to them; no one is born
being inferior; neither spiritually nor materially;
you yourselves create poverty; and not the Father;
imitate the Creator of life; you all enjoy mother
nature equally; no one is denied the air that they
breathe; day and night are enjoyed equally; all of
you receive the sun rays; nothing is taken away
from anybody; Why do you then take away? With
what right do you do it? This question shall fill you
with dread; ambitious beings of the world; for I
prophesize to you, you shall give back up to the
last grain of gold; you shall pay up to the last moral
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pain that you have caused the world; so shall it be
done, for thus you requested it in the Kingdom of
Heavens; you promised humility, and you fell into
the most despicable exploitation; and after you
return what never corresponded to you, you shall
be judged by the Lamb of God; the divine rod
judges you in what is material; and the Lamb of
God in what is spiritual; one reverberates on the
other; your cup is dirty inside an outside; your
thoughts and your modals are corrupted; if your
Creator did not intervene with one more Doctrine,
be sure demons of pain and ambition that the
planet Earth would end up in slavery; the Creator
of the Universe reads the future; He sees what a
world shall end up in; and what I see is that finally
the world will defeat you; at last you shall be
defeated living demons; at last the beast shall fall;
your fall, rotten materialism, shall mark one of the
happiest eras of the world; from your fall, damned
beings, a Millennium of Peace multiplied by a thousand shall be born; and you shall be remembered
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by the generations of the future as the worst pest
that the world has known; your remembrance
exploiters, shall be a synonym of malediction;
when the children of the future remember you,
they will make the signal of the cross; no one shall
want to pronounce you; your demoniac philosophy
shall never enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it was
written: It is more likely for a camel to pass through
a needle’s eye than a rich to enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; this divine parable which you never paid
any attention to, was and still is a warning to every
rich; to every exploiter; to every violator of the law;
it is not a notice to the poor; the notice to the poor,
a product of exploitation is in the parable that says;
May the left be aware of what the right does; which
means may the exploited be aware of the immorality of the exploiters; the left is the people; known
in the Kingdom of Heavens as the son of man; the
son of work; when the spirits are called in the
divine Father’s dwelling, they gather around the
solar scales; it is explained to them that every trial
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request is weighed in the divine solar scales; scales
of living fire; the one on the left represents the
philosophies of struggle; of work; of sacrifice; their
color is light blue; on the right is the pink scale; it
represents easy-minded philosophies; mundane
pleasures; microscopic glories of the planets; every
spirit chooses its destiny; and the divine Father
approves; many are called, and a few are chosen;
it means that not all can choose; there are many
who have pending debts from other existences;
behold the only cause of the painful destinies; the
cause is subject to the fault that was committed;
and the faults are infinite; for infinite are the spirits; the Earth is a world of expiation; this does not
mean that exploitative spirits subjugate themselves; every exploiter is trialed from Heaven; he
requested to trial an experience in the philosophy
of good; he got inspired by the pink scale; he chose
the way of the right; and its trial consisted in overcoming its own inclination of exploitative philosophy; for he promised humility; the same as all the
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human spirits; the departure of the spirits to the
worlds is one of the most marvelous galactic stories; being the law universal, all the worlds have
it; for the first time the flock of this world shall
know their past; their universal past; every past is
not the same in everyone; because you have different free wills; each one’s advance is the product of
your own wills; just as you are in the present life;
every cause that modifies or disturbs a free will is
judged by the Creator of life; that is why you shall
have a divine Final Judgment; for millions and millions of my creatures were violated in their free
will; being the greatest violation the exploitation
which they were subdued to; exploitation is not
born from my divine laws; it is born from the
human laws; for my divine Commandments teach
equality; an equality which if it had been respected,
it would have made a paradise of Earth; your Creator would not have needed a Final Judgment; the
fall of this world is a moral fall; for the reasons of
existence are to attain morality before your God;
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every trial in life carries this universal goal; my
divine Commandments are the own rod; with the
rod you measure, you shall be measured; it means
that the divine justice is perfect; for it prolongs the
human living; it allows you to mend yourselves; if
you have erred in this existence of trials, the divine
Father gives you the opportunity in another one;
for no one is disinherited; the celestial points of
each one according to their deeds, has no other
objective; your future existence shall be according
to your points; your future world; your future body;
your future philosophy; it was written that each
one makes his own heaven; up above as well as
down below in the Thinking Expansive Universe.ALPHA AND OMEGA.Nº 5.-
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DIVINE FLAG OF THE MILLENNIUM OF PEACE; THE
FALL OF MATERIALISM; THE FALL OF ALL THE
PHILOSOPHIES THAT DIVIDED THE WORLD; ONLY
SATAN DIVIDES HIMSELF.Yes little son; the so-called Millennium of peace
starts with the Doctrine of the Lamb of God; a
divine Doctrine requested in the Kingdom of Heavens; for everything is requested in the Kingdom;
just as you requested to know a nation and a flag,
likewise your requested the flag of the Millennium of Peace; what is up above is the same as
down below; I verily say unto you that this world
should have always lived in peace; for war is not
the Father’s work; it is men’s work; men who knew
that the Father’s Commandment says: Thou shalt
not kill; I verily say unto you that no one who
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improved himself for war, shall enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; all those who wore a war uniform of
the generations of the past of this world, no one
has entered the Kingdom of Heavens; nor shall any
of them enter; for he who kills by sword, dies by
sword; in the future existences; in remote worlds;
for every spirit is born again; to be born again is
to reincarnate again; it is to know new lives; new
planets; new philosophies; new Scriptures; new
forms of living; new forms of the Universe; for what
is of the Father has no limits; neither a beginning
nor an end; and the children enjoy what has no end;
for you have got the Father’s inheritance; just as
what is of the Father creates what is gigantic, you
also create what is microscopic; which came out of
the Father; what is up above is the same as down
below; I verily say unto you that knowing your
eternity shall cost weeping and gnashing of teeth;
for eternity comes out of the most microscopic acts
that you had in life; in its attribute and quality;
in its philosophy and hierarchy; your own heaven
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comes out of the invisible ideas that you generate
daily; for each one makes his own heaven; I verily
say unto you that your ideas are collected in space;
just as the planet welcomed you; what is up above
is the same as down below; no one is disinherited;
not even your ideas; matter and spirit have got the
same rights before the Father; no one is less before
the Father; neither matter nor spirit; all are equal in
rights before the Creator; I verily say unto you that
all those who created science, philosophy or party
in which love and equality were not present, they
shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; only satan
divides himself; and no divided spirit shall enter
the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for one
who promised and fulfilled to enter, than for one
who did not fulfill; the entire terrestrial humanity
promised the Father not to get divided or divide;
with the same innocence with which one came
out of the Kingdom, one must return; I verily say
unto you that because of your life system and the
so-called religions, no human creature shall enter
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the Kingdom of Heavens; your life system based
on the ambition towards gold, divided you in what
is material in rich and poor; and the so-called religions divided you in spirit; in many beliefs; being
there just one God only; behold the satans of your
world; there is no other one.-

Yes little son; so it is; just as you are thinking; the
symbols of the divinity have neither a beginning
nor an end; for their mandates are for infinite
worlds; the Father has neither a beginning nor and
end; every world has got His Scriptures; for no one
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is disinherited; neither matter nor spirit; your
Scriptures are not just for you; for there are infinite
planets earths; it was written that many planetary
dwellings the Father has; their number is like the
numbers of molehills that a desert has; infinite
other worlds have got the flag of the Millennium
of Peace already; for your Earth is neither the first
nor the last one in creation; your planet was born
from the suns Alpha and Omega of the galaxy
Trino; Alpha and Omega are one of the infinite suns
who are creating planetary dwellings; they have
never stopped doing it; the solar luminaries are the
creators of the worlds of matter; or worlds of flesh;
and I verily say unto you that such worlds are not
the only ones; the quantity and the kinds of worlds
in their attributes and qualities are such that you
shall never know them all; even if you are born
infinite times through all eternity; the eternity of
existence represented in the infinite variety of universes and worlds, are generated by the own creatures; no one stops creating his own worlds; to be
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born into a new life is to multiply the philosophy
that one lives; the living philosophy of a being is
its own thinking; and the philosophy is expanded
through his own ideas; the ideas that you generate
daily are the beginning of future planets, of your
heavens; for every world is surrounded by a heaven;
no one is disinherited; the beginning of your planet
is a solar beginning; this beginning is led by the
Solar First-born Christ; Were you not announced
that the Solar First-born Christ would return to
the world shining like a sun in wisdom? I verily
say unto you that this announcement which has
centuries and centuries in the Scriptures, was telling you in an indirect way, the solar origin of the
Earth; your First-born is and comes from the same
place in the Universe in which the Earth was created; a place of the Macrocosm; a place where
everything is fire; just like your Father Jehovah is
living fire; a place where one can only arrive by
keeping the innocence; the same innocence with
which one came out of the Kingdom of Heavens;
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for no divided spirit returns to its place of origin;
every division comes out of satan; it was written:
Only satan divides himself; and by dividing himself
perpetually, he never enters the Kingdom of Heavens; just like the human life system; from the
beginning it divided the world in rich and poor:
both are unknown in the Kingdom; for this is not
the Father’s work; it is men’s work; what is of the
Father does not divide His children; for His laws
and mandates are the same for all; no one is less
before the Father; and I verily say unto you that all
those who created life systems, whose philosophy
was inequality, shall not enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; just as they divided others, likewise shall
they be divided; with rod they measured, they shall
be measured; Justas they provoked pain, injustice
and misery on others, so shall they feel them too;
I verily say unto you that every rich on this planet
shall remain in the most horrible misery; for being
rich is not the Father’s morality; and they shall be
pulled out from their roots; the so-called rich are
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called thieves in the Father’s justice; Who authorized them to have more than my humble? Is it in
my Scriptures? Certainly not; for the Father has no
privileged children; all on the contrary, my Scriptures teach that every humble is first before the
Father; and being first before God means that every
humble is first in everything; up above as well as
down below; in Heaven and on Earth; for you were
taught that what is up above is the same as down
below; that the Father’s justice is worth up in
Heaven as well as on Earth; for His justice is only
one; it divides no one; and if you were taught that
the humble are first, your Creator asks humanity:
Why do the humble not govern the world? A question which shall shudder the usurpers of the rights
of others; a question which shall initiate the weeping and gnashing of teeth; for I verily say unto you
that the Final Judgment shall start with all the
kinds of usurpers that this world knows; and those
who are first are the creators of your shameful life
system; a life system based on the force, power and
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corruption; a tree which was not planted by Father
Jehovah; and it shall be pulled out from its roots;
because of you demons of capitalism, this humanity shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for you
have divided them in their thinking; some are rich
and others are poor; and in neither of these two
stages can one enter the Kingdom of Heavens; one
can only enter if in the remote world you lived the
equality taught by the Father; my nature divides
no one; the days, the nights, the winds, the water
are enjoyed by everyone equally; Why did you not
imitate the Father? If you had done it, I assure you
that this planetary flock would enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; not even by imitation of my elements
did you realize it; less you would realize it by illustration from my Scriptures; this is why it was written: Blinds leading other blinds; the illusion and
the arrogance of your own sciences made you go
astray; you enclosed yourselves in what is ephemeral; for you are from the microscopic, and to the
microscopic you return; for every spirit is born
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again; it goes through infinite experiences, through
infinite and microscopic planetary dwellings; I verily say unto you that this world with their selfish
philosophies shall pass; but my divine Word
expressed in the Doctrine of the Lamb, shall not
pass; your materialistic world is the world of trials;
a world which requested to be trialed in all their
philosophies; a world which promised the Father
not to let themselves be deluded; a world which
promised to fulfill and emulate the Father, above
everything; above every life system; above every
philosophy; above oneself; but, this world did not
fulfill; they let themselves be carried away by delusion; by the comfort that money gives; I verily say
unto you that the science of good is luxury and
comfort that money gives; I verily say unto you that
the so-called money is not known in the Kingdom
of Heavens; no one who enjoyed money shall enter
the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for one
who did not know money to enter the Kingdom,
than for one who got to know it; I verily say unto
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you that the divine mandate given to Adam and
Eve keeps pending; for there are infinite kinds of
disobedience; money is not in the Commandments;
on the contrary, they teach not to greed, not to be
ambitious, not to steal; you were told that no rich
enters the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely
for a camel to pass through a needle’s eye than a
rich to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; this divine
parable teaches you how rigorous the Father’s justice is; no rich paid any attention to this divine
warning; if they had paid attention, nothing would
have been taken away from them; for they would
have let way to equality; the own ambition of these
demons provoked inequality in this world; behold
the only cause of every injustice; every rich’s offspring is born to perpetuate this inequality; no
parent who was rich in this world has ever entered
the Kingdom of Heavens; nor shall any of them
enter; neither shall any rich parent’s children; I
verily say unto you that it is just enough to be rich
one microscopic second, and one does not enter
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the Kingdom of Heavens; for you requested to fulfill above everything; above every microscopic time;
above every second or less than a second; the term:
Above everything teaches you that every event that
happened to you in the existence, should have been
fulfilled in the highest morality that your human
mind can imagine; and such morality is represented
by my Commandments; there is no other knowledge in this world that surpasses them; the morality you learned and lived is not the Father’s
morality; it is a strange morality which came out
of a strange life system; a product of the weakness
of a few spirits; this weakness is called ambition,
greed, usury, theft, deceit and shrewdness; and I
verily say unto you that all of you have got that
inheritance; your own heavens are saturated by the
magnetism of self-interest; your ideas which are
generated by you daily, are influenced by the philosophy of the ambitious; and your future worlds
which are born from your own ideas, shall be
worlds of selfishness, usury, meanness and
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ambition; your worlds which form your own
heaven, shall not occupy the same space which is
occupied by the Earth; for the planets have got free
will; they shall be immensely away from your present world; but, your philosophy shall be developed
in them; what is up above is the same as down
below; even if the original planet of the idea is not
in space anymore; I verily say unto you that all
those who emanated ideas of darkness in life, shall
have weeping and gnashing of teeth; for they were
not humble; knowing the law that rules their own
eternities shall bring weeping to this world; the
cause of one’s own origin is in the most microscopic thing that your mind can imagine; what you
thought of as being not important, was the opposite; you never thought that in your invisible ideas
was the Alpha and Omega of your eternity; the
beginning and the end of your own heaven; for each
one makes his own heaven; it is just enough for
you to think and generate ideas, and you are building the birth of future worlds with it; every world
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is microscopic and humble in its beginning; for the
law of the parable is universal; the parable says:
One has to be very little and humble in order to
become great in the Kingdom of Heavens; one has
to be an idea in order to become a planet; the divine
covenant between spirit and matter is taken into
effect by means of your own selves; it has always
been said that the beginning is in your own selves;
your physical or carnal body is the generator of
ideas; seedbed of planets; I verily say unto you that
all of you are responsible of your future creations;
and in the eternity of times you shall visit them;
just as my First-born Son visited you; the Solar
Trinity visits the worlds, bringing them light and
wisdom; for your world, that light was in the form
of a Doctrine; the Mosaic Law, the Christian Doctrine and now the Doctrine of the Lamb of God;
three living Doctrines which came out of one same
God; it is said living doctrines because they are for
the living; this term is applied to those who are
fulfilling living doctrines on the remote planets; to
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those who requested be born again in order to learn
new knowledge; new sciences; new salts of life;
new destinies; for only one existence is not enough
to know everything; one never knows everything;
only the Father knows it all; Were you not taught
that what is of the Father has neither a beginning
nor an end? this also includes knowledge; matter
and spirit; molecule and virtue; I verily say unto
you that since universes of worlds exist, their creatures search and improve themselves; and they
shall do it forever and ever; all from the galactic
eternity try to reach Father Jehovah by wisdom and
knowledge; they cannot reach Him, because what
is of the Father has neither a beginning nor an end;
it shall never have any; the Father’s advance is like
the own expansion of the Universe; unreachable
to anyone; I verily say unto you that your Creator
feels infinitely happy when His children try to emulate or imitate Him; for it is more likely for one
who tried to emulate the Father to enter the Kingdom of Heavens than for one who did not try; the
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most microscopic effort is awarded in the Kingdom
of Heavens; the most microscopic imitation that
alludes the Father; I verily say unto you that the
most minimal gesture of despise becomes living in
the Kingdom of Heavens; behold the law which
was attained by those who seeing, despised; behold
the weeping and gnashing of teeth of the first ones
who saw the Rolls of the Lamb of God; and were
not moved in the most minimal way; behold the
surprise which they requested in the Kingdom of
Heavens themselves; there are many kinds of surprises in their attribute and quality; in each one’s
thinking philosophy; the first ones were surprised
in spirit, due to their own selfishness; life’s illusion
spoiled them; the influence of a life system and its
customs made them see the Revelation as one more
writing; they did not understand its magnificence;
behold a category of blinds; the world is full of
them; it is the work of satan represented in the
shameful and immoral life system of this world; I
verily say unto you that because of a microscopic
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custom which emerged from a life system, violator
of the Father’s law, one does not enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; for you requested the most advanced
morality that your mind can imagine; the highest
morality that you requested is contained in my
Commandments; what is up above is the same as
down below; the surprise was made by the life
system; for the spirit was surprised; what is of the
Father was not principal in the life of this world;
it was the illusion which came out of a living
strange morality; ephemeral philosophies which
did not consider what is of the Father as being
principal; I only see respect towards the Father, but
no knowledge; I verily say unto you that it is more
likely for one who respected and got instructed to
enter the Kingdom of Heavens, who searched, who
made an effort, than for one who just respected;
the latter one is the most ignorant of the human
evolution; for they fall into hypocrisy; into a strange
faith; for such faith does not contain what is of the
Father; it was written: He who searches shall find;
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he finds what he promised to find in the Kingdom
of Heavens; all promised to find the perfection that
this world offered them; and they requested to do
it with merit, with work, with effort, with morality,
with sweat on the face; all that would happen to
you in your lives on the remote planet, you
requested to do them by means of work and study;
no one requested to divide anybody; for no one
wants to be divided; only satan divides himself; for
he does not like the unification of the worlds; he
perpetuates them in eternal division; for he knows
that no divided spirit enters the Kingdom of Heavens; he knows what men do not know; for they are
trialed; every spirit is trialed at every instant in life;
the trial of your lives have got attribute and quality
within each individuality; for you are what you
requested to be; you are what you were in other
existences; the knowledge learned in such existences is the salt of all the lives that your spirit has
known; the future body of flesh emerges from the
knowledge learnt by each one; for every spirit is
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born again; and every birth brings along a new
body; for such is the life system which you requested
to know; the human life is not the only one; as
many ignorant spirits believe; knowing that what
is of the Father has neither a beginning nor an end;
he who denies the Father’s power, likewise is he
denied too, in any point of the Universe; those who
deny Him live within the living elements, with
which they made covenants; these backward spirits
divide themselves, for those elements shall deny
them too; they will not want in the future to get
united to a spirit who denied his Creator; these
spirits get divided between light and darkness; with
the rod with which they measured their opinions
in respect to the Father, so shall they be measured;
for even their living opinions shall accuse them in
the Kingdom of Heavens; everything you were and
felt becomes living in the Kingdom of Heavens and
accuses; matter and spirit have got the same rights
that all always claim; no one is less before the
Father; neither matter nor spirit; all are equal in
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rights before the Father; the privileged are not
known in the Kingdom of Heavens; for everything
is common to everyone; your life system does create privileged ones; I verily say unto you that no
privileged being of this world shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for one who was
honest with himself to enter the Kingdom than for
one who was privileged; every custom in the daily
living that contains a strange morality, alien to the
Father’s, shall not remain in this world; for every
tree that Father Jehovah did not plant shall be
pulled out from its roots; the most microscopic
thing that you have in yourselves is a galactic-philosophical tree; even your invisible ideas are so; for
the future worlds which shall form infinite families
of galaxies are born from them; just as you form
human families; what is up above is the same as
down below; for all the Universe came out of one
same law; from one sole God only; I verily say unto
you that no one who was divisive in his thoughts
shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more
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likely for one who was not a divisive being to enter,
than for one who was; only satan divides himself;
I verily say unto you that of all the philosophies
that you gave yourselves in life, the more struggling
one shall remain in this world; the most persecuted; the most slandered; the one that has had
more persecutions; the one that has cost more tears
and blood; you call that philosophy Communism;
for it came out of my humble and exploited children; Was it not announced to you in my Scriptures
that every humble is first before the Father? He/
she is so in everything that you can imagine; he/
she is so in what is material and spiritual; that is
why this philosophy which the easy-attitude and
selfish beings persecute so much, is the only one
that shall remain on Earth; for they created it with
their selfishness and scandals; they never understood that one who searches for justice gives form
to a philosophy of justice; evil is not awarded
among men; nor before God; only the demons proceed in such way; the error of those who created
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the shameful life system called capitalism, is the
use of calculation and shrewdness, and measure
everything in gold; they fell into exploitation; they
tried to create a world not because of love, but for
self-interest; I verily say unto you that no life system based on self-interest shall remain; and none
of those who gained interests in life shall enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for one who
was not self-interested to enter the Kingdom than
for one who was self-interested; the so-called selfinterest is not known in the Kingdom of Heavens;
neither the life systems that exploit; the Celestial
Communism with a philosophy of a child exists in
the Macrocosm or Kingdom of Heavens; love is
common to everyone there; there are no philosophies that divide; and it is an eternal saying that
only satan divides and he divides himself; and I
verily say unto you, selfish beings of the world,
that your error was not to guide yourselves in your
life system by the Father’s Scriptures; for they tell
you that the humble should have governed this
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world from the beginning; Does not my Scripture
say that every humble is first before the Father? If
they are first in the Creator’s free will, why did you
not let them govern the world? Ambitious demons;
you did all the contrary; all the opposite; I verily
say unto you that if the humble and simple beings
of this world had governed this planet as it was
written, this world would not have needed a Final
Judgment; for it is more likely for one who lived
the morality of the poor to enter the Kingdom of
Heavens, than for one who lived the morality of
the rich; Father Jehovah awards those who got
closer to the morality of His Commandments by
their way of living; my Commandments mandated
no one to become rich; on the contrary, they say
to the world, thou shalt not steal.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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DIVINE FLAG OF THE MILLENNIUM OF PEACE; A FLAG
REQUESTED BY ALL HUMANITY IN THE KINGDOM
OF HEAVENS; EVERY FLAG OF EVERY NATION SHALL
NOT REMAIN; FOR FLAGS AND NATIONS CAME OUT
OF A STRANGE LIFE SYSTEM BASED ON GOLD.Yes little son; the life system called capitalism
divided the world in nations and flags; they were
warned since many centuries before by the Father’s
Scriptures that only satan divides himself and he
divides others; because of this strange life system
was it written: A strange morality; for the life system based on gold is unknown in the Kingdom of
Heavens; I verily say unto you that everything that
came out of a strange life system which is not written in the Kingdom of Heavens, nothing remains
of it; that is what shall happen to the so-called
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materialistic world; a world and its customs; an
instant of illusion to the celestial time; and many
centuries to you; I verily say unto you that none of
you requested the Father to be divided in races and
nations; for all are the children of a same Father; of
a Father who taught you His divine complacency for
equality; all with no exception promised the Father,
and above everything, to please Him in His divine
desires; but no one fulfilled; for those who gave you
the life system forgot the Father; and by forgetting
that they had to create a life system which did not
violate the Father’s law, they condemned everyone
not to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for all lived
a strange morality, which in the Father’s Kingdom
is not morality, but immorality; I verily say unto
you that the term: Above everything includes above
every life system; behold the fall of this world;
behold the culprits of the weeping and gnashing of
teeth; behold the demon turned into a man; behold
the greatest deceivers of the world; for they are the
only culprits of your tragedy; there is no greater
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tragedy in the creature than knowing that he/she
shall not see his/her Creator; I verily say unto
you that every sustainer of this immoral life system, shall be cursed by all this generation; behold
the weeping and gnashing of teeth of those who
divided the world; it is the fruit of satan; no divided
world in the Universe has entered the Kingdom of
Heavens; no imitator of the demon has entered the
Kingdom again; since the precise instant in which
the damned satan tried to divide Father Jehovah’s
angels; I verily say unto you that every capitalism of all the worlds of the Universe, were created
by spirits which came out of the legions of satan;
multitudes of them request the Father to know
forms of life, in worlds of the light; for the Father
created everything; the entire Universe comes to
Him; even the own satan, comes repented to the
Father; for only the Father is eternal; I verily say
unto you that for all of you, children of the world,
to enter the Kingdom of Heavens again, you must
pay up to the most microscopic debt; the award is
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the same; the minimal is awarded and the minimal
is punished; each debt as microscopic as it may be,
is paid by existences, which must be fulfilled out of
the Kingdom of Heavens; each second gone by in a
strange life system is paid with one existence; the
ideas are paid likewise, the pores, the cells, etc.; I
verily say unto you that this divine law came out
of your own selves; when you promised the Father
above everything; the most microscopic thing that
your mind can imagine is included in the promise;
you certainly promised the Father a lot more than
what you could fulfill; but the requested law is
fulfilled anyway; your Father takes your repentance
into divine account; for you also requested it, along
with the other virtues of the spirit; each second and
each instant of repentance is a little point of light
attained; although your Creator punishes sin in all
its degrees, He also encourages His children; He
does not discourage them; for you are His creation;
as your Creator is almighty and nothing is impossible to Him, your Creator gives awards in advance;
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He gives before taking away; and takes away before
giving; for He is an infinite Comforter; I verily say
unto you that if you had faith in your deceivers,
and you are punished by the Father because of
your sins, those who played with your faith are
punished one thousand times a thousand; for if a
sinner is punished, more infinitely punished is the
one by whom the sin came; for if the ambitious
demons who gave you gold as an only god, would
have contained themselves in their weakness, you
would have not known the weeping and gnashing
of teeth; I verily say unto you that every sustainer of
the life system based on the interest towards gold
shall be judged and accused in the Judgment of the
Lamb of God of not having overcome the weakness
of having more than what was mandated; for you
were taught that all are equal in rights before God.-
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Yes little son; the Flag of the future requested that
its symbols were of praising the Father; for in the
divine presence of the Father, everything turns
alive; matter and spirit express themselves in their
respective laws; the Flag of the Millennium of Peace
represents the first philosophy of the Universe; it
represents work in all its infinite manifestations;
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the Flag of the future shall exalt the divine parable
and mandate which was said by the Father, before
your Earth was born: Thou shalt earn thy bread on
the sweat of thy face; in other words He meant:
Only with the merit of your own effort shall you
be able to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; behold it
is more likely for a worker to enter the Kingdom of
Heavens than a religious one; the worker with his
philosophy of work divided nobody; a religious one
divided many; and since it was written that only
satan divides and he divides others, is that every
religious being imitated satan unconsciously; but,
it came out of his free will; I verily say unto you that
even in the most microscopic imitation of darkness,
one does not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for
if it was like that, one would be violating the own
promise requested and made by each human spirit
to his Eternal Father; which is to fulfill acts of His
light above everything; behold this entire humanity
requested to fulfill, in their trials of life, with the
highest morality that your mind can imagine; as
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you know very well, the life system given to you
by men makes it impossible to fulfill such sublime
morality; for your life system adopted as destiny
the laws of gold; and not the Father’s laws; behold
because of those who gave you such life system, no
human creature has entered the Kingdom of the
Father; for all of you have gotten to know a strange
morality, which came out of a strange life system
that gave more importance to gold than the Father;
being the Father the creator of the own gold; for
He created everything; I verily say unto you that
that gold which the human creature coveted so
much in the trials of life, becomes living to the infinite call of the Father; behold everything that was
created by the Father, appears before the Father;
everything that came out of the Father, returns to
the Father; for even every imaginable return was
created by the Father; the Flag of the future shall
last only a thousand years; for flags and symbols
are only necessary in the worlds which requested
to know imperfection; behold every symbol and
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every flag also requested the Father to be trialed in
their respective laws; just as the spirit is trialed in
its laws; for no one is less before the creative love
of the Father; matter and spirit are equal in their
rights before the Father; He loves them all equally;
I verily say unto you that every belief of this generation shall pass; for your beliefs also become living before the Father; every belief requested to be
trialed in its own living philosophy; for not being
anyone less before the Father, all, matter and spirit,
have got their own philosophies; the molecule, the
cell, the spirit, the ideas, and everything that you
feel and everything that surrounds you has it; that
is why it was said to you: The living Universe of
Father Jehovah; for having created everything, He
gave life to everything that was created; and one
of His infinite manifestations of life is the no-life;
what before your eyes looks inanimate, before the
Father it revives all its past; for if no one is less
before the Father, all have got a history; for no
one is disinherited in the equality of their rights;
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behold every concept and every belief, brings the
spirit to account and in the presence of the Father,
to what morality it conducted them in the trials of
life; for being life a living trial, it had a voluntary
beginning; this beginning was initiated in the suns
Alpha and Omega; whose divine name was given
to you as the Ark of Covenants.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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DIVINE SYMBOL OF THE FUTURE; DIVINE FLAG OF
THE MILLENNIUM OF PEACE; IT REPRESENTS THE
ENTIRE TRIUMPH OF THE DIVINE HUMILITY OVER
THE TEMPORARY LAW OF THE FORCE; IT IS THE
DIVINE SYMBOL OF THE GREAT COMFORTER.Yes First-born Son; we shall draw the divine symbol
of the future; this divine Flag represents the entire
happiness of those who fulfilled my divine law of
love; represented in my divine Commandments; all
those who have worked all their lives of temporary
spiritual trial, have got the divine right of raising
it in their own homes; but not those who have
lived out of the exploitation of my divine flock; this
means that every commercial nation has not got the
right to it; for the philosophy of rich nations and
poor nations is not the tree planted by your divine
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Father Jehovah; and it shall be pulled out from its
roots; if my divine Commandments had been fulfilled to the foot of the letter, they would have made
of this planet Earth a divine Paradise of the flesh;
which means that my terrestrial children in spite
of being mortals, they would live and depart with
a sweet smile on their lips; but it was not so; the
science of good surpassed momentarily my divine
mandates; that is how I wanted to, divine son, so
that the divine parable be fulfilled, which says:
Every spirit is trialed for a divine instant, in its own
evolution of eternity; but, no one was obliged to it;
for it is written that my terrestrial children were
warned since many centuries before; in the own
divine paradise of the first terrestrial parents: You
may taste everything, except from the tree of the
science of well-being; when this temporary wellbeing is a product of my children’s long-suffering;
for it was written: He who offends any of his brethren of trials, offends Me; for I am in all of them; it
is written that the Lord is everywhere; in what is
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known and unknown; in what is understood and
not understood; Yes divine son; so was it and so
shall it be forever and ever; the terrestrial world
wants to be saved; but because of a group of ambitious and exploitative nations, they made a divine
Final Judgment be written; if my divine Commandments had been fulfilled, the divine Father Jehovah
would have not needed this Final Judgment; for
the excessive ambition of a few has brought the
corruption of my divine flock; the damned money
shall never teach a divine morality; only my divine
Commandments have it; they are the only key that
opens the doors of heavens; of my infinite Thinking Expansive Universe; for my divine addition is
that: An infinite journey to the Cosmos; the most
sublime award that any creature could enjoy; the
divine resurrection of every flesh; or divine physical
eternity, it is another sublime and divine award;
without it, none of my children would receive my
divine addition; for my divine power is not measured by human laws; one has to be born again in
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order to have a microscopic idea of it; but, every
chosen one shall travel and deepen the infinity of
my eternal creation, in divine proportion to how
he has practiced and interpreted my divine Commandments; he who has fulfilled my divine law of
love, his is the Kingdom of Heavens; everything can
be reached in the eternity; but, everything costs;
my divine law demands merit; it demands caring
concern; it demands to attain everything on the
sweat of the face; I your divine Father Jehovah, do
not demand wealth; that philosophy is demoniac;
it is not in my Holy Scriptures; those who invented
it are against Me; for it makes my children to be
divided in rich and poor; it is written that when
satan divides my flock, he divides himself; this
means that all the exploited beings shall crush the
exploiter; it means that the divine communism,
which is carried by every spiritual germ, shall materialize itself by its own and sublime philosophy; the
divine work; which is my divine mandate of earning
one’s bread on the sweat of his/her face; it is the
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same divine philosophy that reigns in my infinite
planetary and solar dwellings; it is the divine loving
communism with a philosophy of children; where
everything is shared in common; no one can enter
the paradise worlds, if he/she does not think like
a child; with no selfishness at all; and if there is a
child who feels selfishness, he is innocent; for he
ignores its cause; the so-called capitalist world, of
which many millions of children make themselves
be called christians, live blind of spirit; they attack
the only Doctrine that opens the door of Heaven;
they forget that every humble shall be exalted, and
every arrogant punished, right where he sinned;
this means that the so-called materialism, a product of the science of good, shall render the children
of work up to the last thing they have usurped;
for the own spirit is at divine stake in it; for with
the philosophy of an exploitative rich, one cannot
enter the paradises of the Lord; that would scare
my angels; who do not know such philosophy; as
they do not know the philosophy of the so-called
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religions; Yes divine son; so it is and so shall it be
forever and ever; draw divine son:

Yes divine son; this divine symbol shall be the only
flag which shall remain above all the other flags;
for all of them belong to the materialistic world;
with a temporary philosophy of exploitation of man
by man; it is a damned philosophy; for the exploitative materialism is contrary to my divine Commandments; it is one of the philosophical trees
which your Father Jehovah did not plant; and it
shall be pulled out from its roots; Yes little son; so
it is and so shall it be forever and ever; the only
and divine philosophy which my Holy Scriptures
teach, is the same which my humble children of
work have been struggling for; it is known as
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Communism on your planet Earth; well, I shall tell
you divine son that all my children have got that
sublime Doctrine in their own spiritual seeds; for
in my divine Celestial Kingdom no one is subdued
to anything; the so-called money of your world is
unknown in my divine dwelling; that damned philosophy would scare my angels; who know nothing
about the term property; for that is a synonym of
selfishness; the only philosophy of my angels is the
philosophy of a celestial child; which has not been
subdued either to influences or teachings, which
are created by real demons of self-interest; selfishness; lie; the disproportionate passions; falseness;
lust; and all that shall cause tremendous weeping
and gnashing of teeth; for I shall tell First-born Son
that every terrestrial rich whose wealth is the product of a damned exploitation, shall curse wealth;
and he shall curse a thousand times having been
born; that is the destiny that is awaiting every rich;
they shall have no right to complain; my divine
voice has been warning them for centuries and
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centuries; in all the languages; in all the nations;
so it is divine son; I am referring to the divine parable that says: It is more likely for a camel to pass
through a needle’s eye than a rich to enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; for the human creature was
taught that every harm caused to my humble children of work, they cause it to Me; and they were
also taught that the terrestrial life is just a short
trial for the spirit; before its own eternity; and one
was also taught above everything: Thou shalt worship your Lord, above every terrestrial glory; above
every philosophy which is alien to my divine Commandments; above everything; above your own
self; therefore, the damned materialism which
violated this divine law, shall disappear from the
Earth’s surface; not for nothing was it written that
the humble would be the first in receiving my
divine addition; which consists in the most sublime journey through the infinite Cosmos; for after
the year 2001 the terrestrial creature shall travel
at the divine speed of light, through the Thinking
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Expansive Universe; he/she shall do it in those
dazzling silvery vessels; which my terrestrial children call flying saucers; Yes divine Son; so it is and
so shall it be forever and ever; many children of the
Earth deny the existence of these divine vessels;
whose existence goes back way before the present
suns; they came to life before the human gender;
for the human life has not been the only one, nor
the first; it is a beginning of life; unknown in the
rest of the Universe; and known at the same time;
it is the life of the flesh; a life system which serves
as an experience and infinite experience to the primary spirits; all those who deny my divine silvery
vessels, deny Me; Were you not taught then, that
the Lord is everywhere? Do the so-called christians
not know that the power of Father Jehovah is infinite? Which is not measured in the human knowledge? I know little son that many demons in the
form of humans know that the flying saucers exist;
nevertheless, they deny them; likewise their
entrance to my divine Kingdom shall be denied to
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them; he who denies one of my children, denies
Me; for you have to know divine son that every
planet, every thinking creature, every celestial vessel, everything absolutely everything has come out
of my divine hands; nothing is impossible for the
Creator of the human life; before it emerged, there
were already other infinite kinds of lives in the
infinite space; which were and are other divine
planetary trials, for other infinite spirits; for it was
written that many dwellings the divine Father Jehovah has; and my divine dwellings are to be inhabited; by those who are born again or reincarnate
once more to the infinite planetary lives; for the
divine reincarnation is to be born again; in the
Celestial World no one is born again; for all my
children belong there, by their own right; they are
only absent by short intervals; whose period of
time is called divine trial of planetary life; and it is
just a divine very short time; for one celestial second of the celestial Universe corresponds to one
terrestrial century; Yes divine son; so it is and so
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shall it be forever and ever, materialism must
retract itself; it must recognize that none of its
sciences shall give it the physical eternity; which
my divine Scriptures teach as the divine resurrection of every flesh; for materialism kills every spirit’s eternity; for the virtues find themselves being
stuck in their expansive progress; every materialistic spirit subdues them into one sole line of progress; this progress goes against my divine law of
love; the virtues of a materialist only see the present; they close the way to the future; they deny the
entrance to my humble children to my divine
dwelling; they are enslaved to the king of money;
who is no one more than satan; in one of his forms,
so to draw the spirits away from my divine light;
that is why it was written that no rich, a product
of a damned philosophy of exploitation of man by
man, enters my divine dwelling; such philosophy
is entirely unknown in my celestial dwellings; it
belongs to primary spirits; who trial philosophies
proper of imperfection, in the microscopic worlds
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of flesh; it was written: Weak is the flesh; for its
philosophy is also weak; for each creature make
his/her own heaven; according to the advance each
spirit gave their own virtues; on their temporary
way through the cosmic dusts; which means the
planetary dwellings; the Earth, loving son, is one
of those worlds in which each spirit requested a
divine philosophical trial; they are trials which
every human spirit promised to fulfill; no one goes
to the microscopic planets without a divine evolutional plan; in divine virtue of the free will, there
are infinite thinkings on Earth; different destinies;
but one sole and divine goal: To arrive to my divine
dwelling, in better conditions of perfection; for the
divine praising which each spirit lavishes Me, is in
infinite relationship with his/her evolution; the
greater the evolution, the more immense is the
divine spiritual feeling; and this spiritual feeling
constitutes the divine spiritual Hierarchy; and it is
the divine philosophical salt, of his/her own addition; for only the divine knowledge constitutes
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power; there is no other power than that; and its
divine symbol is the divine Little Lamb; therefore,
the physical force is not a tree planted by your
divine Father Jehovah; and it shall be pulled out
from its roots on the planet Earth; my Holy Scriptures do not teach it; they teach all the contrary;
to love one another as children of the same family;
for all have come out of one sole Eternal Father;
all belong to one sole creation; not only the planetary terrestrial dust; but all the worlds of the infinite Thinking Expansive Universe; one thing is the
philosophy which determined creatures trial on a
determined planet, and another thing is the divine
common beginning of all of them; being my divine
creation infinite, their worlds with their respective
thinking philosophies are too; man in his present
evolution, only believes in the worlds of his own
constitution; he does not imagine that it is the own
man who is the unknown one in the infinite spaces;
man as a creature of flesh, is microscopic in his
conceptions; the own infinity of my divine
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dwellings, annuls him; to the degree of believing
that he knows everything, but he knows nothing;
one only knows when a determined scale of a determined life has been finished; the scales of the different kinds of life cannot be calculated in the
human evolution; for man is just starting to wake
up in his own scale; he is on the first step; when
he finishes his own scale of life, the present universes shall not be there anymore; for the planets
pass, but my divine creative Word of: Let there be
light and there was light, does not pass yet; it still
continues creating suns and worlds; and it shall
never cease; so it is and so shall it be forever and
ever; the Earth and its creatures had the opportunity of turning into a paradise-planet; but, because
of a group of complex-ridden individuals towards
gold, such sublime desire was impossible to be
accomplished; if humanity had not known them,
the Earth’s story would have been another; having
known the beings influenced by gold, shall constitute the greatest and most painful of experiences
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for the human gender; so painful was having known
them that no human creature shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens again; this incomparable tragedy,
is contained in the divine warning-parable that
says: And there shall be weeping and gnashing of
teeth; for the divine warnings which came out of
God, include the everything above everything of
oneself; for what is of God has got no limits; it is
more likely for those on the remote planets of trials
who did not know any ambitious creature to enter
the Kingdom of Heavens, than for those who had
the misfortune of knowing them; the human drama
of not being able to enter the Kingdom of Heavens
again, was provoked by the so-called rich; for they
imposed their strange reign by the use of force;
their strange complex towards gold needed the
strange support of the force; the so-called rich took
the strange licentiousness of making use of force;
if they had overcome their strange complex of possessing things, they would not have fallen into the
strange licentiousness of cowardly making use of
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force; it is said strange for not even them, the rich,
requested God to become rich and being tempted
by the use of force; for nothing unfair is requested
to God; in the infinite Universe, everyone knows
that the Eternal, the divine Father Jehovah, is infinitely fair; therefore, no thinking spirit, when he
makes requests of life to God, none of them
includes having more than another, on the remote
planets of trials; therefore, the sensation of being
rich is not from the Kingdom of Heavens; the rich
have no inheritance in God’s dwelling; every socalled rich is strange in the Kingdom of God; this
was contained in the divine parable-warning which
through centuries and at every instant in life, said:
It is more likely for a camel to pass through a needle’s eye than a rich to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; this divine warning as old as the own life, was
not taken into account among the so-called rich;
so much worse for them; for besides their not
entering the Kingdom of Heavens, they remain
infinitely away from the Kingdom of the Father;
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this drawing away or sidereal distance from the
Kingdom of Heavens is proportional to the degree
of indifference or despise, which each rich provoked in himself; it is the lack of interest which
the spirit of rich looked at or considered the divine
Gospel of God; the so-called rich who emerged
from a strange and unknown life system, shall not
be forgiven a single molecule in the divine Judgment of God; for it is more likely for one who was
not rich to be forgiven; it is more likely for one who
underwent suffering in the trials of life to be forgiven, because of men, than for one who because
of his faults and ambitions, made other men
undergo suffering; every abundance that make others suffer, always loses in the divine judgments of
God; it is more likely for one who made nobody
suffer to win in the divine judgments of the Father;
the so-called rich with their strange ambitions,
forgot the divine parable-warning that says: Do not
do to others what you would not like others to do
to you; and the rich with their ambitions provoked
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a strange imbalance in the planetary economy; their
tragedy was that from their ambitious ways of
thinking, they dared to create a life system; it is
just like one who finding himself dirty from the
inside, took the initiative of creating something
which he considered as being clean; the corruption
of the world of trials was led by the so-called rich;
for their own sensations of ambition were the first
of the putrefactions; their way of thinking corrupted the world; if they had thought otherwise,
the history of the world would have been a different
one; the trials of life for everyone consisted in not
corrupting the world with their own thinking;
when the Son of God got angry and scared away
the merchants of the temple with a whip, in the
old history, he did it by projecting his divine mind
to the future; at that instant, the First-born Son
saw the discord of commerce in the coming centuries; he saw the millions of beings who would
be the victims of the abuses, hoardings, abusive
prices, etc., etc.; he saw the future human yoke; he
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saw satan taking the form of the strange commerce;
and he saw that the head of satan were the rich;
he saw all the drama in a microscopic instant;
beyond that instant there would be centuries of
long-suffering, frustrations, disappointments, suicides; and seeing the future that was awaiting
humanity, he saw the birth of the great beast; he
saw the monster that they would create from father
to son, and from generation to generation, the most
influenced by gold; this monster which cowardly
shelters itself behind the force was called Imperialism by the world of trials; and what is most strange
and baffling emerged during the reign of the beast;
the so-called revolutionaries emerged who acting
as such, never dared to cut the ties that united
them to the beast; such strange revolutionaries
shall be called cowards and traitors by the Son of
God; for to have been the perfect revolutionary in
a strange and unknown life system, those who
called themselves revolutionaries, should not have
to possess in themselves a single molecule of the
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strange influence of gold; for to those who were
leaders of nations, during the trials of life, the Son
of God shall demand from them a little less than
perfection; this demand which shall make the
strange presidents, kings, ministers of the so-called
nations weep, was announced in the divine Gospel
of God, as Christ’s Iron Government; and its complement is the weeping and gnashing of teeth; in
order to govern a flock called nation, the one who
governs should not have to have been influenced
by gold; he/she had to be the most perfect and
clean, within the own human imperfection; those
who governed the so-called nations, shall be cursed
by the same ones who they governed; for entire
nations shall be called accomplices of their strange
guides; for to the shame of every one of them, none
of them knew by memory the content of the divine
Gospel of God; none of them had fulfilled what
they themselves had promised God; the ungratefulness of the strange guide, fills with shame the millions who followed them and who applauded them;
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for in the weeping and gnashing of teeth, what is
of God triumphs; the tremendous blindness of the
leaders of nations was to govern being backed up
by the rich; Did they not know then that no rich
would enter the Kingdom of Heavens? And if they
knew it, why did they consider them as normal
people? Such question has to be answered by their
own selves to the Son of God and in the presence
of crowds, whose number shall darken the sun;
human seas never seen by human eyes; and these
crowds who in the past obeyed the strange guide,
shall not forgive them one single molecule of what
they did; it is the desperation of those who see
reality and its destinies, in the time known as the
weeping and gnashing of teeth; when the multitudes see the originators, by whom they shall not
enter the Kingdom of Heavens, such multitudes
request the Son of God that the originators of their
tragedies be condemned to the eternal fire; it
always happens the same; on other infinite planets
earths, other infinite crowds do the same; in the
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most microscopic unit of time, infinite planets
earths are living the events that are lived on this
planet; for in no imaginable instant the creation
of God has got any limits; the so-called rich shall
have the worst in what is to come; for they
requested God to be measured with the same rod
which they measure others, too; if they, because
of their excessive ambitions, created poverty in
others, now it is their turn to live in poverty; for
even the food they shall have to beg; if they, the
rich, had created in others another sensation
which is not poverty, they would have to live the
sensation which they provoked in others, all the
same; the trials of life consisted in improving one’s
own sensations which existed in each one; the
so-called rich distorted them in a microscopic
present; this is why in the near future, they shall
have to live unpleasant sensations; each one makes
his future harvest of future sensations to be lived,
according to what they did in the instants lived,
in their microscopic and ephemeral present; being
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rich and accepting unequal laws is simply to play
dirty and violate the laws of honesty; if the socalled rich had accepted the laws of equality, the
history for them would have been another; for the
attribute and quality of their idea and sensations
would have been different; the so-called rich of the
Earth, unfortunately, wasted their time in the trials
of life; for they missed one more time the opportunity of entering the Kingdom of Heavens again;
and they delayed their own evolution at the same
time as human creatures; for it is difficult that the
elements of the Universe will share again their
divine participation of covenant of life with those
who violating the laws of the divine equality of
God, became rich on a planet of trials; he who does
it one time, it is difficult that in the future he will
have the same form of life; the divine Father Jehovah gives and takes away; it is more likely for one
who was not rich during the trials of life to be a
future human being again, than for one who took
the strange licentiousness of having more than
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another; what makes the fault of injustice committed by the rich even much more serious, is that
they were warned through centuries by means of
the divine Gospel of God; this is to deny oneself
every future forgiveness; the drama of the so-called
rich was divinely announced as the weeping and
gnashing of teeth; the divine warning was for them;
it was not for the needy, who they themselves created; the beast constituted itself in a being from
darkness, being it in a state of trials of life; this is
why the arrival of the Solar Son Christ surprises
them; this astonishment was announced to the
world as the arrival of the burglar; a proper term
of those who distorted a life system; for everything
that comes out of a rich is putrefaction; and he who
has the misfortune of tasting its fruit, this unfortunate being does not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for one had to take into account the divine
warnings of God, in the trials of life; it is more
likely for one who in the trials of life took God into
account, to be taken into account in the Kingdom
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of Heavens, than for one who took the strange
licentiousness of forgetting Him; the trials of life
consisted in pleasing God up to the last molecule;
he who did not do it shall not enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; for they distorted the work requested
to God; the trials of life consisted in keeping the
innocence of a child; and humanity had the moral
obligation of choosing the psychology that would
lead them to the preservation of their innocence;
for the misfortune of an entire planet, the so-called
rich went to meet them with their strange complex
in respect to possession; the greatest calamity in
the entire human history, was present in a determined instant of life itself; this instant shall be seen
by the entire world on the solar television; this
instant shall be called the Instant of the Beginning
of the Yoke by the entire humanity; for distortion
fell on all the generations that preceded them in
their sensations and ideas; the drama turned a little
less than inevitable; for the strange inheritance of
the beast was being transmitted through the blood;
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and a strange dream emerged in the human creature; for every spirit sleeps in what they consider
correct; but, from the instant in which one lived
being influenced by the beast, nobody lived correctly; nobody lived in an innocence proper of a
child; for self-interest and selfishness were introduced in each one’s perfection; and while the way
of thinking of the rich exists, tragedy shall also
exist; in the trials of life one could not serve two
or more masters, for the innocence of a child would
get corrupted; the world of trials confirmed in
themselves that when serving corrupted psychologies as the rich’s are, it is impossible to continue
keeping the innocence proper of a child; and from
the instant in which one loses the innocence of a
child, the creature shall never find his/her happiness again; the true happiness excludes every form
of sin; he who in his way of thinking included sin
as something irremediable, he perpetuated his own
misfortune; for in the divine Judgment of God shall
be taken into account up to the last molecule of
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the way of how one thought, when one had the
certainty of being a sinner; for among all the sensations contained in the thinking is the sensation of
repentance; and it is more likely for one who
attended his/her sensation of repentance in the
trials of life to attain forgiveness in the divine judgment of God, than for one who opposed Him a
strange mental resistance; the proud one always
loses in the divine judgments of God; that is what
shall happen to the so-called rich of the Earth; for
one of the strange properties of gold was to harden
the hearts and minds of those who had it; for they
even killed one another so to have more gold; I
verily say unto you ambitious beings of the world
that every gold that was coveted is paid by the
ambitious spirit, molecule by molecule; and for
each molecule of excessive ambition one lives again
one existence out of the Kingdom of Heavens; and
since every ambitious being contributed to the
long-suffering and poverty of many, is that every
future existence for those who were ambitious,
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shall be of poverty, pain and tears; the rod with
which one measured others in one existence,
accompanies the violators of the law of God through
infinite existences.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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DIVINE ORIGIN OF THE CELESTIAL ALPHABET;
ITS DIVINE EVOLUTION THROUGH THE INFINITE
SUNS; CELESTIAL VOCABULARY AND ITS DIVINE
RELATIONSHIP WITH THE HOLY SCRIPTURES;
SOLAR SYMBOLS AND CELESTIAL SYMBOLS; THEIR
DIVINE RELATIONSHIP WITH THE MOST HOLY
TRINITY.Yes divine son; I shall dictate to you one of the
most sublime celestial subjects; I am referring,
little son, to the celestial Language; the same one
that I, your divine Father Jehovah, used daily with
you in your divine telepathy of divine First-born
Son; this divine language corresponds to the divine
Song of Songs; and it means that the divine celestial Language is a complete musical harmony; for
the celestial melodies are also vibrant harmonies;
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which means that they also get materialized along
with the other infinite thinking cherubs; which
in their divine togetherness, form the Thinking
Expansive universe; therefore, let’s continue divine
son; we shall start with a divine celestial drawing.-
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DIVINE BLUEISH ZONE: It symbolizes the divine
terrestrial magnetism materialized in infinite
forms; whose entirety is called terrestrial nature;
for everything breathes a bluish atmosphere; which
is divinely controlled from the remote suns; which
means that every world or planet is not alone at
any instant; for all of them are divine producers of
the divine plans of planetary construction; for there
are infinite planetary sciences; which in their
entirety form the divine Thinking Universe; for
every infinite knowledge is a thinking electricity;
for from everything that was learned in each divine
incarnation, everything acquires magnetic sensibility; whose result or addition is equivalent to a
divine sun of infinite wisdom; for the suns are at
the same time a divine product of themselves; and
they are at the same time a divine materialized
virtue in a divine infinite saturation of infinite magnetic fibers; whose component is equivalent to one
trillionth of sensibility of a solar magnetic line of
a yellow dwarf sun; Yes divine son; so it is and so
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shall it be forever and ever; Yes loving son; the
divine Celestial Court is also divinely influenced
by the divine terrestrial magnetism; for what is
from up above is also from down below; this means
that everything is infinitely the same in its physical,
magnetic, spiritual and solar sense; what changes
is the divine purity in respect to space and time;
for all the luminaries were also very little and humble, as a little monkey of third galactic category,
who has fulfilled the divine mandate of the Holy
Scriptures; Yes divine son; so it is and so shall it
be forever and ever; in the divine drawing you will
be able to appreciate divine son, that there is also
a divine zone of red color; this means the divine
blood of the terrestrials; for there is a divine galactic-magnetic relationship between the color of the
blood and its respective breathable atmosphere;
for the divine cherubs are magnetic forces which
in virtue of their divine free will, become infinitely
saturated with the own knowledge which comes
out of each little thinking creature; this divine
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process we shall do it in big rolls, which we shall
write later on; when we deal with the divine subject
entitled: The First Magnetic Force with which the
Earth was made; for the divine thinking expansive
world is still being rebuilt with this first and divine
magnetic force; being the remote suns the divine
builders of their planetary dwellings; Yes divine
Son; so it is and so shall it be forever and ever; the
divine colors divine son, are infinite; but the primitive colors with which the Earth was made, were:
Blue, red and green; the other colors are infinite
derivative of these three; for a divine solar germ
gives place to infinite transformations which still
are in infinite expansion; and whose goal shall
never be calculated by any thinking creature; only
your divine Father Jehovah knows the end of things;
even way before they emerge to the thinking life;
Yes divine son; so it is and so shall it be through
the centuries of centuries; the divine process of the
universe of the thinking world, is initially magneticspiritual; being the materiality of the Universe a
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divine secondary law; this divine explanation is
necessary only for the present evolution of the terrestrial little monkey; a temporary evolution, which
is also a temporary obstacle, in order to understand
the true and only origin of things; for the divine
mental force with which the present Universe was
conceived is neither with the terrestrial mathematics nor with terrestrial material laws; nor with the
terrestrial geometry; but with the divine individuality of an infinite spiritual fire, as there is no other;
for my divine individuality is the own eternity,
multiplied by the own infinity; which means that
for the limited terrestrial science, I your divine
Father Jehovah, have neither a beginning nor an
end; for it is necessary for the infinite creatures to
be born again in order to understand Me; and traverse what I have already traversed, eternities
before; for only with infinite reincarnations I was
able to become what I am; that is why I am what I
am; which means that everyone knows Me or sense
Me; I am universal as nobody has ever been; for all
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have come out of Me; with no exception; Yes divine
Son; so it is and so shall it be forever and ever; as
for the rest, everything shall be known according
to how the divine terrestrial evolution understands
it; for there are infinite laws which make every new
light or new knowledge, which must arrive when
it must arrive in the precise space and time; Yes
divine son; so it is and so shall it be forever and
ever; for the terrestrial little creature ignores everything; he/she does not know that the laws have
intervened for he/she to be a divine thinking little
creature; he/she ignores the infinite sleepless
nights that infinite creatures have gone through,
who have opened the divine way for them to
achieve perfection; Yes divine son; so it is and so
shall it be forever and ever; for everything in life
costs; nothing is given for free; everything is conquered amidst struggles and sacrifices; for the
awards are given according to the own merit; Yes
divine son; so it is and so shall it be forever and
ever; continuing with the divine celestial drawing,
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you can see some divine waving black lines; they
represent the materialized magnetism; for the
divine waving form symbolizes the divine solar
corona; which in its evolution repeats up to the
infinity all my divine Commandments; Yes divine
son; so it is and so shall it be forever and ever; Yes
divine son; this divine celestial triangle with the
number 3, symbolizes the Most Holy Trinity in the
infinite matter, in the Thinking Expansive Universe; the number 3 represents three solar magnetic lines in the divine vocal cords of each thinking
little creature; which means that the divine solar
magnetism is in everything and in everyone; this
solar magnetic proportion is regulated by the own
purity or degree of purity that the creature has
reached; it is also a divine advance which represents his/her own scale in the infinite spiritual
hierarchies; the divine telepathy with which you,
divine son, talk to your divine Eternal Father, obeys
the divine solar principle which is enunciated this
way: Every little solar creature is the divine product
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of the divine love of two suns; who place in it all
the infinite degrees of perfection; for it is written
that the children receive the divine inheritance of
their parents; for the parents want the best for their
children; therefore, all my children have got the
divine telepathy; for my divine laws are universal
and fair; therefore, the divine time of knowing
where the terrestrial germ came from and where
it is going to in the Thinking Expansive Universe
has come; for in divine virtue of this divine Revelation is that the terrestrial being shall get transformed in his/her entirety; for he who does not get
illustrated in the divine Celestial Sciences, shall
not attain the physical eternity; for it is written
that the divine faith moves mountains; for the
divine resurrection of every flesh, is a divine effect
of a certain intensity of faith; fort if there is no
divine repentance in the sinning creature, that
same pride rejects the divine mechanism which
shall resurrect him/her; for my divine justice neither obliges nor begs anyone; my reincarnated little
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children have got free will; Yes divine son; so it is
and so shall it be forever and ever; the divine Solar
Court is the one in charge of making all the divine
laws of the infinite Universe; and among other
infinite laws, is the resurrection of every flesh;
when the divine moment has arrived; in the space
and time of the divine and supreme instant of doing
it; for the divine solar cherubs, which are magnetic
forces invisible to the terrestrial creature, have
decided in divine virtue of their divine free will, to
make the divine seed of your divine waving frequency sprout; which shall make you shine progressively; the same as any fruit ripens; for it is
written that Jesus of Nazareth would return humble and like a burglar; but shining like a sun of
infinite wisdom; this means that the divine hour
of your divine identity has arrived, for thus your
divine Celestial Science shall show it to the world;
for it is written that your divine wisdom shall
eclipse the terrestrial science; for all your divine
Knowledge comes from the infinite suns; which in
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their infinite togetherness form the Most Holy
Trinity, in the divine degree of divine First-born
Son; which means that you divine son are one of
the infinite galactic first-born sons, of a divine
series which shall never stop from constituting the
own infinity; Yes divine son; so it is and so shall it
be forever and ever; the divine number three, is the
divine number which all that exists in the infinite
galaxy Trino was made with; for the own infinity
came out of this divine number; but this in a divine
progressive scale; in which time and space are its
eternal basis; for without them nothing would
exist; for every divine thinking little creature, is a
divine part of them; for the Thinking Expansive
Universe is so in such way that everything that
exists, thinks and vibrates just as each little creature thinks and vibrates, with no exception; Yes
little son; so it is and so shall it be forever and ever;
this means divine son that nobody escapes from
one’s divine justice; for the past time and the future
subordinate to the present and this to infinity; and
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this to what is divine; and this to your divine Father
Jehovah; for everything is influenced by my divine
magnetic vibration which is the highest in the infinite Universe; for so has it been since the divine
instant in which I, your divine Father Jehovah, said:
Let there be light and there was light; Yes divine
son; so it is and so shall it be forever and ever; I
gave this divine order infinite eternities ago; for
from that divine instant, infinite worlds, galaxies,
universes and cosmos have been born and disappeared; whose number no one shall ever be able to
count; for not even all the suns together with their
infinite mental power to build infinite universes,
have been able to calculate it; and they shall never
be able to achieve it; Yes divine son; so it is and so
shall it be forever and ever; the divine celestial
triangle is the Alpha and Omega of all the Thinking
Expansive Universe; for this divine triangle is a
divine individual product of the divine solar loving
colloquium of the suns Alpha and Omega of third
galactic category of a pale yellow magnetism; Yes
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divine son; so it is and so shall it be forever and
ever; divine yellow zone; it symbolizes the divine
solar free will; for it represents the divine galactic
will of making the divine promise that each little
creature makes be fulfilled, before they enter a carnal body; for every thinking continues maturing
progressively at the rhythm of the degree of solar
heat; a divine heat which shall never go out; for
the divine suns transmit their divine mandates
from sun to sun; Yes divine son; so it is and so shall
it be forever and ever; besides this divine zone represents the infinite intellectuality which gets
detached from all the suns; which in their infinite
togetherness represent the Most Holy Trinity; Yes
little son; so it is and so shall it be forever and ever;
now I shall dictate to you the divine equation that
shall explain the divine origin of the Celestial
Alphabet to you: Divine Solar Germ = one divine
solar vibration = a divine celestial noise = a divine
thinking pause = a divine solar cherub with its
own thought and expression = a divine celestial
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melody = a divine thinking seraphim = a divine
little lamb of free expression = a divine angel of
white color = a divine melodious trino = a divine
bluish air = a divine light-blue cherub with a divine
solar inheritance = a galactic son or divine seed of
the divine suns Alpha and Omega = a divine germ
of infinite and future galaxies = a future modulating spirit of noises = a divine angel of infinite
sounds = a divine Trino in a divine spiritual ascendance = a divine and free election of a divine planetary destiny = a divine celestial orator = a divine
archangel of musical light = a divine beam of musical colors = a divine celestial harmony with a divine
solar inheritance; the divine vibration or celestial
noise is a divine cause of a previous progress, verified in the remote suns; where the suns Alpha and
Omega came from; for the divine inheritance is
transmitted from parent to son through divine
channels which reverberate in the material world
as well as in the Celestial World; the divine Rainbow is a divine cause for which it rains; for the
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divine cherubs of the rains intone divine melodies
during the rains; and their divine enthusiasm
reaches such degree that the divine aquatic noise
becomes materialized or either reincarnates in one
of the many and infinite transformations which it
is destined to, according to its own actions and
determinations; for when one is a divine solar germ
in a divine Alpha scale or beginning scale, one
brings in oneself his/her own future incarnations;
which are consecutive to their own actions in each
divine incarnation; this means that your divine
Father Jehovah, knows the divine destiny of each
little creature in particular; even way before it came
out to life; I am referring little son, not only to the
human life or divine life of little monkeys, but to
the infinite lives which are in the remote galaxies;
and which exist way before I said once more, let
there be light and there was light; for my divine
creations give way to infinite more; for the divine
mechanism of the Thinking Expansive Universe
transmits my divine laws, in divine progressive and
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infinite advance; Yes divine son; so it is and so shall
it be forever and ever; the divine Celestial Court
controls the infinite noises of all the worlds; for
being the divine noises divine and intelligent
beings, a divine determination is hidden behind
them; which rests on a divine intention; that is why
in all the Thinking Expansive Universe is the divine
justice of the Most Holy Trinity; Yes divine son; so
it is and so shall it be forever and ever; Yes little
son, this divine equation is infinite; for the entire
Thinking Expansive Universe forms one sole divine
family; which can be expressed in the divine and
following words: The divine Thinking Expansive
Universe represents the infinite unity between
Father and Son; for the divine Father is the everything above everything; for it is written that the
Lord is everywhere; what is about to be known
now is how the divine Eternal Father acts in His
own and divine creation; for nothing absolutely
nothing has been created without His divine permission; the Solar Parents are the divine Ministers
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of the Lord; for there would not be divine justice
without them; for all of us shall become shining
suns too; for no one remains without his divine
addition according to the degree of divine intellectual effort, in order to understand the Lord; Yes
divine son, so it is and so shall it be forever and
ever; this means divine son that all the terrestrials
must study the divine teachings of the divine Great
Comforter, represented by the divine Celestial Science; for this represents the last and divine opportunity of being saved; for one only understands
through the infinite intellectuality; not for nothing
is it written: The tree is known by its fruit; Yes
loving son; so it is and so shall it be forever and
ever; this means that a divine philosophical war
shall burst between the Orient and the Occident;
for it is written that all shall travel to the blessed
India in order to find their own physical eternity;
for the divine resurrection of every flesh shall take
place there in the year 2001; for in the divine year
2001the trillionth round of the solar corona Omega
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is completed; this means the end of a shameful life
system; which is the exploitation of man by man;
and which is not a tree planted by your divine Eternal Father, and it shall be pulled out from its roots;
Yes divine son; so it is and so shall it be forever
and ever; for you are to know divine son that my
divine and Holy Scriptures, were falsified by the
damned vatican sect; for their damned ambition
was stronger than the love for my divine children;
Yes divine son; so it is and so shall it be forever
and ever; for it is written that a great prostitute
would settle in my divine flock; and that damned
prostitute is the damned vatican sect; Yes divine
son; so it is and so shall it be forever and ever; for
not for nothing, I your divine Father Jehovah
divinely inspired you by sweet telepathy just some
celestial instants ago; when you incarnated as Jesus
of Nazareth and I made you say: Upon this rock I
shall build my church; Yes divine son; I, your divine
Father Jehovah, anticipating time and space prophesized the damned birth of the great prostitute;
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who has exploited my divine laws as it has never
been seen on any planet; when I said rock I was
referring to the rock of the human selfishness;
which this damned sect represents; for they have
never permitted that my celestial messengers
guide them and make them see their errors and
injustices, which they have committed and still
commit in my Holy Name; for they have sent
everyone to the stakes in the terrestrial past and
persecute them nowadays; Yes divine son; so it is
and so play with my divine laws, without receiving my divine punishment; for he who does it shall
pay for it; not for nothing it is written: An eye for
an eye and a tooth for a tooth; Yes divine son; so
it is and so shall it be forever and ever; Yes little
son; I see that you are divinely impatient for starting the divine Celestial Vocabulary; we shall do it
in the next Celestial Instruction; meanwhile, draw
divine son.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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SIMPLIFICATION OF THE CHINESE CHARACTERS; THE
SIMPLICITY OF A LANGUAGE STARTS SHORTENING
ITS SYLLABLES, SIMPLIFYING ITS PRONUNCIATION
AND ITS SIGNS OR LETTERS.The simplicity of a language, starts by creating
simple ideas; if a thinking being creates simple
ideas, he/she shall be creating simple syllables,
simple pronunciation and simple signs or letters;
the world has not been able to arrive to a level of
simplicity in their expressions, for it is a product
of the evolution; a thinking seed in expansion; the
reigning confusion of many languages in the world
is a product of the beginning of their expansion;
the mind expresses itself, instant by instant, being
vibrated by the free will; which are undulations
that came out of the physical electricity of the body
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of flesh; every language in its way of improvement,
tends to the line and point; point and line are the
same thing; there is no line that does not start from
a point; the relative difference between point and
line is that the point is instantaneous; and the line
is infinite; the first one shortens itself; the second
one takes shape, passing through many spaces and
times; making the thinking philosophy vary; the
simplicity of every language tends to annul the
physical effort of the expression; turning the communication mental or telepathic; the new language
of the world shall come out of the own simplification of the Chinese language; the new language
shall be called Alpha and Omega Language; it shall
consist of 24 signs and infinite symbols; for the
expressions have no limits; the difference between
the signs and the symbols is that the signs are
greater in materiality; and the infinite symbols in
expressions of time; every idea contains matter
and spirit; for the source which creates it is flesh
and mind; matter and spirit are relative, at any
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instant in the unit of time; man does not repeat his
mental ideas; even if it expresses the same thing,
between the first and the last, a microscopic time
has gone by; the most microscopic thing that a
human mind can have are his own ideas; for the
ideas are felt but they do not let themselves be
seen; and by not seeing them, no one denies his
ideas; the Alphabet Alpha and Omega is enunciated
as follows: Every Idea is part of a Cosmos, whose
matter is the human mind; the idea is a part of one
trillionth of mental cell; it is a photography which
contains in its expression, the colors of the Universe; the idea of the human mind is a product of
the virtues in constant expression; what happens
in the idea takes place in the Universe; the idea
is a microcosm; a replica of the macrocosm; the
idea is a point which is equivalent to a trillionth
sensibility of an Omega circle.ALPHA AND OMEGA; beginning and end; end
of the world’s languages; and principle of the
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Universal Language; from earthly
communism, such a language arises;
the needs are common to all.217

SIGN TRINO; it represents the tenses:
Past, present, and future; / = past;
TRINO =

– = present; \ = future; this sign is
the peak of the human knowledge;
it represents the three magnetic
lines with which matter and spirit
emerged; the human creature is the
product of a past, who feels it in a
present, and gets transformed with
a future; Trino represents the galaxy,
to which the Earth belongs to.SIGN – LINE; it represents the con-

LÍN =

tinuity of a thinking philosophy;
this sign is of a continual and materialistic psychology; it defines the
spirit, in respect to the world that
surrounds it-.
SIGN – DIT; it means two sides united

DIT =
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in one extreme; this sign represents

two directions; two beginnings; it
is demonstrative; it explains two
causes; speaking of the same explanation; Dit is synonym of two in one;
or of one in two.SIGN – UN; it means one unequal
UN

side; it is used in opposite terms;
it is comparative; it rivals what is
harmonic; Un is numeral - article at
the same time; plural; it is used to
explain what is infinite within what
is human.SIGN – DRA; it means formation in
geometry; it is used in calculations,

DRA

measurements and dimensions; Dra
represents the proportion in respect
to the union; the equilibrium in
every order of things; it represents
the equilibrium of the ideas and
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reason; equanimity; Dra is egalitarian in arguments; Dra measures
reason inversely to sensation.SIGN - NU; it means a new beginNU

ning; the initiation of a little known
totality; it links another known
knowledge; it also demonstrates
a cause done halfway; it is the
anticipated beginning of a subject
that will be known afterwards; an
announcement before time.SIGN – DIV; it represents uneven-

DIV

ness or lack of harmony; imbalanced; it is born from the own
imperfection; Div means the individual imbalance; opposite ideas;
concepts in dispute; Div is the
opposite to Dra; Dra balances; Div
imbalances; Div is born to break
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every harmony; it is doubt in the
sensations.SIGN – ENU; it represents the opposite side of a known philosophy;
Enu is contrary by parallel cause;
ENU

not by rivalry; its cause is present,
because it was born from another
cause; Enu symbolizes repetition in
an opposite example; it represents
a past time, which does not fit into
the present time; it is used as a synonym of disagreement; Enu is born
in a time, in which it should not
have been born; Enu is the transfer
of a knowledge which existed and
which only a remembrance is left
of it; it is a disharmony which was
harmony in a present which is not
anymore; it was and passed.-
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SIGN – BAT; it represents the
way of being in what is intimate;
BAT

Bat is born and gets illustrated
according to the exterior influence; its characteristic is sincerity; Bat is used alluding the
laws of morality and truth; Bat
is born searching for the truth;
for the exterior that surrounds
Bat did not consider the truth
above everything; Bat represents the free will in its form of
manifestation; it is used in sensations linked to spirituality; in
what is material, it represents
the attitude over possession; its
psychology is what is profound,
influenced by the individuality;
its philosophy is relative to the
advance of its knowledge; without Bat, nobody would be sincere
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in their expressions.SIGN - TIN; it represents the
beings’ date of birth; Tin is born
TIN

and marks; its psychology is to
return to life once more; and
its philosophy is to trial what
it promised; Tin came to life
because it requested it so; Tin
in its Bat, had already Bat; it
had the free will of requesting
life; Tin had been being born
many times; it got to know
many individualities; it was Tin
many times.SIGN - PAS; it represents homo-

PAS

geneity; a temporary equality; this sign shall be used for
causes (sentences) that speak
about eternity; it is a synonym
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of the sign Omega of the
universal geometry; Pas represents the Communist Trinity, turned into philosophy;
the line above of Pas is the
same as the one below; what
is up above is the same as
down below; communism up
above and communism down
below;
SIGN – TRIA; it represents
the human geometry; length,
width, and height; it is used
TRÍA

according to the symbol that
accompanies it; Tria has the
dimensions and limits as a
psychology, in a constant
unknown; Tria searches in a
present, what was searched
in others; Tria is trialed in its
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philosophy; this symbol represents a point that travelled in
three directions; creating three
beginnings which also travelled
in infinite geometries; Tria was
born a little point, and became a
line; Tria when passing through
life, returns to its little point of
origin.SIGN - CAPITAL OMEGA; it represents capital in beginning
of cause (sentence) this sign
OMEGA MOR =

is also for the proper names;
its psychology is a beginning
of cause materialized in an
expression; Capital Omega is
feminine; which determines a
universal philosophy, in feminine psychology.-
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SIGN – SMALL OMEGA; it represents minor scales in mateOMEGA NOR =

rial and spiritual actions; these
actions are the diminutives;
what is microscopic and what is
limited; what is ephemeral and
invisible; this symbol represents
what is being born; what is new
and what is to become a reality.SIGN – OMEGA in a beginning of
interrogative exclamation; very

OMEGA PRIÓ =

much used in poetry and poems;
this sign is of a psychology of
sentiments with a musical tendency; it is born from the desire
of expressing the ideas in a sonorous way.SIGN OMEGA in a beginning of

OMEGA PRIÓ = adverb of place; it explains all the
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places; it represents its relativity
of place according to the position
it has in the cause (sentence)
phrase, syllable.SIGN OMEGA in a harmonic beginning; this beginning shows the
OMEGA PRIÓ =

mood of the narration, according
to its position; the mood could be
joyful, sad, regretful, offended,
etc., etc.SIGN – OMEGA, which represents
the universal geometry; this

OMEGA EPIR =

symbol is the spiral – Omega;
its knowledge is the own living
cause; it is used to start subjects
of the infinity; this symbol was
and is known by humanity; now
it shall be known by everyone
with no exception; for these
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signs represent the communion
of all the thinking beings; communism is expressed in matter
and spirit; for both need both, in
common sensations.SIGN – OMEGA, which represents
the beginning of what was spoken; it is an expression which
OMEGA ADI =

indicates summary of something that was already said; it
is a reminding sign; it helps at
the same time as a complement
to a little known knowledge; it
is a remembrance of an already
passed or studied matter; it is
the reminding-Omega sign; this
sign is born from the necessity
of remembering; one remembers
because one is learning.-
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SIGN – OMEGA, which represents half of an expression; it
OMEGA MID =

is a sign which moves the reader
forward from what is left to be
read about the subject; it warns
about the time; according to
what has been read; this sign is
of a psychology of warning in a
philosophy of letters; it is born
from the necessity of calculating
time, space and philosophy; it is
a sign that when being united to
Trino, it translates every verbal
action to a half; the verbal system of the language Alpha and
Omega is the simplest system
in the world; being infinite, it
becomes easy to anyone; the
key lies in the simplicity of
pronunciation.-
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SIGN OMEGA, which represents
the history of the Earth; it is a
OMEGA GEO =

sign of the geometry and geography; it shall be known as the
Terrestrial Omega sign; the history as a history, shall use it in the
heading of the cause (sentence);
this sign defines the planet Earth
by its own hierarchy; it is a symbol which shall cause much discussion; every universal language
provokes discussion; for it affects
everyone.SIGN OMEGA in an interruption
of a dialog; this symbol is called

OMEGA PÓ =

expressive cut; it corresponds
to the final full stops of the languages; it goes in the same phrase
or end of cause (sentence); this
sign links the following cause; in
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the same tense; the expressive
cut interrupts the cause when
one puts an end to what was
thought; the expression cut is
also a synonym of end of what
is neutral.SIGN OMEGA in interrogation;
this sign questions the cause;
it goes at the beginning of what
OMEGA IXO =

is written; this reversed sign
becomes exclamatory; it goes
as such at the beginning and
end of the phrase; this symbol
has got a liberal psychology
with a material philosophy.SIGN OMEGA in change of
tense; this tense goes at the

OMEGA TIÉ =

beginning of the cause (sentence); it is used in phrases of
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all tenses; it is combined with the
sign Trino; Trino is the basis of the
tenses; the left side of Trino is the
past tense; the horizontal line is the
present tense; the right side of Trino
is the future tense.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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IN THE TRIALS OF LIFE, MANY EXPANDED MANY
LAWS OF DARKNESS BY MEANS OF ART, LITERATURE
AND PHILOSOPHY; DARKNESS SHOULD NOT HAVE
EVEN BEEN MENTIONED IN THE TRIALS OF LIFE;
NO ONE REQUESTED THE DIVINE FATHER JEHOVAH
TO ADVERTISE THE DEMON ON THE REMOTE
PLANET EARTH; FOR ALL KNEW IN THE KINGDOM
OF HEAVENS THAT ONE COULD NOT SERVE TWO
MASTERS, IN THE PLANETARY TRIALS OF LIFE; FOR
THE MENTAL FRUIT GETS DIVIDED; AND NO ONE
WHO DIVIDED HIS OWN FRUIT, NO ONE ENTERS
THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS AGAIN; FOR SUCH
DIVISION IS CONSIDERED IN THE DIVINE JUSTICE
AS A MICROSPCOPIC IMITATION OF SATAN; THE
DEMON USED DIVISION IN ORDER TO CONFUSE THE
FATHER’S ANGELS, IN THE KINGDOM OF HEAVENS;
WHAT IS UP ABOVE IS THE SAME AS DOWN BELOW;
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WHAT IS DONE IN THE KINGDOM AND WHAT IS
DONE IN A POINT OF THE UNIVERSE, HAVE GOT
THE SAME JUSTICE IN PROPORTION TO THE EVENTS
OF AN ACT.Yes little son; the trials of life were requested by
everyone, in order to expand and multiply the laws
of the light; not in order to expand darkness; in the
infinite Universe there are galaxies of darkness;
they were born from very remote creatures, whose
worlds are not in the cosmos anymore; such galaxies of darkness emerged from the ideas that they
generated while they were living in those planets;
for the ideas physically speaking, do not perish; this
law was taught in the divine parable that says: Each
one makes his own heaven; those creatures created
their own worlds; what is up above is the same as
down below; what came out of the Father is fulfilled in worlds that existed, exist, and shall exist;
the human creatures fulfill the same laws; all those
who thought, spoke, projected, represented, drew,
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absolutely all of them, have got inheritances in formation of darkness; they are microscopic planets,
which as eternity goes on, shall become gigantic
planets; the creatures which shall emerge from the
elements of these planets, shall be born with an
influence of darkness; for their origins came out of
the generated mental idea; the magnetism of the
primitive idea is infinitely expansive and hereditary; behold the salt of life; behold everything that
was thought in darkness, during the trials of life,
shall have weeping and gnashing of teeth; as the
eternal time goes by, they themselves shall request
Father Jehovah to be the Redeemers of their own
work; for those worlds were born from their own
ideas; behold every planet is born humble in size,
in order to become big in the Kingdom of Heavens;
behold the humility with which matter and spirit
are born; behold the supreme hierarchy of humility; in which all the forms of humility generated by
the human minds, are subordinated to the greater
humility; the humble beginning is a universal law;
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it is fulfilled by matter as well as the spirit; and he
who is not born humble, does not see the Kingdom
of God; the generated ideas when being expanded
through the Cosmos, do it by coming out of any
point of the body of flesh, which generated the
idea; the qualities of an idea that is floating in the
Cosmos, are the same ones as the one who generated the idea; which means that every generated
idea produces a sensation in the respective body of
flesh; whose germ continues sleeping in the physical idea; the physical ideas are like the seeds of the
soil; the seed of every plant shall give place to a
future geometry of plant; the idea in space, shall
also give place to a future planetary geometry; what
is up above is the same as down below; there is
transformation in what is invisible and in what
is visible; the planets in their infinite sets, form
geometries of galactic trees; the planetary trunk
and its ramifications; this is the main idea, and
the ideas influenced by the main one; what was
thought in the trials of life, absolutely everything,
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becomes worlds; behold the divine free will that
you requested the divine Father Jehovah; that is
why it was written: Above everything; to God and
to oneself; as everything imaginable is requested
to God, infinity is also requested; that is why every
human mental idea turns into a future world; that
is why each one makes his respective heaven;
no one is disinherited; not even the spirits who
requested to know the animal life on the planet
of trials of life, called Earth; every world as microscopic as it may be, is surrounded by a space called
heaven; what is colossal has got a heaven, and what
is microscopic too; the planet has got a heaven and
the molecule too; what is up above is the same as
down below; those who generated ideas with the
influence of darkness, shall be claimed by darkness, when their spirits leave the Earth; for out of
the Earth, darkness as well as the light read the
minds of all the creatures who come from remote
and unknown planets; when reading the minds of
those who thought in darkness, darkness claim
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them for the advertisement they made of them on
the remote planet Earth; this is why it was written to the world of trials: One cannot serve two
masters; which means that one had to choose one
thinking psychology, in the trials of life; one had to
choose only the psychology of the light; the strange
licentiousness emerged from the strange life system, which came out of the laws of gold, gave the
human creature a strange licentiousness, which as
the centuries went by, was rising in hierarchy of
darkness more and more; the immorality of the last
generations of the trials of life, of the last times,
was greater; the psychology of the light requested
by the entire humanity, was totally divided; and
no one who divided what was requested in the
Kingdom of Heavens, no one enters the Kingdom
again; nor has anyone ever entered.-
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In this celestial drawing, it is demonstrated that
the flying saucers judge the worlds, collecting the
physical ideas, generated by their creatures; and the
creatures of the planets of trials, as the Earth is,
do not realize it; the flying saucers act in invisible
dimensions, so to not to perturb the own trials of
life, which was requested by their creatures; they
reduce themselves to the same vibratory frequency,
which the human ideas have; the generated ideas
are attracted magnetically; it is a divine process
in which divine solar laws are fulfilled; the ideas
collected are selected according to their purity; for
the hierarchy of the future worlds are according
to the hierarchy of purity that each idea contains;
that is why the supreme cause, expressed in the
divine Gospel, taught in every epoch, that one had
to cultivate love above everything; if humanity had
followed the divine warning, all of you would have
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had future paradise-planets; behold your future
heaven comes out of your own mind; each one
makes his/her own heaven, according to the attribute and quality of their own ideas, which was
generated in the trials of life; the ideas of the first
years, up to the age of twelve years, gives place to
future planets of innocence; the thinking philosophy of such future worlds, shall be the joy proper of
children; for the infants who generated such ideas,
did not know anything about the consequences
of good and evil; they did not discern with firsthand knowledge; that is why it was written: Let the
children come to me, for theirs is the Kingdom of
Heavens; this means that the First-born Son had
a divine joyful character, proper of a child; which
was and is the eternal and normal philosophy of
the Kingdom of Heavens; behold those who did not
cultivate the mental joy, during the trials of life,
shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens again; he
who does not imitate what is of the Kingdom on
the remote planets, shall not enter the Kingdom
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again; for imitation which was requested by everyone, complains to the divine Father Jehovah, in its
laws of imitation; by imitating what is of the Kingdom in one’s own thinking, constitutes the highest
hierarchy of thinking in any imitation; the strange
life system, which came out of the strange laws of
gold, gave the world of trials, strange and immoral
imitations; which divided the spirit’s own fruit; the
imitations which emerged during the strange reign
of the world of gold, were ephemeral imitations,
illusions of an instant; every imitation which did
not have the seal of the Kingdom of Heavens, their
authors remain out of the Kingdom; for no human
creature requested the indifference towards the
own Kingdom, where one comes out of momentarily, in order to fulfill infinite forms of life; so it
is that he who imitated darkness in the trials of
life, goes with darkness and does not go with the
light; behold how they divided themselves; behold
the weeping and gnashing of teeth of those who
did not know how to choose, in the trials of life;
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having them been warned that their divine Creator
was very zealous in his divine laws.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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IT IS MORE LIKELY FOR THOSE WHO WERE OBLIGED
TO EARN A SALARY FOR THEIR WORK, IN THE
TRIALS OF LIFE, TO ENTER THE KINGDOM OF GOD,
THAN FOR THOSE WHO MADE A COMMERCE OUT
OF THEIR WORK; IT DEPENDED ON EACH ONE TO
KNOW HOW TO DISTINGUISH THE TRUE MORALITY
IN EACH DETERMINATION MADE IN THE TRIALS
OF LIFE; COMMERCE IN ANY OF ITS FORMS, IS A
STRANGE MORALITY; UNKNOWN IN THE KINGDOM
OF HEAVENS.Yes little son; so it is, just as you thought so since
you were a child; no so-called trader whether he is
religious or he belongs to the beast, shall enter the
Kingdom of Heavens again; the trials of life consisted in knowing how to choose the true morality;
the true morality ran across the strange morality of
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gold; every man or every woman who got to know
such strange morality in the trials of life, shall not
enter the Kingdom of Heavens again; for they got
to know something which was not written in their
requests of life; what is strange and unknown is not
requested; for all the spirits of this world requested
one sole and same divine Gospel; they requested
one sole and same psychology of understanding
towards the Father; no one requested inequality;
for all knew that the divine Gospel of Father Jehovah included equality; I verily say unto you that
the so-called religious, those strange moralists,
confused the world; by taking the strange licentiousness of dividing the truth; only satan divides;
the blindness of those who practiced the strange
form of faith called religion, in the trials of life,
made every commerce to be seen as something
normal; the strange religious beings legalized a
strange and unknown life system, which no one
requested in the Kingdom of Heavens; they had
the same attitude towards the so-called rich as well
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as towards the poor; they did not want to distinguish between what was of God and what was of
men; the abuse and inequality which characterized
the so-called rich was not fought against by those
who proclaimed themselves representatives of God
on Earth; Strange representatives!! Who made of
the Gospel an entire strange commerce; the same
possessions shall accuse them on the terrible day
of the Final Judgment; I verily say unto you that
if there were easy-attitude beings in the trials of
life, the so-called religious were one of them; the
so-called Catholic Church, emerged in the strange
life system, which came out of the strange laws of
gold, shall be accused by the Solar First-born Son
Christ of being the greater of the anti-christs; for
they proclaimed themselves as being a little less
than being the only truth; they certainly have never
been so; such strange way of interpreting what is of
God has not got the divine preference of the Father;
those who the Father prefers in the trials of life are
the long-suffering and the exploited; the strange
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prostitute has nothing of being long-suffering or
being exploited; very much on the contrary, she has
more than what was taught; the strange religious
sect shall have to return up to the last molecule
what never corresponded to them to have in the trials of life; for each molecule that one had in excess,
in the trials of life, corresponds to the usurping
spirit to have to live one existence out of the Kingdom of Heavens; and while one had more in the
trials of life, greater is the number of existences
that the spirit has to live out of the Kingdom of
Heavens; the so-called religious beings shall have a
judgment of traders, and of being tricksters of the
peoples; because of the strange religious faith, is
that the world divided their fruit; for the world got
to know the strange mental division towards the
Father; a strange division, which the world should
have never known; for such an act was an imitation
of what satan did in the Kingdom of Heavens; the
demon divided the Father’s angels; and the socalled religious divided men on Earth; those who
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imitate satan on the remote planets, shall not enter
the Kingdom of Heavens again; behold the crying
and gnashing of teeth of every so-called religious;
the divine judgment is a sad and bitter awakening
to all those who let themselves be influenced in
the trials of life; the mental comfort should have
never permitted even the most microscopic imitation of satan; when the world realizes having being
deceived, they shall request the punishment for the
blinds leading other blinds; for the strange term
religious shall be a synonym of perdition and tragedy in the weeping and gnashing of teeth; and in
the new psychology of the new Reign, the so-called
religious shall be studied and analyzed as the most
backward and the most primitive of the human
knowledge; for the greater the aggrandizement of
the beings was, in the trials of life, they shall be
more belittled in the divine judgment; the so-called
religious provoked a delay of twenty centuries to
the world; in the moral and spiritual level; for they
did not guide themselves by only one psychology
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in the interpretation of the divine Gospel of Father
Jehovah; they did not have the mental ability to
achieve it; for the spirits who were religious in the
trials of life, never got to know the true spirituality; the true spirituality does not need the strange
help of the adoration of images; nor of strange
pomps, proper of the pharaonic era; behold the
difference between what is true and false; between
what should have been, and what should not have
been; the world could have known many forms of
faith; such are the forms of planetary life; the fall of
the strange religious faith, is not the first nor shall
it be the last one; for in what is of the Father, nothing has a beginning or an end; what happened on
one planet has taken place on infinite others; and it
shall happen in other infinite planetary dwellings.-
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In the celestial drawing the angle of the son is
taught; each existence of the trials of life has got an
angle of its own fall; all the infinity of the Thinking
Expansive Universe is measured and calculated
by angles; geometry acquires something alive in
the Kingdom of Heavens; the mental deviations
are geometries of darkness; strange geometries
which the spirits did not know how to avoid in
their remote planetary trials; every custom, or sensation is judged in angle; the human beings have
got a deviated angle; for because of the strange
and unknown life system, which came out of the
strange laws of gold, they got to know a strange
licentiousness; no one requested licentiousness to
the Father; the men who created such strange life
system, included the strange inequality; and the
human mind was inheriting from father to son,
a strange psychology in respect to the possession
of things; the trials of life consisted in that such
thing should not have happened; the drama of this
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world, a drama which was announced to them
as the weeping and gnashing of teeth, is to have
known what they should have never known; not
imitating the Father brings dramas to the entire
humanity, who draw away from the Father’s Holy
Scriptures; the angle of deviation does not lead to
the Kingdom of Heavens; on the contrary, it draws
the spirit away from the Kingdom; the spirits get
lost in the cosmos of darkness; the Alpha and the
Omega of the divine Gospel of Father Jehovah had
as a divine cause, to avoid this; this is because the
human spirit has got a free will which runs parallel to the infinity; the spirit does not stop from
its infinite journey through the Cosmos; but, not
being able to find its place of origin is certainly
dreadful to the deviated spirits; the strange life
system called capitalism, is the originator of the
human drama; for every scandalous and immoral
thing that this world knows came out of .this beast;
three quarters of every angle of fall is paid by the
creators and sustainers of such strange life system;
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the world of trials has got its hours numbered;
this world which came out of the laws of gold,
does not reach the year 2000; the divine Final Judgment surprises them; the divine Revelation has
been expressing itself since many years before; and
the strange world which came out of gold, was
blind up to the last instant; when they realize this
strange blindness, it shall turn into weeping and
gnashing of teeth; this weeping is proportional
to the angle of indifference, which the world had
towards what came out of the Father; the greater
the strange indifference, the greater the pain; the
entire world shall cry; for in the divine intervention of the Father’s Trinity, the everything above
everything intervenes; elements and spirits intervene; virtues and molecules; in the divine power
of communism between father and son, everything
imaginable intervenes; I verily say unto you that
the indifference towards what is of God, is paid
instant by instant; second by second; for from your
own selves came out the term that says: What is of
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God above everything; and within this term all that
is microscopically imaginable is included.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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BECAUSE OF THE ARMS MANUFACTURERS AND
THOSE WHO LED THE STRANGE MILITARISM, THE
OCEANS OF THE PLANET SHALL OVERFLOW; THE
FIRST-BORN SON OF THE SOLAR TRINITY, SHALL
BE FILLED WITH RAGE AND ANGER, WHEN HE
SEES THE BARRACKS, REFUGES, CAMPS, ETC. OF
MILITARISM; HIS DIVINE ANGER SHALL BE BECAUSE
THE STRANGE MILITARISM, IS NOT WRITTEN IN THE
DIVINE GOSPEL OF FATHER JEHOVAH; AND BECAUSE
HE SHALL RECEIVE THE COMPLAINT OF THE DIVINE
LIVING COMMANDMENTS, IN WHICH ONE OF
THEM SAYS: THOU SHALT NOT KILL; THE STRANGE
MILITARISM THAT EMERGED IN THE STRANGE LIFE
SYSTEM, WHICH CAME OUT OF THE STRANGE LAWS
OF GOLD, VIOLATED SUCH DIVINE COMMANDMENT;
ITS DAMNED INSTITUTIONS PREPARED THE HUMAN
MIND, IN ORDER TO KILL; THE OCEANS OF THE
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PLANET OVERFLOW, FOR A SOLAR PARENT FIRSTBORN SON, ACTS SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH ALL THE
ELEMENTS OF NATURE; HIS OWN SOLAR MIND
IS MAGNETICALLY UNITED BY INVISIBLE SOLAR
CORDS TO ALL THE MOLECULES OF THE PLANET,
AND TO ALL THE GALAXY.Yes little son; the divine parable that says: Every
tree that Father Jehovah did not plant, shall be
pulled out from its roots from the human evolution; the trees are the strange supremacies which
men gave themselves, in the trials of life; among
many others, is militarism; the force legalized by
men; this strange force which was turned into law
in the world of trials, shall not remain in the world;
none of its members shall enter the Kingdom of
Heavens again; no one who was influenced by what
is strange, on the remote planets of trials, no one
enters the Kingdom of Heavens again; one enters
with the same innocence with which one came out;
the trials of life which take place on infinite planets,
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fulfill the same law; the rigor in the fulfillment of
the divine justice, does not leave any molecule out
of it; even what the eyes saw in the remote worlds
is infinitely judged; those who belonged to the socalled armies of the so-called armed forces, who
emerged in the strange world of gold, which men
gave to themselves, have to pay second by second
all the time which they belonged to the strange
tree of the so-called armed forces; each second is
equivalent to live one existence out of the Kingdom
of Heavens; which means that eternities shall pass,
the Earth shall end physically, and the demons who
let themselves be tempted by the force, in the trials of life, shall not see the Kingdom of Heavens
yet; besides the debt they are dragging, and whose
cause is in other requests of life, in other existences
of the spiritual past; for every spirit is born again
infinite times; and by being born again, it has had
many experiences, and shall have many more; the
divine greatness of the Creator, is not manifested
in one sole existence, as many blinds believe; to
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say that what is of God is reduced to one existence
only, is to put a limit to what was taught that it was
infinite; many hypocritical ignorant beings of the
trials of life, speak without knowing nor deepening what they say; they speak by mouth that God
is infinite; and in fact they deny Him; on one hand
they say that God is infinite, and on the other they
reduce Him His own infinity, to just one existence;
they divided their own concept that they had about
the infinity; they belittled themselves; the infinity
shall have complaints against them; the infinity
expresses itself before the Father, in its laws of
infinity; and every infinity offended by this or that
spirit, takes away every future covenant of life from
those who offended it; without infinity nothing is
learned; for everything is constituted into infinity;
the strange militarism which withdrew into itself,
for it did not prefer reasoning, it also withdrew into
itself out of the Earth; for everything that exists
shall have complaints against all those who were
military men; out of the Earth there are infinite
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beings who read the mind of every spirit; and when
they read every spirit who was a military on the
remote planet, all their past, everyone runs away
from him; for he gave the contrary to what is of
the Father, in another world; every spirit who was
a military in the trials of life, whines in darkness;
for when the power of the light abandons him,
darkness gets hold of every abandoned one; no
spirit who was a military in the trials of life, no one
has entered the Kingdom of Heavens again; since
the world is world; and no one shall ever enter;
it is more likely for those who did not even hear
anyone talk about militarism to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; than for those who heard it; the
strange reign of militarism comes to its end; for it
served as a basis to the strange life system, which
came out of the strange laws of gold; a strange and
unknown life system, not written in the Kingdom
of Heavens.-
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The celestial drawing teaches that every planet of
the Thinking Expansive Universe is governed by
the flying saucers; they control the behavior of the
elements; the entire creation is controlled by them;
in Father Jehovah’s Scriptures, the flying saucers
are mentioned as the balls of fire; the world shall
see these vessels in the year 2001; they shall land
when the Heavens open again; just as it was at the
beginning of the Earth; when the Earth was microscopic; the flying saucers shall participate in the
day of the Final Judgment; the most terrible day
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that humanity shall recall; the flying saucers are
divinely subordinated to the Son of God in the new
order of things; when the Son of God leads the
Third World; world of the Trinity in cosmic Revelation; to one divine order of the First-born Son, the
flying saucers shall destroy all the headquarters of
the world; the beast shall be full of dread; for it
shall be impotent to confront the magnetic fire of
these colossal vessels; they shall be of any size and
forms; the engineers, builders and designers of
terrestrial motor vessels shall be amazed and anxious to penetrate in them; but, it was written that
the humble and long-suffering are the first in the
divine Glory of Father Jehovah; they shall be the
first in travelling in these vessels; they shall be the
first in approaching the suns which are closer to
the Earth; God’s favorites have no limits in the
divine awards of the Eternal Father; the destruction
of the headquarters, barracks, and every kind of
installations of the strange militarism, was
announced in the divine Gospel of Father Jehovah;
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the divine parable that says: Every tree which was
not planted by the divine Father Jehovah, shall be
pulled out from its roots from the human evolution; when this plague disappears from the world,
the world shall know the true happiness; the truth
which is not imposed by the use of force; this
strange force, sustained the immoral power of the
complex-ridden beings towards gold; and such
strange sustenance is paid by those who participated in it; none of those who wore the strange
uniform of militarism, no one shall see the Glory
in this world; those who attempted against the life
of others, all shall be judged before the world; every
military man shall be accused by the Son of God
of being assassins, who prepared themselves in
order to attempt against the thinking spirits, who
requested the Father to know a form of life; when
all requested the Creator to know the human life,
no one requested to attempt against anyone; all
knew that by violating the divine Commandments
of God, one would not enter the Kingdom of
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Heavens again; the so-called military men forgot
the divine Commandment in the trials of life; this
strange forgetfulness costs them not to enter the
Kingdom of Heavens again; it would have been
better for the so-called military men not to have
requested the human trials of life; for they would
not have a divine judgment against them; all those
who were military, shall be despised in the new
world; those who took the strange licentiousness
of requesting living laws to the Father, and persecute them to death afterwards, shall have weeping
and gnashing of teeth; for execution was a law in
the strange militarism; behold the most backward
of human thought; behold the last vestiges of the
influence of darkness; vestiges brought from other
galaxies, which were not of the light; strange influences brought from other existences; from other
being born again; these strange influences or tendencies of force, the spirit promised the divine
Father to annul them in the trials of life; every spirit
promised to oppose mental resistance to his own
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strange tendencies; all that one is, was acquired in
other worlds; and all that was acquired continues
being improved; when those who were military
fell, in the trials which they themselves requested,
they did not improve themselves; they went backwards; and no one who went backwards in what
they requested, enters the Kingdom of Heavens
again; behold no military of the world, who has
already departed from this world of trials, no one
entered the Kingdom again; nor shall anyone ever
enter; the flying saucers know all those who wear
the strange military uniform; no one shall escape
their own judgment; a starving and naked humanity shall claim justice against them; what the arms
cost was the proportion of hunger which there was
in the trials of life; for each molecule of hunger
that there was in the world of trials, is one existence which those who were military shall have to
live out of the Kingdom of Heavens; in every law
of hunger, in all the epochs, there is an immense
proportion of points of darkness, which falls back
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into the inheritances of those who were military;
for such strange philosophy consumed a great part
of the economies of the nations; the so-called military men shall be called the thieves of the effort of
the workers; to waste what cost to others is a theft
in the divine justice of Father Jehovah; the fruit of
those who were military in the trials of life, is a
fruit of tragedy, pain and darkness; in the world
emerged from the strange laws of gold, there shall
be horror; for this strange world sustained and
supported itself by the existence of militarism;
those who created the strange laws of recruitment,
made the trials of life even more painful; they contributed to perpetuate distrust among men; the
path of militarism in the trials of life was certainly
the greatest error of the human thought; all those
who intervened in shaping militarism, absolutely
all, shall be judged; live and dead of all the epochs;
those who already departed from this world shall
be resurrected in order to be judged; behold the
weeping and gnashing of teeth of those who were
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members of this strange tree; one of the strangest
of all; the majority of the so-called military, shall
be judged in solar fire; for those who used the force
as a living, in the trials of life, shall fall by the force;
the military of all the epochs, were warned through
the centuries; the divine parable that says: He who
kills by sword dies by sword; which means he who
made use of the force, shall fall by the force; if it
is not in the present existence, it shall be in the
other; if it is not in this world, it shall be in another
world; for what is up above is the same as down
below; those who were military divided their fruit
at every instant, while they were military; they did
not obtain any good and complete work; they
divided everything; they distorted themselves; they
chose the wrong way in order to make a living, in
the trials of life; one had to know how to distinguish the true morality when one chose the daily
work; this is what the trials of life consisted in; and
the greater the merit of a so-called military was,
the greater was the violation of the of law God, too;
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and the greater the punishment is; the more a creature exalted him/herself in a strange life system,
not written in the Kingdom of Heavens, the greater
is the severe judgment attained; one had to know
how to distinguish what kind of life he/she was
living in the trials of life; for even the form of life
in its most microscopic acts, is judged; the everything above everything which intervened in each
spirit, who requested to know one form of life that
he/she did not know, is judged; the world shall be
revolutionized very soon with what they themselves requested in the Kingdom of Heavens; the
Final Judgment was requested when one requested
to know the human life; the Final Judgment shall
constitute itself in the last Revolution which shall
be known by the strange world, which emerged
from the strange laws of gold; it shall be such an
immense Revolution that nothing shall remain
from the world of trials; the most strange form of
life that can be remembered in the history of this
planet of trials, disappears with the same acting of
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those who created it; every illusion that violated
the law of God is paid instant by instant; every
world that does not remain is like an illusion in
the eternal reality; no one shall remember in the
new world that there was a strange life system,
called capitalism; as no one remembers the lifer
systems that there were before man appeared on
Earth; the trials of life had two options; either
remain or disappear; either one is or is not; for one
could not serve two or more masters; the spirits
who were military in the trials of life, served the
god of war, and they said that they served one sole
God only; this strange hypocrisy is paid instant by
instant, second by second, of the time in which the
hypocrisy lasted.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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EVERY MENTAL EXPANSION WHICH CAME OUT
OF EVERY SPIRIT, IN THE TRIALS OF LIFE, IS
JUDGED IN THE DIVINE FINAL JUDGMENT; EVERY
TEACHING SPEAKS BEFORE THE FATHER, IN
THEIR RESPECTIVE LAWS OF TEACHING; SO IT IS
THAT EVERY CRIOLLISMO, NATIONALISM, ETC.
IF IT DID NOT HAVE THE DIVINE SEAL OF THE
DIVINE MORALITY OF THE DIVINE FATHER, THEIR
CREATORS OR IMITATORS SHALL NOT ENTER THE
KINGDOM OF HEAVENS AGAIN; THE SO–CALLED
CRIOLLISMO AND NATIONALISMS ARE TEMPORARY
IN THE ETERNITY OF THE SPIRIT; SUCH STRANGE
TREES LAST AS LONG AS THE TRIALS OF LIFE LAST;
WHEN THE REVELATION OF FATHER JEHOVAH GETS
EXTENDED, SUCH STRANGE TREES DISAPPEAR
FROM THE HUMAN EVOLUTION; IN THE NEW
WORLD, THE INNOCENCES SHALL KNOW NOTHING
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ABOUT IT.Yes little son; so it is as you knew it since you were
a child; the customs of each human creature are
strange customs in the Kingdom of Heavens; for
the psychology which gave origin to such customs,
came out of a strange and unknown life system;
criollismos and nationalisms are unknown in the
Kingdom of Heavens, it is a divine common psychology; I verily say unto you, peoples of the Earth,
that not even you who are part of the own peoples,
requested to be divided in peoples, in the trials
of life; the so-called criollismo and the so-called
nationalisms are other many divisions in your spirits; and since none of you requested to be divided
in the trials of life, is that someone has to pay this
strange injustice; and that someone are those who
created and sustained through the centuries the
strange life system, which came out of the laws of
gold; behold the only culprits for your spirits to
have known, in the trials of life, what you did not
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request to know; three quarters of the totality of
the punishments falls on these demons; and those
who let themselves be influenced by such strange
sensations as criollismo and nationalism were;
no one complained against those who took the
strange licentiousness of having created a strange
life system, without taking into consideration the
divine Commandments of Father Jehovah; from
this strange indifference, the strange criollismos
and nationalisms emerged; such strange trees
should not have emerged in the trials of life; no one
should have divided themselves in nothing; neither
spiritually nor materially; those who did not want
to imitate what is of the Father when the instant
of giving the world a form of life arrived to them,
are the culprits for the world not to have known
unification; not to have lived from the beginning
in the divine equality taught by the Father; it is
the strange licentiousness that came out of them,
which this world has known; this strange licentiousness corresponds to the biblical warning that
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says: And in the final times, satan shall roam free;
each immoral being that the human eyes saw in
the streets of the world, they pay it second by second; all the immoral beings who wore strange and
doubtful fashions, which immoralized their own
sex, all of them shall appear on the solar television; all the planet shall know them; all shall see
and listen to the judgments, dictated by the Firstborn Son; many of the immoral beings who distorted their own sex, shall commit suicide; it is
better for them not to do it; for if they commit
suicide a thousand times, a thousand times they
shall be resurrected among the dead by the Son
of God; How this demons of the immorality in
wearing clothes shall curse the fashion designers
of the strange world of gold! How they shall curse
their own parents! And the parents their parents;
behold everything imaginable is paid, when one
violated the divine law of God, in what is imaginable; strange customs and fashion always bring
tragedies in the days of Planetary Judgment; what
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the world of trials never imagined was how one
could judge all the acts done by each one; nothing
is impossible for the Creator of everything; the
Solar Television, known in the Kingdom of Heavens
as the Book of Life, registers everything that took
place on the planet Earth; it registers what men
were not able to see what was there before Adam
and Eve; and what is to come; everything occult
which came out of the human mind, absolutely
everything shall be seen on the solar television; this
television shall be called the Television of Terror by
the guilty ones; for that is how they shall feel it in
their spirits; the clean and meek at heart shall call
it the Marvel of the Universe; the children shall
proclaim it as the only entertainment; all of them
shall ask to know infinite stories of other worlds; of
worlds that existed, exist and shall exist; the solar
television is an advanced award for every sinner
that there was in the trials of life; for everything
imaginable is requested to the Father; and among
the imaginable which comes out of the free will of
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each spirit, are the awards and even the advanced
punishments; the latter one seems absurd from
the human point of view; this request is because
every spirit does not know what the sensation of
living an advanced punishment consists in; in the
requests of life made to the Father, one starts from
the greatest innocence that the mind can imagine;
the majority of the punishments are requested
when the spirits violated the Father’s law, in other
existences in other worlds; for every spirit is born
again, to know a new life; the creation of Father
Jehovah is infinite; not even the existences that
He offers His children have got any limit; he who
doubted that he could have other existences, he
doubted the infinite power of God; it is more likely
for those who believed that their God was infinite
in everything imaginable to enter the Kingdom of
Heavens, than for those who doubted the infinite
power of God.-
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Yes little son; so it is, just as you knew it since you
were a child; the way of being of every human creature, was not what it should have been in the trials
of life; in the Kingdom of Heavens, at the instant
of requesting life, no one requested sensations that
would divide the world; all requested the egalitarian psychology of the Kingdom of God; in the Kingdom of Heavens no one requests the division in
any imaginable way; for every division brings the
sad remembrance of satan; who in infinitely remote
times divided Father Jehovah’s angels; every allusion to satan who divides is avoided by everyone
in the Father’s Kingdom; for the most microscopic
imitation to satan is more than enough for the
spirit who imitated him not to enter the Kingdom
of Heavens again; the nationalisms and criollismos
of the so-called nations, which emerged in the
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trials of life, divided the world; and perpetuated
such division through the centuries; if this world
would not have known the world of gold, they
would not have known such thing; for they would
have known another psychology in the living;
which did not include division in their own customs; the strange life system imposed by the
strange phenomenon entertained everyone,
through strange ephemeral paths; one wasted precious time in temporary illusions; the strange psychology of the criollismos and nationalisms,
impedes the spirit who lived them to enter the
Kingdom of Heavens again; behold the weeping
and gnashing of teeth, which were announced to
you many centuries ago already, include all the
customs with which the spirit run into, in the trials
of life; certainly all that is strange, started many
centuries ago; that is why a divine judgment to live
and dead was announced to you; on the Solar Television also called the Book of Life, the world shall
contemplate those who were the first in casting
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the first stone of the strange unequal life system,
which they had to live in the trials of life; humanity
shall see there the light of their own causes; the
world shall see that those who said they were right,
were never ever right; for what they defended did
not correspond to what they promised in the Kingdom of Heavens; everything that they defended in
the trials of life, belonged to a strange and unknown
life system; an unknown life system, for it is not
written in the Kingdom of Heavens; behold the
greatest fall among all the falls; for the greatest fall
was the first cause of the causes of the other falls;
because of the creators and sustainers of the socalled capitalism, is that this humanity got to know
the greatest part of their sins; the strange way of
understanding what is of God; for they preferred
inequality to equality; equality is of God; inequality
is of the demon; everything unfair is of the demon;
they chose the way of the demon, in the trials of
life; if they had not chosen the way of the demon,
this planet would not have to confront the Divine
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Judgment; if the way of God had been chosen, this
world would not have had the necessity of judgment; for the morality of God would have been in
all the minds; the creators and sustainers of capitalism gave you a strange and erroneous morality;
they are the culprits of the weeping and gnashing
of teeth, which is coming over you; those who created the strange life system, inspired on gold, are
the first culprits of this world; three quarters of
the totality of the divine Judgment fall on them;
this makes those who created and sustained capitalism in the trials of life, remain in the greatest
poverty; they shall even have to beg for food; it
costs on the remote planets when one takes the
strange licentiousness of creating life systems by
excluding the Creator of everything; no one
requested the Father to exclude Him in anything;
this world gets transformed from their own work;
what is bad turns good; for the divine Father takes
light out of darkness; transformation starts mentally; it starts from within; it starts with a Doctrine
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which shall cover all the Earth’s surface; for what
is of God is universal; it covers everything; the
everything above everything shall be explained; of
how all things were done; to explain what has no
end gives place to a Science and Doctrine, which
has no end either; what has no end remains reigning in this world; what has no end comes out of
God only; this Doctrine is the Third Doctrine which
comes out of the divine Father Jehovah’s free will;
this was the immense error of those who saw the
first Rolls of the Lamb; they believed that everything ended there; they saw the Father’s work as
the work of men; they did not know how to distinguish the fruit of God from the fruit of men; these
spirits are backward spirits in the true spirituality;
this blindness is paid in the divine Judgment; for
such strange form of faith delayed the Father’s
News in several years; many who should not have
died, died; for each second of voluntary backwardness towards what is of God, reverberates in the
everything above everything; if the Revelation
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would have been announced in the precise instant
in which the Father made it known, this world
would have been unarmed already; for the divine
Father Jehovah would have created instantaneous
laws, within the instantaneous; for nothing is
impossible for the Creator of everything; the indifference towards what is of God makes the Final
Judgment even more painful for this world; for up
to the last instant of what is unfair is paid; no one
who delayed what came out of God, no one shall
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for each second of
this strange indifference, towards what is of God,
is paid with one existence which must be fulfilled
out of the Kingdom of Heavens; the culprits of the
delay must calculate the number of seconds, which
their strange silence contained; presently, those
seconds are still accumulating; and these spirits
continue drawing away from the Kingdom of Heavens; each second represents to them an existence
to be fulfilled; these points of darkness shall cease
when such spirits cry out their repentance to the
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world; for this humanity, when they asked the Judgment of God above everything, they requested a
Universal Judgment; nothing hidden was requested
to God; for occultism is not known in the Kingdom
of Heavens; the Doctrine of the Lamb of God, was
announced to the world many centuries ago already;
John the theologian, announced it in the living
vision of the Apocalypse; for having the Father
created everything is that He makes use of matter
and the spirit, in order to make the future facts;
matter and spirit participate in the divine laws of
Father Jehovah; for in His divine creation, no one
is less; neither matter nor spirit; ideas and elements participate in the divine announcements of
Father Jehovah of the infinite planets; the divine
interventions of the divine Father Jehovah include
equality and or celestial communism; it is the
opposite to what is customary in men; a strange
influence called licentiousness, divides the work
of the own man; no one who got to know such
strange influence, in the trials of life, no one enters
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the Kingdom of Heavens again; behold all shall
curse the own life system in the weeping and
gnashing of teeth; only the children up to the age
of twelve years are free from the Final Judgment;
their innocences have not been influenced yet; the
demon who holds the strange life system, which
came out of the strange laws of gold, have not corrupted him/her yet; it is more likely for a child of
the trials of life to enter the Kingdom of Heavens,
than for one who was an adult; the supreme of the
trial consisted in keeping the innocence of a child
during the trials of life; the creators and sustainers
of capitalism annulled this aspiration of every
spirit, which they had promised in the Kingdom of
Heavens; an unfair world which came out of a few,
produced the greatest tragedy on an entire planet;
for no one of this world has entered the Kingdom
of the Father again; nor shall anyone enter; it is
more likely for those who did not know any capitalist to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, in the trials
of life, than for those who had the misfortune of
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knowing them.ALPHA AND OMEGA.Nº 3312.-
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ALL THOSE WHO OBTAINED CONFESSIONS FROM
OTHERS BY THE USE OF FORCE, ARE DAMNED;
THEY SHALL LIVE THE REST OF THEIR LIVES
ISOLATED FROM THE WORLD; LIKEWISE SHALL
THEY BE FORCED IN OTHER EXISTENCES, IN OTHER
WOLRDS.Yes little son; all those who used the force in order
to reason, shall not enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
no one requested the Father to hit or mutilate
another being; those who did so are damned; they
shall live isolated the rest of their lives; Woe betide
those who talk to any damned one! Through the
own voice shall the malediction fall on them; the
world must take care of themselves; for one’s own
everything above everything shall accuse him/her
in the Kingdom of Heavens; they shall accuse him/
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her of dealing with the sentiments of a damned
one; no one who talked to any damned one shall
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; I know little son
that in your flock Chile, many are tortured for having ideals; I verily say unto you that the executioners have their days numbered; they shall curse
having been born; it is just enough to hit another
for just an instant, and one does not enter the Kingdom of Heavens; I verily say unto you that from
the Chilean flock the light is born; what everyone
requested in the Kingdom of Heavens is born from
a humble nation, and violated by the so-called militarism, Father Jehovah makes the new Doctrine
known to the world; May those who divided the
world in nations tremble!! Only satan divides the
planetary flocks; he does so in order to combat
against the equality taught by the Father; may
those who persecute my children, who requested
the Father to struggle for equality similar to the
Heavens on Earth tremble!! May those who divided
my children in many beliefs tremble, being there
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just one God only!! May those who divided my
children in rich and poor tremble!! For the weeping
and gnashing of teeth shall be theirs!! Every division is of men, and not of God; and what is not of
the Father is judged; I verily say unto you, executioners of the peoples, that malediction shall fall
on you; you shall beat your chest crying out your
deceits before the world; for nature shall tremble,
asking for accounts to every sinner; no damned
being who persecuted, tortured, imprisoned humble children, shall remain without punishment; I
verily say unto you, usurpers of the power of the
humble, that the world shall see you with infinite
pity; your greatest misfortune is to have requested
proofs of force, just at the instant of initiations of
biblical Revelations; you shall be astounded demons
of the force; no one should have created any force
in this world; there are many kinds of force; the
force of the so-called militarism or fascism, is a
damned force before the Father; and that is your
tragedy; for one cannot serve two masters; you
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hypocrites serve the god of force, and violate the
divine Commandment of the Father that says: thou
shalt not kill; and you make others to call you children of the living God at the same time; you make
others call you christians; I verily say unto hypocrites that you must pay second by second your
hypocrisy; for each second of hypocrisy, you shall
have to live an existence out of the Kingdom of
Heavens; you must add up hypocrites, all the seconds in which you wore the damned uniform of
the force; all those who wore the uniform of the
so-called armed forces, shall not enter the Kingdom
of Heavens; no one has ever entered; it is more
likely for one who did not wear a uniform to enter
the Kingdom of Heavens than for one who wore
it; the same law is fulfilled by those who, not wearing the uniforms, served the demon of the force;
all of you hypocrites of the force shall have to confront the Final Judgment on Earth and in Heaven;
all your virtues, pores, cells, molecules, shall accuse
you before the Father, of having scandalized and
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embarrassed them because of your sentiments; that
you improved yourselves in order to kill; no one
requested the Father to kill another; all requested
to make the law of the Father be fulfilled in this
world, with love; not violating the law; all the
armed forces of all the nations, fulfill the same law;
every tree that the divine Father Jehovah did not
plant shall be pulled out from their roots from the
human evolution; the so-called militarism is one
of these trees; when this tree is pulled out from its
roots, it shall leave the world free; for this world
never knew the true freedom; the true freedom
never violates the Father’s law; the true freedom
enters the Kingdom of Heavens; the true freedom
does not need a Final Judgment; the true freedom
does not need the force; I verily say unto you that
all those who caused a false freedom in this world,
shall be accused by the living freedom before the
Father; which is one of the infinite virtues of the
Kingdoms of Heavens; every falseness lived on the
remote planets becomes living in the presence of
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the spirit and before Father Jehovah; I verily say
unto you hypocrites of the world, that you did the
same in other existences; you sowed false freedom
in remote worlds; infinite creatures do not enter
the Kingdom of Heavens for imitating you; you left
weeping and gnashing of teeth in those worlds;
just as it shall happen on this Earth; I verily say
unto you, violators of the Father, that all your relatives shall cry for you; for no one in this world shall
talk to any damned one; it would have been better
for you not to have requested the Father to have
been born in this world; I verily say unto you that
the greatest Revolution in the history of this planet
is initiated in the Chilean flock; so great shall this
Revolution be that none of you who wore uniforms
of the force shall remain; the blindfold shall fall off
of you, damned beings of the force; you shall
remain terrorized before the power of the Solar
Son Christ; you shall curse having been born in
this world; no one shall give you a single molecule
of bread or water; your consolation shall be the
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affection of the animals; thus you shall pay damned
ones, having violated the law of the Father; it has
always been like that, no warrior or hero has ever
entered the Kingdom of Heavens, you demons of
the force, upraise monuments to your so-called
heroes; I verily say unto you that no one should
have been exalted in this world; you shall pay in
existences, each molecule of monument built to
other violator of the law; this law is fulfilled until
every monument turns down into dust; I verily say
unto you that even the molecules of your damned
uniforms shall complain against you in the Kingdom of Heavens; for each molecule that complains
before the Father, is one more existence that you
must fulfill out of the Kingdom of Heavens; think
demons about all your military equipment; from
the hat to the shoes; all the molecules with which
you got dressed, shall accuse you before the Father;
matter and spirit become alive before the Father
and claim for justice; you demons of the force are
condemned; and the greater was your rank in the
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legions of satan, the greater is the condemnation;
I know little son that you are thinking about the
term Legion; So it is divine Father Jehovah, by your
divine grace I know that the word Legion is of
satan; so it is little son; the term Legion means in
Celestial Science a Group who acts away from the
Kingdom of Heavens, the legions of satan have
never entered the Kingdom of Heavens; there are
legions up above and legions down below; what is
up above is the same as down below; the so-called
armies of the world are the legions of satan; they
are the proud spirits who requested Father Jehovah
to get together and not to let themselves be convinced by the force; they promised the Father to
overcome the resistance which inclined them to
solve everything by the use of force; they requested
to get together in life in order to trial themselves;
the Father fulfilled in gathering them; but, they fell
once more; for they did the same in other existences; when these spirits who are presently soldiers on Earth were born in other worlds, they
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formed part of other legions; it is not the first time
that these demons violate their own spiritual
requests; behold a Revelation which shall shudder
millions of beings; millions who shall cry for giving
the contrary to the divine Father; every spirit who
belonged to the force shall be seen with infinite
pity; for every damned one loses his right to live,
behold what the proud ones shall end up in; those
who never imagined that there was a living God; I
verily say unto you that the proud ones are the least
evolved in the worlds; the proud ones requested
Father Jehovah to be near humility; in order to
oppose resistance to the complex called pride;
behold the weeping and gnashing of teeth of every
proud one; it is enough to have had one second or
less of pride in life, and you shall not enter the
Kingdom of Heavens; behold what the legions of
satan shall end up into; no army of this world shall
remain; no one shall want to wear a uniform cursed
by the Father; no one shall want to be exposed to
the eternal condemnation; no one would want to
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live isolated the rest of his life; behold the fall of
capitalism; behold the triumph of Father Jehovah
over the demons who preferred to follow gold;
behold the fall of the beast; the fall of materialism;
the fall of a strange life system; the fall of the false
christs; the christs who relied on force and exploitation; those who built their hopes up on a strange
power which came out of gold; those who deluded
and deceived a world; no world infected by deceit
shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; behold the
painful reality; behold the beginning of the disappearance of a world who forgot the divine mandates of the living God; behold no one who got to
know the life system based on gold, shall remain
in this world; no vestige of the violators of the law
shall remain, behold the greatest disappointment
which shall shudder every human spirit; behold
the wrath of a world who shall crush their executioners; behold the executioners of the nations,
who shall fall by their own law; with the same rod
that they measured the world, likewise shall they
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be measured; he who was rich shall remain in the
most unconceivable poverty; and he who was poor
shall be satiated; for no one was mandated to have
more than another; the Father mentioned equality
in His Scriptures; and everything that comes out
of the Father is light to the world; I verily say unto
you that all those who fought against the Father’s
equality, they fought against themselves; for the
same ideas that their minds generated are the ones
which shall judge them; every idea that every mind
generates, never dies; it travels to the infinity; in
the eternity of time, it matures until it becomes a
colossal planet; behold a law which shall fill the
arrogant and proud beings of this world with dread;
every arrogance, every pride, every abuse, every
sin, become hell-planets; behold your responsibility before the Creator; the salvation of the creatures
from those hells come out of yourselves; for in a
given instant you shall request the Father to be
born again in this or that world; so to rescue the
world of darkness; behold a divine law of the
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Kingdom of Heavens; all have got the right to be
the Redeemers of their own errors; microscopic
Redeemers; of dust-worlds; each act done in life,
as insignificant as it may seem to you, becomes a
universe as time goes by; such is the Thinking
Expansive Universe of Father Jehovah; no one surpasses the Father in universal economy; from a
microscopic idea He makes a world germinate; He
creates the material world from what is invisible;
and He gave this divine power as an inheritance to
every thinking creature; no one is disinherited; it
is for this cause that every Holy Scripture teaches
to do what is good in life; for by doing what is good,
you generate ideas which as time passes by, shall
become great paradises; the divine and creative
science of the Father starts from the most microscopic thing that your mind can imagine; and the
most microscopic thing that you can conceive are
your mental ideas; every thinking creature only
feels the ideas; they do not see them, they fulfill
their mandate; but, they do not let themselves be
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seen; behold your salt of life; behold your galactic
seed; behold the beginning of your heavens; for
each one makes his own heaven; a world is born
from each generated idea, one and another is born;
a creation of worlds and heavens, which shall never
cease; for being all children of an Eternal Father,
your fruit is also eternal; he who denies the eternity
of the Father, creates ideas which shall result in
worlds whose creatures shall have philosophies
that will be the negation of the Father; each expression which came out of your free will, becomes life
in other worlds; behold the inheritance of what
you were in life; behold the fruit of your work;
ideas generated in a living magnetism, called
human life; a form of generating ideas, requested
by your own selves in the Kingdom of Heavens;
and it is not the only way; it has never been; for
what is of the Father has no end; there are so many
ways of generating ideas as there are worlds in the
Universe; the worlds that existed in the past and
which do not exist anymore, fulfilled the same law
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of those who exist; and so shall it be for those
which shall come; behold the only cause of all the
causes; for the first cause is the Father; and when
the Father thinks, He creates divine ideas; from
which others are born forever and ever; the Thinking Expansive Universe is an eternal succession of
ideas; whose destiny is to constitute themselves
into material worlds; the infinite diversity of worlds
is because not everybody thinks the same way; one
idea is different from another idea; the attribute
and quality in the ideas are as infinite as the number of molehills which a desert can have; behold
the generatrix of every universe; whose divine head
is the Father; the Thinking Expansive Universe has
always existed; this constitutes the greatest mystery in the own Universe; all the worlds look for
the Father in their respective evolutions; all the
creatures request to be born again in order to arrive
to the divine origin of the own Father; but, since
there is life in each one, no one has ever achieved
it; nor shall anyone achieve it; behold the supreme
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reason why one requests to know new lives; behold
the cause of the causes; for each one creates his
own causes according to their work; and every
cause becomes alive in the presence of the Father;
being the Father the Creator of everything that
exists, the causes born in remote worlds, ask for a
divine justice; the final judgments are infinite; for
the creation is infinite; and everything created by
the Father has got the right of equality before the
Father; every inequality did not come out of the
Father; but, the Father judges inequality; He judges
darkness; I verily say unto you that militarism is
darkness; it is the maximum expression of violation to the divine Commandment that says: Thou
shall not kill; for you demons of the force was it
written: He who kills by sword dies by sword; he
who uses the force as a means of understanding,
falls by the force; to fall by the force is to pay in
future lives up to the last molecule of flesh that
perished by the use of force; no one requested the
Father to kill another being; for all knew in the
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Kingdom that only the demon kills and destroys
what the Father creates; the force is living before
the Father; it accuses the spirits who having created
it, violated the Father’s law; no one wants to be
accused of complicity in some violation against the
Father; neither matter nor spirit; I verily say unto
you that even the seconds shall accuse you in the
Father’s Kingdom; each second lived has got a different free will from the rest of the seconds; each
second in virtue of its free will, represents an accusation; and accusation which came out of each second, represents an existence which must be fulfilled
out of the Kingdom of Heavens; all the military
men of career, must calculate the seconds which
an hour contains, a day, a month, a year, and add
them up successively; of all the time which they
served the so-called armed forces; certainly he who
served a longer time is further away from the
Father’s Kingdom; behold the weeping and gnashing of teeth of all those who wore a uniform; it is
more likely for one who was not military to enter
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the Kingdom of Heavens than for one who was;
the force is unknown in the Kingdom of Heavens;
there are infinite kinds of force; the creative force
is known in the Kingdom of Heavens; on Earth,
the destructive force exists; I verily say unto you
that the force crushes all those who embarrassed
it in remote worlds; it is waiting in the infinity the
return of the scandalizers; for darkness is also the
force of evil; as the force of militarism is; darkness
claims for darkness; and your spirits demons of the
force are divided between light and darkness; no
divided spirit enters the Kingdom of Heavens; he
who requested to know the Father’s light on a
remote planet, requested it with all his responsibility; act by act; idea by idea; instant by instant; you
requested everything for the fulfillment of a life
according to the Father’s Scriptures; and not
according to men; not according to gold or according to militarism; nor any other philosophical tree
of strange morality; which contradicts the divine
mandate; I verily say unto you that nothing of what
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is strange shall remain in this world; nor the life
system based on gold; behold the living Word of
Father Jehovah, shall overthrow every demon; just
as it was in the past; I verily say unto you that when
you fall, damned military men, the true happiness
shall come to this world; the happiness which does
not need to be surveilled; the happiness that governs itself; the happiness which the exploiters
never ever achieved; for the true happiness serves
one sole Master; the true happiness is not divided
and it does not divide anyone; the true happiness
is born from the spirit, from within; it is not born
from the exterior; for what is exterior is reduced
to dust sooner or later; what is exterior is an illusion; for the spirit abandons the planets, in search
of other forms of life; I verily say unto you that the
executioners of this world, those who shelter themselves behind a weapon, are the most backward
spirits of the human evolution; for they know nothing of the people’s struggles; they are indoctrinated
in coldness towards their own feelings; no one who
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lived in coldness towards him/herself shall enter
the Kingdom of Heavens; all the spirits requested
the Father to live in one sole flock; in one sole
World Government; no one requested to become
a military, in order to learn how to kill; no one
requested to violate the Father’s law; for all come
to life with first-hand knowledge; no one requested
to contradict the Father; no one requested to violate a law which was requested for him/herself; for
even the last letter of the Scriptures were requested
by your own selves; I verily say unto you that no
one requested to condemn him/herself beforehand;
behold a divine truth; no one requested the Father
to do evil against anyone; not even in the most
microscopic form; no one requested to imitate
satan on Earth; the so-called military casted the
first stone; militarism not being from Heavens, it
is from satan; armies or legions are the same thing;
no so-called army of this world shall remain in the
world; for they belong to a world which is unknown
in the Kingdom of Heavens; when the Revelation
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comes to the world, it does it in the supposition
that you have done everything according to the
Scriptures; according to how you promised the
Father; but, Did you make the laws according to
the Father’s Scriptures? Behold a divine question
which shall fill you with shame and dread; for no
world of the Universe that was not governed by
the Father’s Scriptures, has entered the Kingdom
of Heavens; this is your destiny; because of capitalists, religious and military men, no human creature
shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens; not has anyone entered; because of those who kept a life system based on gold with their spiritual blindness;
behold the originators of the human tragedy;
behold the blinds who led other blinds; behold the
creators of the false history of the Earth; for the
real history was initiated in the Kingdom of Heavens; behold the false christs; who made their own
law and not the Father’s law; if they had made the
laws by imitating the Father’s intentions, this
world would have had another destiny; they would
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have neither judgment nor weeping and gnashing
of teeth; for Father Jehovah would have nothing
against you; if these blinds would have been loyal
to the Father’s Commandments, this world would
not have been divided between rich and poor; neither rich nor poor are known in the Kingdom of
Heavens; if the Father’s Scriptures announce that
no rich shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens, Why
did these demons praised them and made alliances
with them? Why did the so-called pope imitate
them, wearing gold ornaments and showing himself in a throne? I verily say unto you that all these
blinds shall be accused before the Father of being
accomplices of the rich of the world; behold the
weeping and gnashing of teeth of the blinds; these
demons shall have to add up all the seconds of the
time that the blindness lasted; each second gone
by is equivalent to living an existence out of the
Kingdom of Heavens; these points of darkness stop
when the blind spirit repents; repentance is as living as the rest of the other infinite virtues; he who
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repents attains as many little points of light as the
seconds that the repentance lasts; I verily say unto
you that each sensation that comes out of the spirit
becomes points in the Father’s living justice; it
depends on the spirt for those points to be of the
light or of darkness; I verily say unto you that the
culprits of the suffering of millions of creatures
shall cry out their guilt before the world; for they
requested the Father a public judgment in case they
violated the law; and they violated it; behold the
divine justice which came out of the Father; the
Father does nothing occult; Woe betide those who
made occult laws and things! Woe betide those
who intrigued against the peoples! It would have
been better for them not to have been born in this
world; for the law of damnation shall fall on them;
Woe betide those who gave coups d’états in the
peoples of the Earth! They are damned before the
Father and the world; Woe betide the so-called
Congresses of the world! For they allowed the coexistence between rich and poor! Woe betide those
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who legalized what is illegal before the Father! Woe
betide those who divided my humble! Woe betide
those who made things without consulting the
Father’s Scriptures! Woe betide those who lived in
immorality! it would have been better for them not
to have requested to know the human life; woe
betide those who lived in scandalous fashions! For
they shall have to pay in future existences for each
pore of flesh that was scandalized; woe betide those
who imitated both sexes! It would have been better
for them not to have requested sex; Woe betide
those who practiced vice before children! It would
have been better for them not to have been in this
world; woe betide those who stayed up all night
because of licentiousness! It would have been better for them not to have known liberation; woe
betide those who put a cigarette in their mouths!
For they shall be accused before the Father of being
dissolute and corruptors! No one was born smoking; nor anyone requested the Father to be dissolute; Woe betide those who practiced vice before
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the innocence! It would have been better for them
to have been dead; each second of vice is paid in
existences which must be fulfilled out of the Kingdom of Heavens; woe betide those who drew a
weapon against the chest of another! Thus shall
they also be treated in other existences, in other
worlds; woe betide those who trampled on the
free will of the citizens! For they are damned; woe
betide those who abused the trust and innocence
of the peoples! For they shall be ashamed in their
presence; woe betide those who mocked at those
who claimed the Father in the streets of the world!
Likewise shall they be mocked at in this world and
in others; woe betide those who lived in pride!
For they shall be forgotten in this world; woe
betide those who traded with food! For they shall
undergo hunger; woe betide the rich who did not
listen to the divine warnings of the Father’s Scriptures! For no one shall be sorry for them; woe
betide the step mothers and step fathers who
abused the children of others! They shall pay
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likewise in other existences; each second of abuse
and suffering is paid in existences; for each second
of darkness lived corresponds to live one existence
out of the Kingdom of Heavens; woe betide the
parents or step parents who sexually abused their
children or step-children! For they shall be damned
in this world; they shall be given their own medicine in other existences; woe betide those who
were religious! For they shall also be divided in
many beliefs, being there only one God; the socalled religions are not known in the Kingdom of
Heavens; nor do they form part of the Father’s
Scriptures; the Father left a Gospel; He did not
leave philosophies that divide His children; the
so-called religions were created by the human free
will in an imperfect intention of interpreting the
Father’s Scriptures; the Scriptures came out of the
divine free will of the Father; behold the greatest
blindness in the spirituality of this world; because
of the so-called religious was it written: Blinds
leading other blinds; for they transmitted the world
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all their errors and falseness; Father Jehovah certainly is not pleased with the material adoration;
for the children do not advance through the true
way of the true spirituality; the so-called religions
are to blame for no human spirit to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; for they divided everyone; no
divided spirit enters the Kingdom of Heavens; only
satan divides and he divides himself; every mental
division draws the creatures away from the equality
taught by the Father; behold the blinds of the
world; behold the least evolved spirits of the planet;
they created a sect which made use of the Name
of the Father; and its fruit constitutes the greatest
tragedy for this world; for because of this falseness,
none of you shall enter the Kingdom of Heavens;
there is no greater spiritual tragedy in the creature
than to know by Revelation that he/she shall not
enter the Kingdom of the Father; behold the surprise of an entire world who believed in the false
religious christs; in the false prophets of the world;
in the traders of faith; in the prostitute who got
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into an alliance with the followers of gold; knowing
the prostitute that no rich would enter the Kingdom of Heavens; she blessed them anyway; she did
not fear the living God; I verily say unto you that
it is more likely for one who did not know religion
to enter the Kingdom of Heavens, than for one who
got to know it and practiced it; the first one neither
divided his virtues nor divided anyone; the second
one confused his virtues with a belief which did
not come out of the Father; behold the difference
between those who were divided and of those who
were not; behold millions shall have to struggle
between light and darkness; between true and
false; and each instant lived in uncertainty, is paid
in existences; one existence for each second; this
law of justice of the Father, is the same for the light
as well as for darkness; for the award as well as for
the punishment; for the Father’s equality is in
everything imagined; nothing is impossible to Him;
He transforms the worlds by simple Doctrines; just
as it was in the past of this planet; likewise shall
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happen now; the living Word of the Father transforms everything; the Father does not need to
destroy His own work; He does not need to make
use of the force; for He is in all the sentiments of
every mind; in all the ideas; He is in everything
imagined; behold only the Father and the Son know
the future of this world; for one is in the other;
keeping both their free wills; the Telepathic Scripture of nowadays is the same as in the past; for in
the reincarnated Trinity is the planet’s own germ;
the cause of the causes is within; and it irradiates
outwardly; it is as expansive as the own Universe;
the Trinity goes from world to world; as its expansive power reaches the limits of the Macrocosm;
certainly they are relative limits; for nothing in the
Father has got any limits; I verily say unto you that
the Trinity Father is expressed in the Trinity Son;
and their forms of expressing themselves have got
no limits; but, it has got a form; the form for this
world is by means of the living Doctrine; the Doctrine of the Lamb of God; the Telepathic Scripture
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which has no end, because everything that comes
out of the Father has not got any; the critics of the
world shall be overwhelmed; and I verily say unto
you that they shall become complexed; it would
have been better for them not have been critics;
for in order to become a critic, one must know first
and above everything the Scriptures of the Father;
one has to know by memory the Father’s Scriptures
from the first up to the last letter; the entire humanity promised the Father to imitate Him in everything imagined; and not to let themselves be
influenced by a strange morality in their Scriptures;
the world was surprised; they let themselves be
deceived by the religious morality; a morality of
traders; I verily say unto you that with such strange
morality, it is impossible to enter the Kingdom of
Heavens; commerce is not known in the Father’s
Kingdom; in the Kingdom of Heavens there is the
purest material disinterest; the celestial communism reigns there with a philosophy of a child;
everything is joy there; private property is not
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known there; one does not know the word: This is
mine; private property and the word this is mine
are proper of a remote and unknown planet called
Earth; which having created a strange life system
based on gold, created such laws; behold an infinite
law; the worlds that do not fulfill the Father’s
divine mandates, have not got a known number;
for nothing that came out of the Father has got any
limits; the Earth which you inhabit, is one of the
infinite ones that exist; what is of the Father is not
reduced to one sole world; as many limited beings
think; I verily say unto you that all those who limited the Father’s power in this world, shall not
enter the Kingdom of Heavens; it is more likely for
one who exalted the Father to enter the Kingdom
of Heavens, than for one who belittled Him in
power; the most microscopic doubt towards the
Father costs the no entrance to the Kingdom; skepticism is not known in the Kingdom of Heavens;
nor are the skeptical beings known; for no one has
ever entered; nor shall anyone enter; nothing that
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your life system has produced, spiritually or materially, is known in the Kingdom of Heavens; for it
is a life system which did not come out of Heaven;
Heaven is contained in the Father’s Scriptures; the
Scriptures were given to you so that you reach
Heaven; it is the only way that leads there; there
is no other one; it is the only morality with which
one can enter the Kingdom; the rest is an illusion;
trillions and trillions of spirits observe the Kingdom of Heavens from afar; they are the spirits who
were deluded in their respective worlds; those who
formed the past generations of the Earth are there;
for none of them has been able to enter the Kingdom of Heavens; you shall arrive there too; I verily
say unto you that entire generations are waiting
for the big ones of the world in order to accuse
them before the Father; the big ones of the world
made the laws for this world; and they obliged the
people by using the force to fulfill them; Did they
not count on the damned armed forces? Behold
every uniformed is accused before the Father of
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complicity with the demon; no one requested the
Father to use the force against his own brother in
the trials of life; Woe betide those who used it!
Theirs is the malediction of the Universe; woe
betide those who used the force against the free
will of the Father’s creatures! It would have been
better for these demons not to have requested the
Father to know the human life; for they would not
be called into Universal Question; woe betide the
armies of the world! You shall cry tears of blood,
for the perpetuity of the human pain came out of
you; Did you not defend for centuries those who
adored gold? Did you not build the world’s hope
up with shining uniforms? Yes damned ones; you
are from darkness and to darkness you shall return;
I verily say unto you legions of satan, that not even
the memory shall remain of you; what happened
to the damned pharaonic dynasties shall happen
to you; for you were of their legions.ALPHA AND OMEGA.313

THE CELESTIAL SCIENCE OF THE NUMBERS.The numbers are the Alpha and Omega of every
living creation; there would not be mental calculation without numbers; the number that the human
creature knows is just a microscopic form of calculation; it is a microscopic beginning of life in the
number; being the number also a living creature;
so living that a spirit’s destiny depends on it.Every number has got a spirit; and each number is
independent from another; and they are a harmonious entirety at the same time; which also live an
existence as the spirit does; what happens in each
number is a unique spectacle; it is them who make
the expansive calculation of the living Universe
possible; they are in everyone and everywhere;
which means that every initiative that is born from
every spirit is a living number; it means the more
a spirit elevates in its own evolutional number, it
never reaches the divine Father; it only gets closer
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to Him; and when it gets closer to Him, it feels
more microscopic.Every number is born again; and when it reincarnates in matter again, it sees itself driven to a new
numerical hierarchy; this is because every knowledge becomes a creative magnetism; it becomes a
shining aura; of a very similar color to the brightness that a ruby gives off; every number is a divine
numeral cherub; they are living virtues in the Kingdom of Heavens.When the living number is required by the spirit,
first it requests the right and divine authorization
to its divine Numeral Celestial Father; a very high
solar hierarchy, lovingly subordinated to the divine
Father Jehovah.In the illustrated spirit the number has got the
geometry of the geometric reasoning; the number
illustrated by the spirit, investigates and calculates
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its possible origin in the uncountable galaxies; the
number and the spirit are inseparable in any search
for perfection; the number balances every search
of the thinking being; it is the balancing point of
what an orderly universe could be; the influence
of the number in the geometry of the ideas which
are generated daily, is simply infinite.The living numbers which are very loving, request
God, in virtue of their numeral free wills, to accompany many in their future reincarnations; this
gives place for many to be very profound in their
calculations of every order and to be great mathematicians; the attribute is more accentuated by
antiquity in the covenants with the living numbers;
this knowledge is attained by infinite laws; and the
living number participates in all of them.In the living numbers which request galactic
experience in the flying saucers, there were many
who were human creatures and animals, on other
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planets earths; this took place when in virtue of
their spiritual free wills, decided to know the world
of flesh, for they did not know it; and requesting
to be creatures of flesh, they also requested to the
sensation of what is numerical; for they also did
not know it as a sensation; many human creatures
of those who are presently on Earth, were living
numbers in the flying saucers; it is for this law of
the spiritual past that many get excited by just
listening the stories of the appearances of flying
saucers on Earth.ALPHA AND OMEGA.-
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9 ORIGIN OF THE NUMBERS; EVERY NUMBER IS BORN IN
EGALITARIAN LAW, WITH THE BIRTH OF THE PLANET; EVERY
BIRTH OF A PLANET AND A NUMBER IS MICROSCOPIC
AND GEOMETRIC; THE EVERYTHING IS BORN BY COMMON
BEGINNING, AS MATTER AND SPIRIT; THE PLANET-NUMBER
HAD IN ITS BEGINNING THE GEOMETRY OF THE RIGHT ANGLE
OF 90º; IT GOT EXPANDED FROM THE INVISIBLE TO THE
VISIBLE, AND IT CONSTITUTED ITSELF INTO THE OMEGA
CIRCLE; AND DURING ITS DEVELOPMENT FROM MINOR
TO MORE, IT CREATED MICROSCOPIC CONCEPTS OF THE
EVERYTHING ABOVE EVERYTHING; THE NUMBER IN ITS
DEVELOPMENT GOT IMBALANCED, BECAUSE THE HUMAN
CREATURE DID NOT CREATE THE EGALITARIAN PSYCHOLOGY;
TO A DISPERSED WORK, DISPERSED NUMBERS; THE
PLANET EARTH SHALL BE UNIFIED WHEN THE MOLECULAR
COMMUNISM EMERGE; WHEN THE NUMBER-SENSATIONS
OF THE THINKING INDIVIDUALITY REACH EACH OTHER IN
A GEOMETRICAL DEVELOPMENT; WHEN THEY CONSTITUTE
THEMSELVES IN THINKING OMEGA IDEAS.-

THIS BOOK SHALL NOT BE TRADED. Each one
shall contribute according to their capacity and
shall receive according to his/her work. For the
divine Doctrine which the divine Eternal Father has
sent, by means of the Emissary Alpha and Omega,
does not belong to anyone; and must be shared
among everyone in a common and egalitarian law.
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